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Abstract

The present study considers the sanctuary of Zeus at Olympia from the 
following two points of view: (1) How did interaction at the sanctuary 
contribute towards the drawing of an ethnic boundary between Hel
lenes and Barbarians and how was Hellenic athletic nudity construed in 
this context? (2) How did interaction at the sanctuary help the great 
multitude of Hellenic poleis to develop and maintain their identities as 
individual local communities? In this context particular emphasis is put 
on a consideration of the polis of Elis, the city-state which organised and 
staged the Olympic Games. The study argues that in the Classical 
period the sanctuary at Olympia was in fact one of the most important 
arenas in which the two most characteristic levels of Hellenic identity - 
the overall and shared Hellenic identity and the indiviual local polis- 
identity of each community - was negotiated, developed and main
tained, and collects the evidence needed to substantiate these points.
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I. Introduction

In this study I shall attempt to illuminate one of the socio-polit
ical processes by which the great multitude1 of the highly diverse 
Hellenic poleis came to constitute a unified city-state culture2 as 
opposed to a random agglomeration of individual city-states.3 

1. Exactly how many Hellenic poleis existed at any point in time is impossible to say. 
The Inventory of Archaic and Classical Poleis by the Copenhagen Polis Centre (= 
Hansen & Nielsen 2004) includes descriptions of 1,035 communities which were 
certainly, probably, or possibly poleis throughout or at least for some time within 
the Archaic and Classical periods. They were not, however, all in existence at any 
one point in time since some poleis ceased to exist (e.g. Arisba (no. 768) on Lesbos 
(Hdt. 1.151.2; Strabo 13.1.21)) whereas new poleis were frequently founded 
throughout these periods, e.g. Megalopolis in Arkadia (no. 282; Diod. Sic. 15.72.4 
and Paus. 8.27.1-8 with Nielsen 2002:414-42); Messene in Messenia (no. 316; Paus. 
4.27.9 with Roebuck 1941: 27-39; for the possibility that there was a perioikic set
tlement on the site prior to the foundation, see Luraghi 2002: 61); Rhodos (no. 
1000; Diod. Sic. 13.75.1) on the homonymous island (for synoecised Rhodes, see 
Gabrielsen 2000); etc. For a brief discussion of this problem, see the section "The 
Number of Poleis" by Hansen in Hansen & Nielsen 2004: 53-54 in which it is sug
gested that in the year 400 there were at least 862 poleis in existence and that the 
total number of poleis in any given year never exceded 1,000. (Serial numbers in 
parenthesis following the name of a polis indicate the number given to the polis in 
question in Hansen & Nielsen 2004; in cases where I cite no source or give no ref
erence to scholarly literature for details relating to a particular polis and give 
merely the serial number, the relevant sources and references can be found in the 
inventory entry.) - The present study focuses on the Classical period, but late 
Archaic and very early Hellenistic evidence is discussed if it illuminates the ques
tion under scrutiny. I have provided translations of all Greek cited in the hope 
that the study will be of interest also to e.g. historians of athletics or historians of 
religion; if not my own, such translations are taken from standard translations 
such as Loeb though sometimes modified. In order to ease reading and use of the 
study further, a list of abbreviations etc. is included at 104-7.

2. For the concept of "city-state culture", see Hansen 2000a. For descriptions of 
the known city-state cultures throughout world history, see the papers col
lected in Hansen 2000b and 2002.

3. I do not claim that the process under consideration here, interaction at 
Olympia, was the only such process, but only that it was one such - though cer
tainly one of the more important ones. On the contrary, the present study is 
rather the first of what I hope will be a series of studies discussing the socio
political processes by which the Hellenic poleis came to form and maintain a 
city-state culture. And, of course, I do not claim that the function discussed 
here was the only function of the sanctuary at Olympia.
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Though they were similar in many crucial respects, the Hellenic 
poleis were also readily recognisable individual communities 
which differed enormously in terms of size,4 5 geographical posi
tion/ constitution,6 religious cults,7 etc.

4. Our sources often distinguish between 'great and small poleis', e.g. Xen. Hell. 
5.1.31: Tàç ôè àAAaç 'EAAqvibaç hôAelç kcù pocpaç kcù peydAcitç ktA. Of 
course, the criteria on which this distinction is based may vary, from the size of 
the citizen population to the size of the territory, from poverty to wealth, from 
army size to political influence etc. See Hansen 1997: 25-31; Nixon & Price 
1990.

5. In Plato's memorable phrase, the Hellenes lived on the shores of the Mediter
ranean and Black Seas "like ants and frogs about a marsh" (Jowett; Phd. 109b: 
ppàç OLKEÎV TOÙÇ pÉXQl Hq«kAeLCOV CTTpAdw «7lÔ <P«(JLboÇ EV OpLKQCp TLVL 
poQicp, ûjotieq 7IEQL TÉApot pvppqK«ç q ßotTpdyouc n£Q>- T1îv 0«AcïTT«V 
OLKOvvxaç). The easternmost Greek polis included in Hansen & Nielsen 2004 is 
Phasis (no. 711) while the westernmost is Emporion (no. 2); to the north, there 
was Olbia (no. 690) and to the south Kyrene (no. 1028) and Naukratis (no. 
1023). See Hansen 2000c: 141-43.

6. See e.g. Demand 1996 for the striking preservation of monarchy on Cyprus. 
The descriptions of individual poleis in Hansen & Nielsen 2004 include the 
available evidence on forms of constitution; the results as regards the fourth 
century may be briefly summarised as follows: 39 poleis are known to have 
been tyrannies (e.g.: Syracuse (no. 47), Sikyon (no. 228), and Eretria (no. 370)); 
47 are known to have been oligarchies (e.g.: Korkyra (no. 123), Tegea (no. 297), 
and Korinthos (no. 227)); while 59 are known to have been democracies (e.g.: 
Lokroi (no. 59), Ambrakia (no. 113), and Mantinea (no. 281)); see further 
Hansen in Hansen & Nielsen 2004: 79-86. On early democracies, see also 
Robinson 1997; on oligarchy, see also Ostwald 2000.

7. For example, the pantheon of Megalopolis (no. 282) strongly reflects the fact 
that this polis was created by a synoikismos of a number of pre-existing commu
nities some of whose cults were relocated to the new site while others had 
'doublet' sanctuaries established there; see Nilsson 1951: 18-22. The promi
nence of Zeus Soter, on the other hand, must be interpreted i.a. as a reflection 
of the circumstance which allowed the foundation to be realised: the defeat of 
the Lakedaimonians by Epameinondas (Jost 1996:104). In other words, the dis
tinct configuration of the Megalopolitan pantheon is a product of the local his
tory of the polis and thus unique.

8. See Cartledge in Bruit Zaidman & Schmitt Pantel 1992: xv.

In addition to these more or less tangible differences there 
were more subtle nuances of difference in identity and conse
quently the Classical Hellenic world consisted, in the happy turn 
of phrase by Cartledge, of "more than a thousand separate and 
usually radically self-differentiated 'cities'", i.e. poleis.8 One ob- 
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vious way in which poleis produced this self-differentiation was 
by the choice of types for their coinages: "[WJhen the institution 
of coinage spread with extreme rapidity through the Greek 
world in the middle of the sixth century few cities were content 
to use coinage minted elsewhere. City-specific coins were struck 
whose types sometimes made direct or punning reference to the 
city that minted them: Athens came to mint coins with the head 
of Athena and Athena's owl, the city of Phokaia made coins with 
a seal for which the Greek name was phoke."9 Coin types, in fact, 
often function as an "emblème de la cité" and may serve to 
emphasise "le particularisme qui caractérise l'organisation poli
tique du monde grec."10

9. Osborne 1998: 117. For a case-study of Mantinea (no. 281) from this point of 
view, see Lacroix 1967. - More than a hundred Hellenic poleis struck coins 
prior to 480; see Nielsen 2002: 221.

10. Lacroix 1975: 154. See below 38-9, 43-6 on the coinages of Elis and Pisa.
11. Eriksen 1993: 23: "... the concept of stereotyping refers to the creation and 

consistent application of standardised notions of the cultural distinctiveness 
of a group."

12. Nielsen 2002:114-15.
13. Dem. 20.106: ... oùk e^ecjti naoa toIç ActKEÔaipovioLÇ xà tcov AØrjvaicov 

È71CUVELV vdpipa oùbè là tgjv öelvcov.
14. Dem. 20.109: ©rjßcdoL ({jqovovctiv èh’ wpoTrpi kcù novr|oia.
15. Cf. Pfister 1951:179.

Stereotypes,11 of course, developed as well, both of 'self' and 
'other'. This is not always easy to demonstrate, but a good 
example of a positive stereotype of self would seem to be exem
plified by the Mantineans (no. 281) who most probably conside
red themselves 'real hoplites'.12 And when Demosthenes states 
that at Sparta (no. 345) a man cannot praise the institutions of a 
foreign state, be it those of Athens or another polis,13 or that the 
Thebans (no. 221) take pride in their raw manners and 
wickedness, he is obviously engaging in negative stereotyping.14 15 
A wonderful collection of polis stereotypes may be found in the 
third-century writer Herakleides Kretikos (GGM I 97-110), who 
concludes his tour of Boiotia with a list of the tXKÀqoqpaToA 
(mishaps) of nine of the poleis of the region: in Oropos (no. 214) 
dwells OLCTyooKcobcm (sordid love of gain, LSJ), in Tanagra (no. 
220) 4>0ovoq (envy), cfjiAoveiKux (contentiousness) is at home in 
Thespiai (no. 222), û|3qlç (wanton violence) in Thebes (no. 221), 
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tiAeove^lcx (greediness) in Anthedon (no. 200), and îieqleq- 
yia (intermeddling with other folk's affairs) in Koroneia (no. 
210), while Plataiai (no. 216) is the home of dAtxÇovEta (boastful
ness), Onchestos16 of twqetôç (fever),1 and Haliartos (no. 206) of 
dvaiaQqaia (mental obtuseness). No wonder that the fifth-cen
tury comedian Pherekrates advised: Hv7teq cjipovqç eu, 4>EÙyE 
tt]v Bolwtlccv (fr. 160, Kock = KA 171).18

16. Onchestos, though included as a polis in Hansen 1996: 93-94, has after recon
sideration of the evidence been excluded from Hansen & Nielsen 2004. See 
Hansen 1995a: 29-30.

17. Pfister 1951: 183: "Gemeint ist die Malaria, die von den Sümpfen des Kopais- 
Sees herrührt, an dessen Südrand Onchestos, an der Strasse Koroneia-Theben, 
lag."

18. "If you have any sense left, avoid Boiotia".
19. Konstan 2001: 33.
20. Konstan 2001: 30.
21. Hall 1997: 25.
22. Cartledge 1993: 3 calls it "the fiction of genetic homogeneity".
23. Hall 2002: 116.

In other words, each polis developed and was ascribed a par
ticular local identity. At the same time, however, the Hellenes as 
such constituted a distinct ethnic group - tô EAAqviKÔv as 
Herodotos famously has the Athenians phrase it at 8.144.2 - to 
which Hellenes of all poleis belonged, to EAApvucov is described 
as being opcupov and opdyAwacrov, 'of the same blood and of 
the same tongue', and is juxtaposed with Oecùv iÖQupaTtx kolvA 
Kcd Øvctlou, 'shared sanctuaries of gods and sacrifices', and f]0Etx 
ôpÔTQO7ia, 'congenial customs'. As has often been pointed out, 
here are "all the usual markers of ethnic affinity",19 and the 
rather emphatic repetition of the prefix dpo- ('same') coupled 
with koivA ('shared') is worth noting since it is certainly meant 
to highlight the "notion of common essence" of the Hellenes.20 
By 'same blood' is implied a myth of common origin for the Hel
lenes, the sine qua non for an ethnic group21 and an obvious ideo
logical construct.22 By 'same tongue' is implied that the Hellenes 
all spoke a common language; in fact the linguistic situation in 
Classical Hellas was characterised by a multiplicity of linguistic 
forms.23 However, by the fifth century the different dialects were 
all subsumed under the abstract notion 'the Hellenic tongue' (f] 
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EAÀàç yÅcoaaa),24 which, accordingly, is also a sort of ideolo
gical construct.25 As to LÖQvpaTa Koivà, "[t]he great national 
centres of religion, with their cults, oracles, and festivals - 
Olympia, Delphi, Dodona (perhaps Delos), Eleusis - must be 
chiefly in the speaker's (or writer's) mind" (Macan ad /oc.).26 That 
the idea of 'shared sanctuaries' was well-developed in the Clas
sical period is clear also from the Peace of Nikias (Thue. 5.18-19). 
The text of the Peace, in fact, begins with a stipulation con
cerning the shared sanctuaries: tteql pèv twv leqcüv twv kolvgjv, 
Øvelv kcù levai Kai [aavTEVEcrØai Kai 0ECJQEÏV Kara rd narpia 
tov ßouÄöpEVov Kai Kara yf)v Kai icard ØdÅacraav àÔEcdç,27 
i.e. a guarantee of free access to the 'shared sanctuaries'. That the 
sanctuaries referred to here were in fact e.g. Olympia is a safe 

24. See Morpurgo Davies 1987; see also Mickey 1981, who argues on the basis of 
pre-400 verse inscriptions that such inscriptions by the fifth century show an 
increased awareness of the peculiarities of the epichoric tongues and tend to 
avoid them, and concludes that the increasingly non-epichoric character of the 
language of these inscriptions "constitutes a concrete reality corresponding to 
the idea of the 'Greek language'." Hall 2002: 115 is sceptical about whether 
the notion of a common 'Greek' language existed in the Archaic period, but 
acknowledges that such a notion had developed by the fifth century: "In fact, 
it is not until the fifth century that we find a concrete expression of this con
cept [sc. of a singular Hellenic language] in the phrase he Hellas glossa ('the 
Greek tongue')." Hall refers to Hdt. 2.154.2 where it is reported that Psam- 
metichos turned over Egyptian children to resident Hellenic mercenaries in 
order that they might learn 'the Hellenic tongue': kcù bf] kcù ncdbaç 
naofßnAt nÙTolcn AiyunTiouç xpv EAAâba yAwcrcrnv EKÖiödcncEOÖaf ano 
bè tovtujv ÈKpaôôvTcev xf|v yAcbcrcrccv oi vvv ÉQppvÉEç Èv Aiyûnrcp yeyo- 
vacri. For the phrase (q) 'EAAàç yAcocrcra, see also Hdt. 2.56.3; 2.137.5; 2.143.4; 
2.144.2; 4.78.2; 4.110.1; 4.155.3; 4.192.3; 6.98.3; 8.135.3 (ßctQßdQov yAmcrcrqç 
àvii. EAAdôoç); 9.16.2.

25. Cartledge 1993: 3 states that Herodotos "gloss[es] over important differences 
of dialect", but the important point is that he can do so since a notion of a 'Hel
lenic tongue' existed.

26. Cf. Hansen 2000c: 144: "The common sanctuaries were partly the oracles con
sulted by all Greeks (Dodone, Delphi, Didyma, Lebadeia, Abai and Oropos), 
and partly the sanctuaries which arranged pan-Hellenic competitions in 
sport, music, drama and recitation (Olympia, Delphi, Isthmia and Nemea)".

27. "Regarding the shared sanctuaries, there shall be a free passage by land and 
by sea to all who wish it, to sacrifice, travel, consult the oracle and attend the 
games, according to ancestral tradition" (Crawley (modified)).
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inference from the treaty itself which stipulates that copies of the 
text were to be set up at Olympia, Delphi and Isthmia.28 29 "Com
mon customs can cover anything from the reading of the 
Homeric poems to the use of coins and the construction of 
peripteral temples."24 One custom which was considered distinc
tively Hellenic was athletics, or rather, as we shall see, the Hel
lenic way of athletics.

28. Thue. 5.18.10: arf|Àaç ôè crrfpai ’OÅvpnLacri Kai TIuØol Kai IcrØpoi Kai 
AØpvrjai Év tioåei Kai èv AaKEbaipovi Èv ApuKÅaia). The absence of Nemea 
from the list is a little strange, but perhaps it is due to the fact that Nemea at 
this time may possibly have been controlled by Argos (cf. below n. 90), a polis 
which was not a party to this treaty, whereas Olympia, Isthmia and Delphi 
were all controlled by Spartan allies, who were prospective parties to the 
treaty (cf. 18.1: AaKEÖaLpovioi Kai oi HuppayoL). Alternatively there were no 
problems in gaining access to Nemea, or this sanctuary may have been of 
lesser importance than the three others, cf. Hornblower 1996: 483: “Of the 
four Panhellenic sanctuaries, Nemea is the only absentee; it is also the only 
one never mentioned by Th., though Nemea features at v. 58 ff. as a place. 
Nemea was the least prestigious of the four; it was the only one to receive no 
victory dedication after the Persian Wars."

29. Hansen 2000c: 144.
30. Hansen 2000c: 143.
31. Hornblower 1991: 10: "Persia was something else for the Greeks: a point of 

reference. A common enemy did more than supply themes for the makers 
and manipulators of Greek public opinion; it gave the Greeks, if not a word 
for themselves (they already had that), an added awareness that they were 
Greeks, and that 'Hellas', their word for their country, was more than just a 
geographical expression." Cartledge 1993: 39: "However, by the time of 
Aeschylus' Persians, produced at the Athenian Great Dionysia festival of 472, 
the process of 'othering' and indeed inventing 'the barbarian' as a homoge

So in terms of identity, the Hellenic world was characterised 
by strong local identities as well as by a sense of shared Panhel- 
lenic identity. Since identity is not a fact of nature but a socially 
constructed phenomenon, a city-state culture such as the Hel
lenic must obviously have institutions through which identity, 
local as well as Panhellenic, is constructed and maintained, that 
is, confirmed and continuously reconfirmed. One way in which 
Hellenic identities were created and maintained in this sense 
was through intense interaction30 and, in the case of Panhellenic 
identity, through opposition to ßdpßapoL, and here the con
frontation with the Persians is commonly acknowledged to have 
been of significant importance.31 In the following, I shall investi
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gate the role played by the sanctuary of Zeus at Olympia in the 
Classical period as a focus of Hellenic interaction as well as a 
venue for expressing the difference between Hellenes and Bar
barians.

nized stereotype was well underway in Greece, in an early version of the spe
cific form of derogatory stereotyping now known as 'orientalism'. The cata
lyst was the defeat of the Persian invasion of Greece in 480-479, upon the 
failure of which the Athenians grounded their anti-Persian empire." Hall 
1997: 44: "It has long been recognised that the Persian War of 480-479 BC was 
a decisive moment in the formation of Greek self-identity: in the words of 
Simon Hornblower, 'Persia gave the Greeks their identity, or the means for 
recognizing it.' Even if few poleis actually mounted resistance against Xerxes' 
forces (only thirty-one are named on the 'Serpent Column', set up as a victory 
monument at Delphi), the looming presence of an external invader was a 
powerful vehicle in persuading formerly antagonistic cities to make common 
cause in defence. The invasion acted as a catalyst for the 'invention of the bar
barian' that is, the creation of a derogatory and stereotypical 'other'." Kon- 
stan 2001: 33: "To some extent, a pan-Greek identity was undoubtedly a con
sequence of the Persian invasion."



II. Athletics as a Distinctively 
Hellenic Activity

The Hellenes seem to have conceived of athletics, i.e. the gym- 
nikos agon, as a distinctively Hellenic phenomenon, something 
which marked them off from the Barbarians.32 In this they were 
not quite right33 and Thucydides at 1.6.5 explictly acknowledges 
that non-Hellenic peoples, especially of Asia Minor, engaged in 
boxing and wrestling competitions.34 But even so, to conduct ath
letic competitions was construed as an essentially Hellenic 
activity and athletics were thus considered distinctively Hellenic. 
Plato, for instance, at Symposium 182b has Pausanias state that 
among 'the Barbarians' pédérastie relationships, philosophy and 
philogymnastia ('fondness for gymnastics') are considered ais- 
chron ('bad').35 It should follow e contrario that philogymnastia was 
not considered a bad thing among the Hellenes, and it is inter
esting to note that the reason given for Barbarian dislike of philo- 
gymnastia is their political constitutions: btà tvqccvvlôcxç ('be
cause of their dictatorial governments'), from which it ought to 
follow that there is a connection between athletics and the Hel
lenic way of life.

32. Golden 1998: 4-5: "Athletic exercise and competition marked Greeks off from 
their neighbours, and the great Greek festivals of athletic and equestrian com
petition excluded non-Greek outsiders, barbaroi." Hansen 2000c: 144: "[T]o 
have competitions in sports was a distinguishing mark of Greek civilisation, 
something in which the Greeks differed from all their neighbours."

33. See Sansone 1988 for sport throughout human world history.
34. Thue. 1.6.5: etl ÔÈ kcil Èv toîç ßaoßaQoic ecttlv oïç vùv, kcù pctÅioxa tolc 

Acriavoîç, 7wypqç kcù nùAqç dØÅa tlØetcu, koi biECcopÉvoi toùto ÔQcbcnv 
("To this day among some of the Barbarians, especially in Asia, when prizes 
for boxing and wrestling are offered, belts are worn by the combatants" 
(Crawley)).

35. Toiq yoo ßapßdQois bià tùç TUQCivvibaç aioypov tovtö te kcù fj ys 
y>iAoooc|)La kcù f] (ßiAoyvpvaoTia.

Herodotos, too, offers a couple of examples of the way in 
which athletics are constructed as characteristically Hellenic. 
Particularly memorable is a small episode narrated after the tale 
of the Battle of Thermopylae A group of Arkadian automoloi 
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('deserters') applied to King Xerxes for mercenary service. The 
Persians, according to Herodotos, took the opportunity to ask 
tteql Tæv EAAqvmv TO 71OLEOLEV (8.26.1: ("about the Hellenes, 
what they were doing"). The answer was that they were organ
izing the Olympics and would be watching an athletic agon and 
a hippie.36 The Persians then inquired tieql ôteu hycdviCovTon, 
"what they competed about". Upon hearing that an olive wreath 
was given as prize, a noble Persian, Tritantaichmes, son of the 
wisest of warners, Artabanos, exclaimed: Hcmu, MapbovLE, 
KOLOUÇ én àvbçaç qyayEç paxqQopévovç qpétxç, oï où 71eql 
XQqpdTcov tùv aycova ttoleOvtcu. dAAà tieqi txQETqç (8.26.3).37 
As Konstan notes, "there is something odd in the way Herodotus 
expresses himself here. Macan, who had a remarkable eye for 
detail, commented: 'chremata and arete are not quite co-ordinate 
in this passage; the slight inconsequentiality only sharpens the 
gnome.' Macan adds that 'peri aretes = tou kalou heneka.' Macan 
means that the Greeks do not contend for (peri) virtue or excel
lence in the same sense in which others, according to Tritan
taichmes, contend for wealth. Virtue, that is to say, is not a prize. 
Tritantaichmes is being a trifle careless when he substitutes the 
word 'virtue' for the olive wreath which is the object of the con
tests. But the deeper point is, I think, that the Greeks are not 
really contending over an olive wreath, either. In answer to 
Xerxes' question, 'for what' (peri hoteu) do they compete, the Ar
cadian defectors answer simply that a wreath is 'given' (dido- 
menon). Money, properly speaking, may be a goal; virtue is a 
quality that is manifested in the contest, not the object of it."38 So, 
what motivates Persians, according to Herodotos, is chremata, 
whereas Hellenes are committed to valour, and this is exempli
fied through Olympic athletic activities. "The great festival at 
Olympia and its athletic contests are taken as a symbol of the 
Greek temper",39 and it is worth noting that here as in the Pla- 

36. OÀvpnia àyovai kcù Øecuqéolev ay œv a yupviKÔv kcù ltituköv. Cf. Miller 
1975: 228-29.

37. "Don't tell us, Mardonius, that you're leading us to battle against the kind of 
men who don't compete for money but for glory" (Blanco).

38. Konstan 1987: 62.
39. Konstan 1987: 61.
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tonic passage quoted above the contrast is explicitly with 'Bar
barians'.40

40. See Brown 1983: 28 on this passage: "This carefully contrived episode can 
only represent Herodotus' own view about the games." However, if Hero
dotos is here true to his principle of transmitting what he was told (2.123.1; 
6.53.1; 7.152.3), then it may surely also represent the views of other contem
porary Hellenes on the games.

41. "Egyptians avoid adopting Greek customs" (Blanco).
42. "[T]hese are the Greek customs which they practice in honor of Perseus: they 

have established gymnastic contests in every category, and award prizes of 
cattle, cloaks, and skins. When I asked ... why they set themselves apart from 
the rest of Egypt by organizing gymnastic contests, they said that Perseus had 
derived from their own city, because Danaus and Lynceus, who were Chem- 
mites, had sailed to Greece. From these two, they trace a genealogy down to 
Perseus. When Perseus came to Egypt for the reason the Greeks themselves 
give - to carry the Gorgon's head out of Egypt - they say that he came among 
them and recognized all of his kin. He had been thoroughly familiar with the 
name of Chemmis when he came to Egypt, because he had learned it from his 
mother. It was he who commanded the Chemmites to hold the gymnastic 
contests" (Blanco).

Another extremely interesting passage is 2.91. Herodotos 
opens the chapter with the general statement: 'EAAqvLKOLcri bè 
vopotLOtcn cfxEuyoucji xqActØcu [sc. ol Aiyv7TTLOi].41 However, the 
chapter in fact treats of an exception to that rule: in the Thebaid 
nome, near NÈq ttoàlç, is a major city called Chemmis; here is a 
sanctuary of Perseus. Herodotos adds:

7TOLEÛCTL bÈ TtxbE EAAqVIKà TÙ) HeQOEC AycbvtX yupVLKÔV TLØELCJl 
biA 7iaoT]ç Ayrnvipc EyovTCt, tuxqèxovteç cxsØAa KTrjvsa kAl 
xAAvtxç kAl bÈpptxTtx. SLQopÈvou bé pso ... ô tl KEymotbaTLU 
ALyurcTLcav tgjv AAAcuv àycbvtx yupviKov tlôévteç, Ècjxxoxxv tôv 
nEQoéa èk Trjç ÉGJUTcbv tiôAioç yEyovévar tov yàç Atxvaov KAl 
tôv AuyKÉtx ÈôvTtxç XEpptTtxç ektiAgxtcxl èç rpv EAAabcv ànà 
bè TOUTCÛV yEVET|AoyÉOVTEÇ K(XTÈ[3lXLVOV EÇ TOV HEQaÉOt. (X7XL- 
KÔpEVOV bÈ tXVTÔV EÇ AfyUTITOV KCXt' IXLTtqV TÎ]V KAl "EAAqVEÇ 
AÉyovcrL, oicrovTa èk ALpûqç ttjv Topyouç KE^txAqv, èc^oolxv 
éAØelv kAi naç>à acjiÈaç kAi txvayvAvcu toùç crvyysvÉaç 
7TXXVTCXÇ’ ÈKpEptxOqKÔTLX bÉ pLV Q7ILKÈ(T0CXL EÇ AtyU7TTOV TO Tf]Ç 
XÉppiOÇ OUVOptX, 7TE7lVCrpÉVOV 7TLXQà TTjÇ pqTQÔç dycùvix bé oi 
yvpviKÔv ctÙTOÛ keAeucjïxvtoç ètuteAéelv.42
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The Chemmitans worship Perseus with a Hellenic43 ritual: tolôe 
'EAAqvLKtx, which turns out to be athletic competitions. Taken as 
a straightforward report of facts there are problems with this 
passage: e.g. Neapolis is not securely located and neither is the 
sanctuary described. But as a reflection of the working of 
Herodotos' mind it is of great interest, and it must undoubtedly 
be correct that: "The vopoL of Chemmis excited H.s interest 
because, unlike customs elsewhere in Egypt, they were very 
similar to those of the Gks."44 And, the point of resemblance sin
gled out with great emphasis for its 'Hellenic-ness' (tcxöe 
EAApvucd) is athletic competitions. Interestingly, Herodotos 
claims to have inquired why the Chemmitans differed from the 
rest of the Egyptians in having athletic competitions, and even 
more interestingly he seems to have accepted as an explanation 
of this, as it seemed to him, curious fact that these competitions 
did in fact derive from the Hellenic world. They constitute, in 
other words, an Egyptian importation of a Hellenic cultural insti
tution. Considering that Herodotos normally takes cultural 
exchange, and in particular of religious rituals, to be a one-way 
traffic from Egypt to the Hellenic world,45 it should be significant 
that this passage in fact reverses the direction.46 In other words, 
the passage reveals that Herodotos thought of athletic competi
tions as a distinctively Hellenic institution. Here, again, it is 
worth noting that this passage occurs in the middle of a discus

43. Evjen 1992: 97.
44. Lloyd 1976: 367.
45. Cf. e.g. 2.4.2 (ôugjôekA te Øecov Èncavvpûxç ... 'EAAr|va<; naocx crc|)Éa)v 

ctvaAaßttv); 43.2 (où naq' EAAr|vcov eAaßov tô oùvopa AiyùnTioi [toù 
'HqctkAéoç], AAA' "EAAqvEÇ pAAAov naq' AiyunTÎmv); 49.2 (èyù pév vùv 
pqpi MrAApnoba yevoyevov Avbça oopôv pavTLKf|v te écovtcô crvcrTf|crai 
Kcd nuØdpevov An' Aiyunwu åAÅa té noAAA EoqyqoaoOai''EAAqcn kcù tA 
nepi tôv Atovuaov, oAiya aÙTCÔv naqa\ÀâE,a.vi:a); 50.1 (oyEÔôv bè kcù 
nAvTûjv tA ouvopotTcr tôv 0eôv ÈE AiyùnTOU èAt|Av0e èç tt|V EAAAôa); 
51.1 (tccùtoc pév vvv kcù AAAct nqàç, toùtoiot, tA Èyô cßoAom, "EAAqveç An' 
AiyvnTicev VEvopiicacn); 57.1 (ecttl ôè kcù tôv ipôv f] pavTiKq An' Ai- 
yùnTOU AniypÉvq); 58 (navqyvQiaç ôè àqa kcù nopnAç kcù noocrayœyaç 
npÔTOL Av0pôncov AiyùnTLoi eîol ol noiqcjApEvoi kcù naqà toùtûjv 
"EAAqvEç |TEya0T)KaoL).

46. As pointed out by Brown 1983: 19-20: "It is interesting that Herodotus, who 
derives so many Greek customs from Egypt, here reverses the process".
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sion of a non-Hellenic people: athletics is again used to distin
guish Hellenes from Barbarians.

Finally, mention may be made of an episode narrated in 
Xenophon's Anabasis (4.8.25-28). When the (remnants of) The 
Ten Thousand had reached the city of Trapezous (no. 734) on the 
southern coast of the Black Sea they sacrificed in gratitude to 
Zeus Soter and Herakles (the god and the hero of the Olympic 
Games) as well as to the other gods. They then arranged an 
dycbv yvpviKOÇ (4.8.25, 'gymnastic competition'). The competi
tions included stadion for boys, dolichos, wrestling, boxing and 
pankration, apparently for men, as well as a horse race (4.8.27). 
Now, there are oddities about these competitions, among others 
the fact that aixpdÅcoTOi ('captives') were allowed to compete in 
the boys' stadion.47 However, in other respects these are standard 
Hellenic competitions: the programme is not dissimilar to, e.g., 
the Olympic programme and at least for some of the events the 
competitors were divided into age classes. We ought to ask why 
the Hellenes arranged this agon gymnikos. Xenophon does not 
provide the answer, but surely Mark Golden must be right when 
he explains that "[tjhere is more involved here than simply 
recreation. Trapezus is the first Greek city the '10,000' have 
reached on their long and dangerous trek, and they celebrate in 
prototypically Greek fashion", i.e. by conducting athletic compe
titions. We are reminded of the famous cry of the soldiers at 
4.27.24, "ØaÅnTTn, OaÅOTTa" ("The sea, the sea!") and the tear
ful embraces which followed upon the sight of the sea.48 Obvi
ously, the sea is a sign that the soldiers are as good as home 
again, that Hellas is within reach, that troubles are over, as indi
cated a little later by Leon of Thourioi (no. 74) who stated bluntly 
that he was tired of marching, going on patrols and fighting - he 
wanted to sail the rest of the way and èktéxOelç gxj7teq 
Oôuooruç hc^ikectOol elç tï]v EÅÅdbtx (5.1.2).49 In other words, 
having reached Hellenic civilisation after a strenuous march 

47. See the commentary on the passage in Golden 1998: 1-5.
48. 4.7.25: tVTUuOa hi] ntpitßcxAAov àAApAovç kcù GTQCtTT'iyoùç kcù Aoxayoùç 

ÔCrKQVOVTEÇ.
49. "Reach Hellas stretched out on my back, like Odysseus" (Brownson, Loeb 

(modified)).
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through Barbarian territories the soldiers immediately engaged 
in a distinctively Hellenic activity - athletics.50 51

50. Note also that Alexander the Great staged numerous agones gymnikoi during 
his campaigns: see Miller 2004:196-97.

51. For the preeminence of Olympia, see Golden 1998: 34-37 who notes that 
"[t]he Olympic games were 'the most athletic of contests'" (34). See also 
Cairns 1991: 96 who notes that the Olympic games "were entirely in a league 
of their own".

To conclude, the Hellenes constructed athletics as a distinc
tively Hellenic phenomenon and since Olympia was beyond 
comparison the most distinguished athletic arena in the Hellenic 
world,31 we may reasonably assume that the games there con
tributed significantly to the continuous and repeated drawing of 
the boundary between Hellenes and Barbarians.



III. The Ethnic Exclusiveness 
of the Olympics

In this connection, of course, the ethnic exclusiveness of the 
Olympic Games is of great importance. It is well known that the 
Olympic authorities admitted only Hellenes as competitors.52 53 
The source for this fact is Herodotos who refers to it in two pas
sages. The first passage is the description in the second book of 
an Eleian embassy's voyage to Egypt in order to inquire whether 
the Egyptians could improve on the Eleian administration of the 
Olympics (2.160). The Eleians are here made to explain that the 
games were open to crcjfémv [sc. tcov Håelcov] Ktxi tùv aÅÅmv 
EÅÅqvcov ôpoicoq tco [SouÅopÉvcL)?2 A contrast may very well be 
implied here but it is certainly not a marked contrast between 
Hellenes and non-Hellenes and the passage is rather reminiscent 
of 8.65.4 which explains who can become an initiate of the 
Eleusinian mysteries: cwtcov [sc. tcov AOqvcucov] te ô ßovÄöpE- 
voq Kcd tcov åÅÅcov EÅÅqvcov pvEiTCu.54 In both cases, the point 
seems simply to be that a religious festival is open to citizens of 
poleis other than the one in charge of the sanctuary celebrating 
the festival, and this is expressed as 'X and the other Hellenes', 
probably because non-citizens at the festivals would regularly be 
other Hellenes. It was simply a way of saying 'all the Hellenes', 
which is not quite the same as saying 'only Hellenes and not Bar
barians'.

52. Crowther 1996: 38; Hall 2002: 154.
53. "All Hellenes, from Elis or elsewhere" (Godley, Loeb (modified)).
54. "Any Athenian or any Hellene who so desires can be initiated into the myste

ries" (Blanco (modified)).

However, at 5.22 Herodotos does engage in a discussion of 
Hellenic identity as opposed to Barbarian identity and adduces 
participation in the Olympics as proof of the notion that 
Alexander I of Macedon was a Hellene:
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'EAAqvaç ôè elvcu tovtouç toùç ano Heqôlkkeûj yEyovÔTaç, 
KtXTCX 7TEQ ttUTOL AÉyOVCJL, (XUTC)Ç TE OVTCÜ TUyyaVQ) È7TlCJTd|JEVOÇ 
KCÙ bf] KCÙ ÈV TOLCTL Ö7TLCJ0E AÔyOlCJl A71OÔÈÈ.GJ Ù)Ç ELCTL "EAAqVEÇ,55 
7TQÔÇ ÔÈ KtXL OL TOV EV ’OAupTTU] ôlETÏOVTEÇ àyCPVCl EAAtJVWV56 
ovtcc Èyvcuaav Eivctr AAeSAvöqou yàç> AeØAeuelv ÈAopévov 
KCÙ KClTa[3àVT0Ç E7ï CtÙTÔ TOUTO OL dvTLØEVCJOpEVOL EAAt]V(à)V 
E^ÉQyÔV [JLV, cj)d|TEVOL OÙ ßctoßAohW àyCJVLCTTÉCJV ELVCU TÔV 
àycova àAAà EAArjvcov. AAéEcüvôqoç ôè ètielôî] dnsÖE^E cbç EÏq 
Apyclog, ÈKQL0T] te elvcu 'EAAqv kcù cxyamCôpE voç CJTÙÔLOV 
CFUVE£É7T17TTE T6J 71QCJTGJ.57

55. This is a cross reference to 8.137.
56. Note that this is Hude's text; for EÅÅrjvwv the variant reading 'EAApvobLKai 

is adopted by e.g. Stein.
57. "Now, that these descendants of Perdikkas are Hellenes, as they themselves 

say, I myself chance to know and will prove it in the later part of my history 
|sc. at 8.137]; and further, the Hellenes who have the ordering of the contest at 
Olympia determined that it is so. For when Alexander chose to contend and 
entered the lists for that purpose, the Hellenes who were to run against him 
were for barring him from the race, saying that the contest should be for Hel
lenes and not for barbarians; but Alexander proving himself to be an Argive, 
he was judged to be a Hellene; so he contended in the furlong race and ran a 
dead heat for the first place" (Godley, Loeb (modified)). On this passage, see 
Hall 2002:154-56.

58. OCD3 s.v. Alexander (1) tentatively suggests the date 476 (so Mikalson 2003: 
112) for the games in which Alexander competed; Hammond 1979: 3 dates it 
"c. 500 B.C.". The date is, obviously, unknown but Alexander must have com
peted at a date when the Persians were perceived as a threat to mainland 
Hellas, and if the incident really occurred in 476, the first Games after the 
shinning victory of the allied Hellenes, the Hellenic opposition to Alexander 
is easily understood.

59. All known Archaic victors were Hellenes.

Clearly, in the fifth century Barbarians could not compete at 
Olympia and a competitor had to be able upon request to pro
duce Hellenic credentials. The Olympic Games, then, con
tributed to the continuous drawing the boundary between Hel
lenes and Barbarians by being ethnically exclusive.

It should be noted that the incident of Alexander's Olympic 
participation dates to the earlier fifth century.58 While there is no 
reason to doubt that the Olympic Games were de facto a purely 
Hellenic phenomenon in the Archaic period59 it should neverthe
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less be noted that we have no information about any Barbarian 
who wanted to compete in the Olympics prior to Alexander, 
whose ethnic identity could both be acknowledged and denied 
to be Hellenic. It is not impossible that it was in fact Alexander's 
wish to compete which put the question of the competitors' 'Hel- 
lenic-ness' or lack thereof explicitly on the agenda. It has very 
aptly been remarked that "Persia gave the Greeks their identity, 
or the means for recognizing it".60 This, of course, is not to say 
that no kind of Hellenic identity existed prior to the confronta
tion with the Persians, but this confrontation will surely have 
sharpened the Hellenic awareness of their individuality, and 
considering that Alexander was a Persian subject and that he had 
fought on the Persian side during Xerxes' invasion, it should be 
clear that his 'Hellenic-ness' could reasonably be doubted and 
that his Olympic participation belongs to a period in which 'Hel- 
lenic-ness' and its definition must have been a hotly debated 
question - though in the end, his Persian affiliation and ques
tionable Hellenic identity apparently mattered less to the Eleian 
Hellanodikai than it did to his rival competitors.

60. Hornblower 1991: 11; cf. 10, quoted in n. 31 above.
61. Crowther 2003a: 65-68.
62. Hall 2002:130.
63. Crowther 2003a: 66-68.
64. Ebert & Siewert 1999: 400; Hall 2002:130.
65. See Ebert & Siewert 1999. The phrase in question occurs at 11. 1-2: [KOÀ]âbot 

7TOtioV KCt Ô ÔICUTCITÈQ hAÀV KOtTLX KEfJjCtAotV.

It is, in other words, a reasonable assumption that the ethnic 
exclusiveness of the Olympics was a product of - or was intensi
fied by - the Hellenes' confrontation with the Persians. A detail 
of official Olympic nomenclature may point in the same general 
direction. In the Classical period and beyond, the title of the offi
cials appointed by Elis to conduct the Olympics was EAAavo- 
ÖLKOtL, 'Judges of the Hellenes',61 who among other things were 
probably responsible for judging the Hellenic credentials of po
tential competitors62 - though they also presided over the actual 
competitions.63 The earliest literary attestation of the term Hellano- 
dikes is in Pindar's Third Olympic (12) of 476. The earliest epigra
phical attestation is in IvO 2.5, of ca. 475-450.64 Now, a late sixth
century law from Olympia (ca. 525-500) refers to the official pre
siding over wrestling as ô ölcutciteq (= ô ôiaLTqTqç).65 As the edi
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tors note, this law shows that the original title of the Olympic 
chief official(s) was diaitetes and not Hellanodikes.66 It follows that 
the magistracy underwent a change of name between 525-500, 
the date of the law, and 476, the date of the victory celebrated in 
Pind. Ol. 3. This change of name ought to belong in the same 
general context as the Alexander incident, that is, the drawing of 
the boundary between Hellenes and Barbarians by means of the 
Olympics.

66. Ebert & Siewert 1999: 400. Accepted by Roy (forthcoming).



IV. Hellenic Athletic Nudity

By Thucydides' day, Hellenic athletes competed in the nude,67 
whereas Barbarian athletes of Asia Minor conducted their 
boxing and wrestling competitions ÔLEÇmpÉvoi, "in loin-cloths", 
and athletic nudity was, Thucydides implies, one of the features 
by which Classical Hellenic culture could be distinguished from 
contemporary Barbarian culture.68 Thucydides took athletic 
nudity to be a recent development69 and in fact the Homeric 

67. This is the obvious implication of Thue. 1.6.5.
68. Ibid.: vroAAa b' âv Kai àAAa tlç anobeiCeie to naAatöv EAArjvLKàv ôpoiô- 

TQona T(ô vvv ßapßaQLKd) biaiTcùpcvov ("Indeed, one could point to a 
number of other instances where the manners of the ancient Hellenic world 
are very similar to the manners of foreigners today" (Warner)).

69. Thue. 1.6.5: tô bè noAai Kai Èv tû> ’OAvp7TLKà) àywvi biaçmpaTa ëxovteç 
7TEQL rå aiboia oi åØArpai ip/wviaavTO, Kai où ti o A A a étt) È7iEibf] nÉnauTai 
("In ancient times even at the Olympic Games the athletes used to wear cov
erings for their loins, and indeed this practice was still in existence not very 
many years ago" (Warner)). In contrast, Pindar in Isthm. 1.23 seems to depict 
mythical heroes (Kastor and Iolaos) as running the stadion in the nude (ev te 
yvpvoun oTabioLç); unless this is simply to contrast the stadion with the hopli- 
todromos (ev t' ào7TiboboÙ7ioiaiv Ô7iAiTaiç bçôpoiç, ibid.; cf. Bury 1892 ad 
loc.), it may be that the poet is here deliberately bridging the divide between 
mythical past and historical present (cf. Hornblower 2004: 114 n. 93) by 
depicting his mythical heroes both as running in the nude and as competing 
in the hoplitodromos (cf. Farnell 1932: ad loc.), traditionally thought of as intro
duced, at least at Olympia, only in 520 (Paus. 3.14.3; 6.10.4), cf. Golden 1998: 
27, 41; Miller 2004: 32; Spivey 2004: 115; Tyrrell 2004: 6; or that he simply 
"thought the practice of running naked to have begun very early" (Huxley 
1975: 39). In addition, it may be noted that a fragment of the Hesiodic Cata
logue of Women (MW fr. 74 = Schol. Hom. II. 23.683M (Erbse)) may possibly 
indicate that this poem depicted a naked runner; the scholiast states: 
vecùteqoç ouv Horoboç yupvov Eicrdycov InnopEvp àycoviÇopEVOV Ara- 
AâvTp. Obviously, this is very indirect evidence and since the scholiast does 
not adduce the actual text he refers to, his inference from it cannot be verified. 
Crowther 2004: 136 comments: "Since the example is mythological, it cannot 
be used to prove the actual practice of nudity in athletics." West 1985: 135 
comments: "It is doubtful whether any useful deduction [about the date of 
the Catalogue] can be made from the statement in F 74 that Hippomenes ran 
naked in the race with Atalante. It is an observation due to Aristarchus, who 
used it in support of his contention that Hesiod was later than Homer. For 
Homer represents certain competitors in the funeral games for Patroklos 
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poems depict heroic athletes as competing girdled. Thus, Iliad 23 
has boxers (683 (Çcôpa)70; 685 (ÇwcrapÉVG))) as well as wrestlers 
(710 (Çwcrapévci))) wear loin-cloths - interestingly, the very disci
plines in which Thucydides has girdled Barbarians compete. On 
the assumption that Homer depicts earlier historical practice,71 
the presumption would have to be that the introduction of ath
letic nudity was a post-Homeric development.72

(boxers and wrestlers, not runners) as wearing Ça.’para, and athletic nudity 
was generally held to have been an innovation of the archaic period. It is sup
posed to have been adopted by Olympic runners after an accident that hap
pened to Orsippos of Megara in 724 or 720. If we could take it as a historical 
fact that no one raced naked at Olympia or anywhere else before 720, it would 
be reasonable to argue that a poet could not have represented Hippomenes as 
racing naked until some considerable time later, when the practice was no 
longer felt to be a novelty. But the premise is obviously completely untrust
worthy. Naked runners are already shown on Dipylon vases of the eighth 
century. In any case, as we have not got the wording of the passage that 
Aristarchus had in view, we cannot be sure that it said unambiguously that 
Hippomenes wore nothing. Most likely the poet used a phrase such as 
paÅOKOV b EKÖVVE yiTcava."

70. Cf. Richardson 1993: ad loc.: "the ûùpa is the girdle or loin-cloth, later called 
biâÇcupa or TiEQLCmpa, which early Greek athletes wore".

71. An assumption which Pindar apparently did not hold, cf. note 69 above.
72. Archaeological evidence, it may be noted, conclusively demonstrates that 

Hellenic athletes had competed in the nude generations before the Classical 
period: McDonnell 1991:184; Golden 1998: 66.

73. Kai ôte f)QXOVTO TC^V yupvaaicov npcbroi pèv KofpEç, E7TEixa AaKEÔai- 
pÔVlOL, È£f]V TOLÇ TÖTE àdTEioiÇ ndvTO TOUTO KUJpcpÔEÏV.

And in fact a number of sources explain the perceived intro
duction of athletic nudity and date it to, as we would say, histor
ical times. Thucydides (1.6.4-5) attributes the introduction of the 
custom to the Spartans (no. 345) and dates it vaguely to a point in 
time "not many years ago", which must surely mean post- 
Homeric and historical times. Plato seems to echo Thucydides 
when at Republic 5.452c he makes Sokrates state that "not long 
ago" (où 7toàùç xqôvoç) the Hellenes, like the Barbarians of his 
own day, found nudity to be "improper" (cxicTyoo) and "ridicu
lous" (ycAoLo) and continues: "when first the Cretans and then 
the Lacedaemonians introduced the custom of stripping for exer
cise, the wits of that day might equally have ridiculed the inno
vation" (Jowett).73 The date given is as vague as the Thucy- 
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didean, and probably relies on the historian, but priority is given 
to 'the Cretans' for the innovation.

Dionysios of Halikarnassos, writing during the early princi- 
pate, argues at Ant. Rom. 7.72.2-4 for the antiquity of Roman reli
gious observances and cites as evidence for this assertion the fact 
that Roman athletes, of the republican era as well as of his own 
day, wore loin-cloths (to pév AAAo crcèpct yupvoi, tô ôè îïeql Tqv 
aibcù KtxÀUTiTÔpEVOL). This was, he goes on, also the original Hel
lenic way (cbç è£, dpyqç ÈyivETO tuxq' "EAAqotv). However, the 
Spartans put an end to the Hellenic practice (èv ÔÈ rq EAAAbt 
KaTtxAÉAvTai AaKEbcupovicov aÛTÔ KotTaAvcrøvTcov) - he thus 
agrees with Thucydides on this point though he does not cite 
him. Dionysios does not explicitly date this Spartan innovation, 
but states - without reference to any authority - that the first 
runner to compete in the nude at Olympia was Akanthos 
(Moretti 1957: no. 17) of Sparta (no. 345) who did so in 720.74 75 It 
would thus seem that he took this date to be the terminus ante 
quern for the Spartan custom. Before that date, he states, the Hel
lenes did not practice naked athletics, and he adduces as evi
dence for this fact the Homeric poems (//. 23.685; Od. 18.66-69, 
74f). Thus, the Romans did not pick up their practice from the 
Hellenes.

74. ô ÔÈ 7tqcütoç ÈruyE lopcrcrç ànoôv0r]vaL tô crm pa kcù yupvôç OAvpniaoi 
ÔQapCOV E7TL TT]Ç nEVT£KaiÔ£K(XTr]Ç ÔÀVp7IlàÔ0Ç ÂKavSüÇ Ô AaKEÔaipÔVLOÇ

75. ÔÇ HEQlECwopÉVGJV EV TOÎÇ àyWOL KCtTÀ ÖT| 7iaAaiOV È0OÇ TGJV à0Ar|TGJV 
'OAÛ|T7IL0t Èvüca OTÔÔIOV ÔQapÔV yupVOÇ.

76. Moretti 1957: no. 16. Etym. Magn. 242.55-243.3 makes Orsippos a Lakedaimo- 
nian and dates his victory to 652: È0oç f)v toîç naAaioiç 7TEQiÈ,wpaTa (})oqelv 
év toîç aîôoîoiç, kcù oûtgjç åywviCt’crØar Karà ÔÈ tÈ]v TpiaKorrrpv ÔEUTÉQav 
ôAupniàôa, Oqoinnov toù AaKEÔaipovîov àymviÇopÈvov, Av0èv tô 
7iEQÎCcopa ai/rtov aÙTcp vlkt]ç ÈyévETO. È£. ou kcù vôpoç ÈTÈ0r] yvpvovç 
tqéxeiv.

Pausanias (1.44.1) attributes the introduction of athletic nudity 
to Orsippos (Moretti 1957: no. 16) of Megara (no. 225). This man 
"won the foot-race at Olympia by running naked when all his 
competitors wore girdles according to ancient custom".73 It was, 
Pausanias thinks, purely his own invention. Pausanias does not 
himself date Orsippos' victory, but tradition dated it to 720.76 An 
inscription from Megara itself (IG VII 52) - perhaps the source on 
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which Pausanias drew77 - confirms that what Pausanias relates 
corresponds to local tradition: TrpàTOç Ô' EÅÅdvccv èv OÅupnta 
ÉOTE^avcéØT] / yvpvôç, Ccuvvvpévcuv tcov tiq'lv èv'l OTaôicp.78 
The inscription is a late, presumably Hadrianic, reinscribing of 
an older text honouring Orsippos; the date of the original text is 
unknown, but it may be Classical or even late Archaic.79 How
ever, even on the most optimistic dating of the original, i.e. an 
ascription of the epigram to Simonides, we should heed Sweet's 
warning: "If Simonides wrote this, he wrote it two centuries after 
the alleged event. We must consider whether he was piously 
perpetuating an unsubstantiated legend."80

77. Geffcken 1916: no. 81: "Auch Pausan. I 44, 1 las das Ep."
78. "As the first of the Hellenes he was crowned at Olympia naked, earlier run

ners being girdled in the stadium."
79. Geffcken 1916: no. 81: "Die das Ep. überliefernde Inschrift spät, vielleicht 

bald nach Hadrian; das Gedicht selbst alt, wie die sprachliche Form zeigt; 
eine alte Inschrift also, die Boeckh dem Simonides zuschrieb, zerstört, spät 
erneuert."

80. Sweet 1985: 43.
81. The sources, all discussed by Sweet 1985, are: Isidore of Seville Etym. 18.17.2 

(runner unidentified; Hippomenes gives permission to competitors to exer
cise naked; no date); Schol. in Hom. II. 23.683 (Erbse) bl (in the 14th olympiad, 
at Athens during the archonship of Hippomenes, Orsippos tripped on his 
loin-cloth, fell, and was killed, which led to a decree making nudity manda
tory, cf. Townley Schol. in Hom. II. 23.683 ); b2 (at Athens, during the archon
ship of Hippomenes, an unidentified runner fell and died because of the loin
cloth, which led to decree on nudity).

Still other sources, all late, attribute the introduction of athletic 
nudity to an accident which occurred in Athens during the 
archonship of Hippomenes, in the 14th or 15th Olympiad (724 or 
720): a runner fell and was killed when his loin-cloth either 
slipped or otherwise interfered with his performance, and it was 
decreed that running should henceforward be in the nude.81

It is to be noted that these stories vary quite a bit as regards the 
date of the introduction of athletic nudity, the identity of the ath
lete considered the protos heuretes, so to speak, his polis of origin, 
and the site of the event which gave rise to the new custom. A 
fair inference from this state of affairs would seem to be that the 
ancient Hellenes themselves in fact did not really know the date 
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of or motive for the introduction of athletic nudity,82 and it seems 
preferable to regard all these stories as a complex of aetiological83 
anecdotes designed to explain the difference between Classical 
conditions and earlier practice as depicted in Homer, rather than 
as historical narratives in the proper sense.84

82. Sansone 1988: 109: "The effect of these various and divergent accounts is to 
prove to us that the ancient Greeks, who were always very fond of assigning 
names to the 'inventors' of otherwise unexplained customs, were themselves 
unaware of the reason for the practice."

83. Tyrrell 2004: 69: "The story of Orsippos is an etiology that explains the origin 
of athletic nudity."

84. Cf. Sweet 1985: 45; Thuiller 1988: 34-35.
85. For athletic nudity, see e.g. Arieti 1975; Crowther 1982; Mouratidis 1985; 

Sweet 1985; Sansone 1988: 107-15; Bonfante 1989; Thuillier 1988; McDonnell 
1991; Golden 1998: 65-69; Miller 2000: 283-85; Spivey 2004: 121-24.

86. On lliadic nakedness, see MacCary 1982:152-62.
87. "You see, for the Lydians, as for practically all the other barbarians, it is a 

great shame for even a man to be seen naked" (Blanco).

Modern research, on its part, has not yet reached a consensus 
on the questions of the origins of athletic nudity.85 However, in 
the present context, we can leave aside the question of origins 
and ask, instead, how the Hellenes of the Classical period them
selves thought of athletic nudity, which was well-established by 
the Classical period.

That they were acutely aware of the custom is a safe inference 
from the material discussed above. As pointed out by Bonfante 
(1989, 547), "In Homer's poems, of around 800 B.C., nakedness 
implies shame, vulnerability, death, and dishonor."86 Obviously, 
the passage from Plato's Republic quoted above (n. 73) shows an 
awareness of the fact that the evaluation of nudity prevalent in 
the Classical period was different from the one current in earlier 
times. In the Classical period, there was clearly no stigma 
attached to public male nudity. Thus, Herodotos makes the fol
lowing comment when relating the story of the rise to power of 
Gyges - a story which revolves around the consequences of a 
woman being seen in the nude: naoa tolcjl yàp Avöoioi, crycööv 
ÔÈ KCÙ Tiaçà TOLCJL (XÅÅOICJL ßcXOßäoOKTL, KCÙ dvÖQLX OCfjØqVCXL 
yvpvôv Èç aiayuvqv pcydAqv 4>eqel (1.10.3).87 This comment, of 
course, implies a contrast, i.e. a contrast with Hellenic males for 
whom, it can be established e contrario, it was not always highly 
indecent to be seen naked. Likewise, the Platonic passage (above 
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n. 73) also ought to mean that in Plato's day Hellenic males could 
let themselves be seen in the nude without making fools of 
themselves. And both authors, of course, imply that in this 
Hellenic males of the Classical period differed significantly from 
the Barbarians. Xenophon narrates an incident which spells out 
this difference betweeen Hellenes and Barbarians in terms of 
nudity: when, in 395/4, Agesilaos, king of Sparta, was waging 
war against the Persians in Asia Minor, he decided, in order to 
increase the strength of his troops by inculcating contempt of the 
enemy into them, to sell Barbarian prisoners of war naked; the 
sight of pale, soft and lazy adversaries, says Xenophon, made the 
soldiers conclude that the war would not differ from a war 
against women.88

88. Hell. 3.4.19 (cf. Ages 1.28): qyovpevoç ÔÈ Kai tô KaTacf>QovELV tgjv noAcpimv 
çwpqv TLvà Èp(3aAEÎv 7TQÔç tô ytågeaGaL, nQoeïne toïç kt|Qv£i toùç vno 
tcôv Àqo'TÙrv àAioKopévouç ßaQßäpovq yvpvovç tiwAelv. ôqôvteç ovv oi 
OTQaTLGJTaL AeUKOVÇ pÈV ôlà TÔ pi]bÉ7TOTt ÈKÔVECrOai, paAaKOÙç ÔÈ KCU 
ànôvovç ôià tô àti Ère' ôyqpâTGJV Eivai, Èvôpioav pqôÈv ôioioeiv tôv 
noAepov rj ei yvvaEi ôèoi pagEcrOai (Ages, substitutes ruovaç for paAa- 
kovç). Harris 1964: 65 comments on the passage(s): "The Greeks always 
regarded their own readiness to appear naked before their fellows as one of 
the traits which marked them out from the Barbarians. On one occasion 
Agesilaus of Sparta when at war with the Persians exhibited naked prisoners 
of war to his troops so that they might be encouraged by the contrast between 
the flabby whiteness of the Persians and their own bronzed bodies." Spivey 
2004: 124 comments: "The lesson ... is clear. For all that nudity may be a sort 
of 'costume' in Greek ... art, and a 'habit' of Greek athletics, it is also a re
velation. What you see is what you get. Sporting prowess and fighting spirit: 
both are made equally evident by a display of the male body without 
clothes."

Whereas neither Herodotos nor Xenophon refers to Olympia 
in connection with nudity, Plato at least does refer to athletics 
(tcüv yvpvncrLûJv), but Thucydides in fact refers to Olympia 
when he says that Hellenic athletes of olden wore loin-cloths 
even at the Olympic Games (kcù èv tgü ’OÀvpTUKÙ) dycbvL). It seems 
a fair inference that in Thucydides' day - or mind - Olympia was 
the most prominent arena for athletic nudity, probably simply 
because it was the most important of all athletic arenas. Al
though, as shown above, athletics were construed as distinc
tively Hellenic, Thucydides goes on to note that some Barbarians 
in fact both wrestle and box - but do so wearing loin-cloths and 
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not in the nude. So, to conclude, we may say that in the Classical 
period athletic nudity was a boundary marker between Hellenes 
and Barbarians and was particularly characteristic of Olympia. 
In other words, at Olympia the difference was quite visible.



V. Elis and the Administration 
of Olympia

If we sum up at this point, it seems clear that in the Classical 
period the Hellenes took athletic competitions to be a uniquely 
Hellenic phenomenon and that in this period the Games at 
Olympia had, at least partially under the impact of the clash with 
the Persians, developed into a marker of Hellenic identity and 
that the traditional athletic nudity was re-interpreted as another 
boundary marker. Obviously, Olympia's function as boundary 
marker must have been all the more emphasised by the fact that 
this sanctuary was perhaps the most important Panhellenic 
sanctuary.

On this background the political administration of the 
sanctuary is somewhat remarkable, at least when compared to 
that of Delphi, its only rival in Panhellenic importance. The 
sanctuary at Delphi was, as is well-known, administered by the 
Amphictyony, an international organisation in which twelve 
ethne ('peoples') were represented: The Thessalians, the 
Boiotians, the Phokians, etc. These ethne were all composed of 
poleis and it was these poleis which took turns in sending 
hiaromnamones to the Amphictyonie Council. Accordingly, more 
than one hundred poleis were at least indirectly involved in the 
administration of Delphi.89

89. In the Classical period, the following ethne were represented in the Amphic
tyony: (1) Thessalians, (2) Phokians (including the polis of Delphi), (3a) 
metropolitan Dorians, (3b) Peloponnesian Dorians, (4) Ionians, (5) Boiotians, 
(6) Lokrians (Eastern and Western), (7) Perrhaibians, (8) Dolopians, (9) Phthi- 
otic Achaians, (10) Magnesians, (11) Anianes, (12) Malians/Oitaians (Lefèvre 
(1998) 21-90). The research carried out under the auspices of The Copenhagen 
Polis Centre has identified the following numbers of poleis belonging to these 
ethne: to the Thessalians: 25 (nos. 393-417 in Hansen & Nielsen (2004)); to the 
Phokians: 29 (nos. 169-197); to the metropolitan Dorians: 4 (nos. 389-392); to 
the Boiotians: 26 (nos. 198-223); to the Eastern Lokrians: 11 (nos. 378-388); to 
the Western Lokrians: 12 (nos. 157-168); to the Perrhaibians: 11 (nos. 459-469); 
to the Dolopians: 2 (nos. 418-419); to the Phthiotic Achaians: 12 (nos. 433-444); 
to the Magnesians: 14 (nos. 445-458); to the Ainianes: 5 (nos. 420-424); to the 
Oitaians and Malians: 8 (nos. 425-432). The Peloponnesian Dorian poleis 
known to have been represented in the Amphictyony are the following 5: 
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Olympia, on the other hand, was administered by a single 
polis, Elis (no. 251 ):90 Olympia was, in fact, an extraurban sanc
tuary of Elis. However, Elis seems not always to have possessed 
control of Olympia but to have taken it over only in the mid
sixth century91 when it had defeated the previous administrator, 
the Pisatans, in what tradition held to have been a long struggle 
for Olympia.92 In the Classical period the legitimacy of Elis' 
administration was accordingly on occasion questioned and 
disputed. Thus, Xenophon records that when, in the early fourth

Argos (no. 347), Sikyon (no. 228), Korinthos (no. 227), Megara (no. 225), and 
Phleious (no. 355), cf. Lefèvre 1998: 55. In addition, Sparta (no. 345) was occa
sionally represented (cf. Lefèvre 1998: 53-54). The Ionians were represented 
by (a) Athens (no. 361) (which may just possibly on occasion have ceded its 
place to another Ionian polis, cf. Lefèvre 1998: 59-60), and (b) by representa
tives from Euboia, an island subdivided into some 14 poleis (nos. 364-377). 
Thus, the groups making up the Amphictyony comprised some 180 poleis. 
Now, obviously, some poleis were more important or more powerful than 
others, and it is notable that, e.g., a polis such as Opous (no. 386) seems to 
have monopolised the East Lokrian seat on the council (Nielsen 2000: 99 n. 
58). Furthermore, not all of these 180 poleis existed contemporaneously or 
throughout the whole of the Classical period; thus, e.g. Thebai (no. 444) in 
Achaia Phthiotis was presumably created by synoikismos only in the fourth 
century, and Herakleia Trachinia (no. 430) was founded in 426; but still, the 
basic point, that the Delphic sanctuary was administered by a truly interna
tional organisation comprising a great number of poleis, will stand.

90. Crowther 2003a. Though Olympia was markedly dissimilar to Delphi in this 
respect, it was, of course, similar to Isthmia, run by Korinthos (no. 227) alone 
(cf. Thue. 7.9.2 and especially Xen. Hell. 4.5.13 with Salmon 1984: 357-58). The 
Nemean sanctuary seems to have been administered throughout the Classical 
period by the minor polis of Kleonai (no. 351), and to have been taken over by 
Argos (no. 347) in the early Hellenistic period (Perlman 2000: 131-49), though 
it cannot be entirely excluded that Argos controlled the sanctuary already 
from the fifth century (see Miller 1982: 105 with n. 39); for the possibility that 
Korinthos took over control of Nemea for a period in the earlier fifth century, 
see Homblower 2004: 264 with refs. For an early intervention at Olympia by 
Pheidon of Argos, see Hdt. 6.127.3: dAiömvoc ... ußpioavToq ptyiciTa öf] 
EÅÅf]vcav ômàviatv, ôç ÈEavaoipoaç. toùç HAelcuv ayawoOtrcxc aùxàç tôv 
èv OAvprup àycèvct e0î]ke. For the reports in later sources on early conflicts 
between Elis and Pisa for the control over Olympia, see the brief remarks 
with refs, in Crowther 2003b.

91. Roy 1997: 289 with n. 51 and Crowther 2003a: 62.
92. RE XX.2 (1950) 1747-50 (Meyer).
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century,93 the Spartans had defeated the Eleians, in a war de
signed to break the political power of Elis,94 they contemplated 
depriving the Eleians of their control of Olympia: tov pÉVTOt 
7TQOECTTCCVCU TOU AlOÇ TOI) OÀVp7UOl) LEQOÙ, KCXL7TEQ OVK CXQ- 
ycdou HAelolç ovtoç, oùk àTipAacrav avTOÙç, vopiCovTEç toùç 
àVTL7TOLOUpÉVOUÇ yCJQLTtXÇ ELVCU KCÙ OÙy LKtXVOÙÇ TtQOECJTtXVtÀL 
(Hell. 3.2.31).95 The way in which Xenophon here introduces the 
notion of an early non-Eleian Olympic administration, as a fact 
despite which (note the use of kocitceq) the Spartans abstained 
from depriving the Eleians of their prestigious privilege, seems 
to indicate that the notion was openly voiced during the Spartan 
deliberations and presumably also that Xenophon himself fully 
endorsed it.96 And so the important fact emerges that there were 
actually in the early fourth century rival claimants (Avtltioiou- 
pEVOL) to the administration of Olympia, but that the Spartans 
even so did not interfere with the administration.97 As for the 
reason(s) why Sparta would contemplate substituting a new 
Olympic administration for the Eleian, this passage does not 
state any; however, at Hell. 3.2.21-23 Xenophon gives a reason
ably detailed exposition of the Spartan motives in waging the 
Eleian war, an exposition which distinguishes between the 'of
ficial casus belli' and the reasons for the Spartan anger (cf. 3.2.21: 
7iåÅaL dpyLCdpEVOL toll ’HAelolç) against the Eleians. The of
ficial reason for the war was that Elis had refused a Spartan 
request that Elis grant autonomia ('independence') to its perioi- 

93. Unz 1986.
94. Falkner 1996.
95. "[TJhey did not, however, dispossess them of the presidency of the shrine of 

Olympian Zeus, even though it did not belong to the Eleans in ancient times, 
for they thought that the rival claimants were country people and not compe
tent to hold the presidency" (Brownson, Loeb).

96. I note this simply because it seems to me to somewhat weaken the idea that 
the notion of an early non-Eleian (i.e. Pisatan) administration was a fiction 
created only in the 360s when the Arkadian Confederacy had in fact deprived 
the Eleians of their Olympic administration and turned it over to the newly- 
founded Pisatan state (cf. Nielsen 2000: 118-19). For the idea of fiction, see 
Nafissi 2003 and Möller 2004.

97. So Hornblower 2000: 222 n. 24.
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koi.98 99 However, Xenophon's initial sketch of the Spartan motives 
singles out a different set of four interrelated motives: (1) The 
Eleians' treaty of symmachia ('military alliance') with Athens (no. 
361), Argos (no. 347) and Mantinea (no. 281) in 420; (2) The 
Eleians' expulsion of Sparta from the Games of 420; (3) The 
whipping of the Spartan citizen Lichas by the Eleian authorities 
in 420; (4) The exclusion - at an unknown date, but obviously 
after (1-3) which are arranged chronologically, and possibly ca. 
413" - from the sanctuary of the Spartan king Agis who had 
come in accordance with an oracle to offer sacrifice to Zeus.100

98. Xen. Hell. 3.2.23: èk toùtwv oùv naviaiv ÔQyiùopÉvoLç eboEe toîç ècJjôqoic 
Kai tt) EKK/Vqcria amcjrpovicraL aÙTOvç (sc. toùç HAeîovç). néppavTEç oùv 
7IQÉ(j|3ElÇ ELÇ THAlV EL71OV OTL TOLÇ TÉAeOL TGJV AaKEbaLpOVLWV ÔÎKaiOV 
ôoKoir] ELvai acjxÉvai aùwùç Tàç 7ïEQioiKibaç îiôAelç aÙTOvàpovç. àiro- 
KQLvapévcuv bè Ttàv HAelgjv ôtl où 7ioir]ooiEV TaÙTa, È7iiAr)LÔaç yàp 
EXpiEV Tàç 7tôAelç, (jrpoupåv Ecf)r]vav oi ec()oqol. On the perioikoi (= 
dependent allies) of Elis, see Roy 1997.

99. See Parke 1967a: 186-87.
100. Xen. Hell. 3.2.21-22: AaKEÖaipövioi... nàAai ôpyiÇôpEVOL tolç HAelolç Kai 

ôtl (1) ÈTTOipo'avTO crvppayiav 7ïqoç A0r|vaiovç Kai Apyeiouç Kai 
MavTivéaç, Kai ôtl (2) biKrjv (fiàaKOVTEç KaTabEbiKacjØai aÙTWv èkcuAuov 
Kai toù i7T7iLKOû Kai tou yvpvLKOù àycavoç, Kai où pôvov Taùx' t|qkei, 
aAAà Kai (3) Aiya napabôvToç ©r|Paioiç tô àppa, Ènei èkt|qùttovto 
vlkôvteç, ôte Eiof|A0E Aiyaç CTTE^avwcrwv tôv qvioyov, pao’TiyoùvTEÇ 
aÙTÔv, àvbpa yépovra, ÈEpAacrav toùtcov b ùctteqov Kai (4) Ayiboç 
7TEp(J)0ÉVTOç 0ùaai TW All KaTà pavTEiav Tiva èkgjAvov oi HAelol pi] 
7TQoaEÙx.Ea0aL vlkt|v noAÉpov, AÉyovTEç wç Kai tô aoyaiov siq oùtw 
vôpLpov, pi] XQrjO'TrjQLàÇEaOaL toùç "EAArjvaç ècp' EAAr|vwv noAÉpcp. The 
summary at Diod. Sic. 14.17.4 contains only nos. 4 & 2, in that order.

101. Cf. Thue. 5.31.2: alliances with Korinthos (no. 227) and Argos (no. 347).
102. See further Nielsen 2005: 60-74.
103. Thue. 5.61.5.

Re (1-3) The treaty mentioned in no. (1) (= Staatsverträge 193) 
was merely the last in a series of treaties by which the Eleians de 
facto defected from the Peloponnesian League after the Peace of 
Nikias.11’1 The Eleians' motive was a determination to recover the 
polis of Lepreon (no. 306), a subordinate ally of Elis which had 
recently broken away, as the Eleians saw it, with Spartan 
assistance.102 The resulting strong alliance in 418 had some initial 
success in adding Orchomenos (no. 286) in Arkadia to its 
numbers;103 however, at the subsequent deliberations among the 
allies it was decided to move on to attack Tegea (no. 297) and the 
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Eleians, who had proposed to move on for Lepreon (no. 306), 
simply quitted the campaign - enraged, according to Thucydi
des.104 Obviously, Eleian eyes were firmly fixed on Lepreon, 
even to the extent of compromising the cohesion of a powerful 
alliance which could have decisively broken Spartan power. It 
was, moreover, the conflict with Sparta over Lepreon which had 
previously developed into (2-3). In 420 the Eleians barred the 
Spartans from participating in the celebration of the Olympics 
(Thue. 5.49.1); the reason was that the Spartans had, according to 
the Eleians, moved hoplites into Lepreon during the Olympic 
truce and had refused to pay a fine imposed on them by the 
Eleians under Olympic law. This whole episode has been 
studied by Roy 1998 who demonstrates in detail how on this 
occasion the Eleians attempted to exploit their administration of 
Olympia to support their claim to Lepreon and how, in fact, the 
very indictment of Sparta was based on the contentious assump
tion that Lepreon belonged to Elis.105

104. Thue. 5.62.1-2: perà ÔÈ toùto èxovteç pbr] tôv OpxopEvov EßovÄEVovTo ol 
Evppaxül 6tl X.QÔ teqôtov îévou tôv Aoitqiv. kcù Håetol pèv ètù 
AÉ7TQEOV ÈKÉAeVOV, MctVTLVfjÇ ÔÈ È7TL TsySOtV KCÙ 7TQOCTÉ0EVTO Ol ÀoyElOl 
kcù AOpvcùoi tolç Mclvtlvevoiv. kcù ol pèv Hàeloi ôçyLoôÉVTEç ôtl ouk 
È7TL AÉ7TQEOV Élp]4>icrøtVTO àvEX<VQT|CrCltV Èît' OLKOV.

105. On the Olympic truce, see also Lämmer 1975-76 and 1982-83. On other ways 
in which the Eleians exploited their administration of Olympia to control 
their dependencies, see Roy 1997: 295-97; Roy 1999 points out that it is not 
even possible to distinguish the personnel of the Olympian sanctuary from 
that of the polis of Elis.

106. Thue. 5.50.3.
107. Nielsen 2002: 203 and 2005: 17 and Nielsen in Hansen & Nielsen 2004: 107.
108. Or perhaps as 'Boiotian': see note 293 below.

Of course, such an expulsion from Olympia was a serious 
blemish on Spartan prestige; it was, accordingly, feared that the 
Spartans would force their way into the sanctuary and so the site 
of Olympia was protected during the celebration of the Games 
by armed forces from Elis, Argos, Mantinea, and Athens.106 This 
fear was increased by an incident which occurred during the 
Games. Since Sparta had been excluded from the Games, indi
vidual Spartans were not entitled to participate.107 Accordingly, 
the Spartan aristocrat Lichas enlisted his hippie team not as 
Spartan, but as Theban108 (Xen. Hell. 3.2.21, Paus. 6.2.2), thus cir
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cumventing the ban. Now, Lichas' team was victorious and 
"when the Thebans were announced as winners" {Hell. 3.2.21: 
ÈTiCL ÈKrjQUTTOVTO vlkôvteç), Lichas stepped forward to tie a 
garland on the head of the charioteer "wishing to make it plain 
that it was his chariot."109 Had he succeeded in this, he would 
have publicly secured for himself and for the Spartan state the 
immense symbolical capital produced by the victory.110 But he 
did not succeed. He was, on the contrary, whipped by the Eleian 
authorities and driven off the field.111 In this way, the Eleians 
inflicted a new serious blow to Spartan pride and prestige, for 
athletes were clearly conceived of as representing their poleis.112 
In short, items (1-3) may be said to be intimately related to the 
Eleian administration of Olympia, which could be turned 
against Sparta as a presumably not ineffective weapon of propa
ganda.

109. Thue. 5.50.4: ßonAoptvog bpAcbcrau ôtl écivtov qv tô dopa. Cf. Dillon 1997: 
46: “Lichas, in what must be described as a provocative act deliberately 
intended to defy the Eleian prohibition, came out into the stadium, and 
crowned the charioteer, in order to indicate that the chariot was owned by 
him, Lichas, a Spartan." Cf. Wolicki 2002: 79.

110. That Lichas persisted in his attempt to gain for himself the fruits of 'his' 
victory is clear from Paus. 6.3.2 which shows that he was able - after Sparta's 
victorious war on Elis - to dedicate a monument in the Altis commemo
rating the victory. Cf. n. 293 below. Hornblower 2000 shows conclusively 
that the Eleian ban on Spartan Olympic participation was effective only for 
the 420 Games, but even so, it would seem, it took a delayed war of revenge 
to enable Lichas to gain the prestige of 'his' victory, and accordingly, even if 
Sparta and Elis must have reached some kind of understanding prior to the 
416 Games, tensions clearly persisted.

111. Thue. 5.50.4: mo tgjv oaßbouxwv 7iAr)yàç tAaßev; Xen. Hell. 3.2.21: 
paaTLyoùvTEç cxùtôv, dvbpa yépovra, è£,r|Aacrciv. Flogging, of course, was 
a standard punishment for offences during competitive games in Classical 
Hellas (cf. Hdt. 8.59-60) and so the Eleians here did not act in an excessively 
provocative way. On flogging, see Crowther & Frass 1998. At Olympia, the 
punishment of flogging is epigraphically attested as early as the later sixth 
century (Ebert & Siewert 1999).

112. Nielsen 2002: 207-10 and below 85ff.

Re (4) It is not entirely clear whether Xenophon is representing 
the Eleians as stating a general rule applicable to all Hellenes and 
all Hellenic sanctuaries or a peculiarly Olympic rule. If meant as 
a reference to a Panhellenically recognised rule, it is simply not 
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true.113 But even if a peculiarly Olympic rule is referred to,114 it 
can hardly have been literally true in this form115 or uniformly 
respected: at least it was not respected in the early 380s when 
king Agesipolis of Sparta consulted the Olympic oracle of Zeus 
on a question involving armed aggression against Argos (Xen. 
Hell. 4.7.2). But then the 380s was a time when the Eleians had 
bowed to the might of the Spartans,116 whereas the case in 
question here obviously belongs to a date when the Eleians 
opposed the Spartans. And so it appears - again - that the Eleian 
administration of Olympia was often (usually?) conducted with 
an eye to contemporary political agendas. And it seems a safe 
inference that it was this mode of Eleian administration which 
annoyed the Spartans to such an extent that they contemplated 
putting an end to administration by Elis.

113. Krentz 2002: 35 and Schwartz 2004: 69, referring to: Hdt. 1.66: Spartan con
sultation of the Delphic oracle on a question involving armed aggression 
against Arkadia (question accepted); Thue. 1.118.3: Spartan consultation of 
the Delphic oracle on a question involving armed aggression against Athens 
(question accepted).

114. The two Spartan consultations of the Olympic oracle discussed here are the 
only documented historical consultations of the oracle (Sinn 2000: 19).

115. See Sinn 2000: 15-22 for an argument that the Olympic oracle in fact spe
cialised in warfare (accepted by Spivey 2004: 174-77).

116. As noted by Parke 1967a: 189 and 1967b: 112.

However, the Spartans did not in the end abolish Eleian 
administration. Why, since they had what must have seemed to 
them perfectly good reasons, did they abstain? They did so, 
according to Xenophon, “because they considered the rival 
claimants to be choritai and not capable of presiding over the 
sanctuary" (vopLÇovTEç toùç àvTinoLOupévovç ywoLTtxç elvtxi 
Kcd oùy LKtxvoùç TiQoeoTdvai). Whatever the implications of the 
rare word choritai (literally 'people of the country' and very 
possibly in a pejorative sense), it seems evident that the Spartans 
did not find the rival claimants to be in possession of the 
administrative sophistication (ovy LKnvovç tiooco'tlxvcu) needed 
for the important job, and so they resolved to leave it in the 
hands of the Eleians - who must have had plenty of ad
ministrative experience.

However, in 364 the Eleians were in fact deprived of the 
administration, by the Arkadian Confederacy and its puppet 
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state the Pisatans (no. 262).117 In 365, war broke out between Elis 
with allies and federated Arkadia with allies. During this war, 
Arkadian forces captured Olympia and installed a garrison on 
the Kronion hill (Xen. Hell. 7.4.14). Olympia was thus no longer 
under Eleian control and Elis had lost a significant part of its 
southern territory. Olympia was de facto controlled by the 
Arkadians, who even made use of sacred money to finance the 
standing federal army (Xen. Hell. 7.4.33). The Arkadians, of 
course, had no historical claim to the Olympic administration. 
But the inhabitants of Pisatis118 - presumably the very choritai 
considered by Sparta in the early fourth century119 - did have (or 
could be presented as having) such a historical claim. Pisatis had 
been an integrated part of the polis of Elis,120 but it was now 
constituted (or reconstituted) as an individual state, evidently 
with Arkadian backing.121 According to Xen. Hell. 7.4.28 the 
Pisatans now openly claimed to have been the original prostatai 
(headers') of the sanctuary (EhohTau; xoîç hoq’toiç cjidaKouoi 
TiQOCJTpvcu tou Ieqov), thus implying that they had been 
deprived of this privilege by Elis and that their restoration 
would only be just. Xenophon does not specify the basis of this 
Pisatan claim, but Diodorus Siculus (15.78.2) records that they 
based it on tlol pudiKcdç koi naÅaiaic; AttoöelE.eo’l, "sur des 
mythes et sur des faits du passé" (C. Vial in the Budé), but 
unfortunately without giving details. It may, however, not be 
impossible to identify at least one myth projected by the Pisatans 
to justify their claim.

117. On the Games in 364, see Ritter 2001; Crowther 2003; and Roy (forthcoming).
118. On Pisatis, see Roy 2002a.
119. Cf. Roy 2002a: 240.
120. See Roy in Hansen & Nielsen 2004: 489-91.
121. Nielsen 2002:118-19.
122. Etym. Magti. 623.16-18: où yao htyopai toùç ÀéyovTaç mvopåcrØca tov 

tottov (i.e. Olympia) àno ’OÀvpniaç rf]ç ÀQKâôoç, fjv eyqpe Ilîcroç.

Etymologicum Magnum 623.12-18 is a brief discussion of the 
origin of the toponym 'Olympia'; it ends by explicitly rejecting a 
tradition that the site was named after the mythological heroine 
Olympia, daughter of the Arkadians' eponymous hero Arkas 
and wife of Pisos.122 A town by the name of Pisa presumably 
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never existed though some post-Classical writers refer to one.123 
Obviously, Pisos is the eponymous hero of this supposed Pisa 
and thus of the Pisatans,124 125 and Phlegon seems to assign to him a 
significant role in the very earliest celebrations of the Olym
pics.123 He would clearly have been an ideal figure on which to 
base Pisatan claims to Olympia; and the unique detail that he 
was married to a daughter of the Arkadians' eponym and that it 
was she who gave the sanctuary its name - this detail would 
serve to establish or was intended to establish a mythical preced
ent for the close alliance between the Pisatans and the Arka
dians of the 360s and so presumably legitimate Arkadian pres
ence at Olympia. The tradition thus fits perfectly the historical 
situation in 365-364 when the Pisatans and the Arkadians 
presided over the celebration of the Olympics,126 and it is, in fact, 
the common assumption that it originated in exactly this histor
ical situation.127 This assumption finds corroboration in the fact 
that the Arkadian Confederacy is known to have made use of 
precisely such genealogical mythology to support its claims in 
the case of Triphylia which was incorporated into Arkadia in the 
360s though it had not previously been a part of this region:128 In 

123. Roy 2002: 233 with refs.
124. Cf. RE XX.2: 1736. Paus. 6.22.2: ... EV0a f] niera cùkeîto. oiKioTqv pèv öq 

yEVÉcrØaL tt] hoAei nicrov tôv nepifipouç cjjacri, Schot in Theocr. 4.29-30b: 
7IOTL niaav f] vvv OAvpnia, ànà niaov tou AcfrapÉarç. Though this Pisos 
is mentioned only in post-Classical sources, he may perhaps be a figure of 
considerable antiquity for according to Paus. 5.17.9 he was depicted on the 
chest of Kypselos at Olympia.

125. Phlegon (FGrHist 257) fr. 1(1): perà ITeïo'ov Kai néAona, eti ôè HpaKAÉa, 
TOÙq 7tqcôtouç Tpv 7iavf]yvpiv Kai tôv åycbva tov OAvpniacriv ÉvoTq- 
oapÉvouç. The same fragment at 1(10) reports that it was a Pisatan who 
introduced the crown of wild olive as the Olympic prize (cf. Crowther 
2003b).

126. Xen. Hell. 7.4.29: note the wording ÀQKâÔEç ... aÙToi ervv nicraTatç öieti- 
ØEcrav tt|v navqyuQiv, leaving no doubt that Xenophon regarded the Pisa
tans as mere puppets of the Arkadians. The same appears from Hell. 7.4.35 
where Xenophon reports that part of the Arkadian reasoning prior to their 
treaty with Elis in 363/62 was that they no longer desired the presidency of 
Olympia (tou te yàp Ieqoù tou Aiàç nçoeaTâvai ovôèv npocrÖEiaOai 
ÈvopiÇov): not a word about the Pisatans here.

127. RE XVIII: 174 (Herter), XX.2: 1754 (Meyer); Roy 2000: 144; Ritter 2001: 92; 
Nielsen 2002: 118.

128. See Nielsen 1997:145-46. See also Nielsen 2005: 77-81.
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the early 360s, the Arkadian Confederacy dedicated at Delphi a 
sculptural group to commemorate its raidings in Lakonia (CEG 2 
824). The sculptures represented the mythical ancestors of the 
Arkadians such as Arkas and Kallisto and the accompanying 
inscription is a proud statement of Arkadian ethnic identity. 
Among the sons of Arkas paraded on the monument is one 
attested here for the first time: Triphylos, celebrated in verse and 
depicted in stone. Genealogies, of course, were used to retroject 
into the past, and thus legitimise, present realities and so what 
Arkas' paternity of Triphylos tells us is that here the inclusion of 
Triphylos' descendants, the Triphy  Hoi, into those of Arkas, the 
Arkades, is proclaimed to the Hellenic world at a central sanc
tuary.129 The myth of Olympia, daughter of Arkas and wife of 
Pisos, is obviously of a very similar kind and designed to legit
imate Arkadian presence at Olympia.

129. On the working of genealogies, see Fowler 1998: esp. 5-6,16-17.
130. See Nielsen 2002: 119 with refs. See also Stylianou 1998: 493.
131. On these rare coins, see Head 1911: 426; Gardiner 1925: Fig. 37.11; Seltman 

1955: 167 with pl. xxxv. 9 &11; Kraay 1976: 106 with pl. 18.333. See further 
below 43ff. on the coinage of Elis.

132. "God. Fortune. Proxenoi, theorodokoi of the Pisatans: Kleandros, Sokles, them
selves an[d the]ir offspring, of Sikyon. Under the [Hella]nodikai Agiadas,

Though obviously a puppet of the Arkadian Confederacy, 
Pisa developed into a statelet on its own and presumably even 
concluded a series of military alliances with foreign powers.130 
But, of course, its heart was the sanctuary of Olympia. First, the 
types of its gold coins referred directly to the Olympic sanctuary 
by depicting the dedicatee divinity: Zeus and the thunderbolt.131 
Second and even more important is an act by the Pisatan state 
(Perlman 2000: 0.1 with pl. 1):

Oeôç. Tuyo. 7tqô[g.]evol 
0ECXQOÖÖKOL KÀÉavÔQOÇ 
EWKÀfjÇ n LOO TOV, aÙTOL 
KOt[iyÉ]vOÇ Eekvgjvlol 
uno [ EAAcx]voölkAv Aymb- 
aç, OlA[qtv A]vKopr|bEoç, 
BtxOuA[------------------------------]132
vacat
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The inscription is dated by reference to a board of eponymous 
Hellanodikai (uno [EÅAajvobiKåv), the title used for more than a 
century by Elis to designate the chief officials of the Olympics 
(above 20-1). As E. Meyer remarked (RE XX.2: 1754): "Man sieht, 
wie die Olympien natürlich im Mittelpunkt der Organisation 
Pisas stehen." That the inscription really belongs to the 360s is as 
certain as can be from the name of one of the Sikyonian 
honorands: a Kleandros of Sikyon133 is known from Xenophon's 
Hellenika where at 7.1.45 he is reported to have been elected 
strategos of Sikyon in 366. That the coins must belong to the same 
period is just as clear, since at no other point in the Classical 
period was a Pisatan state in existence.

Phil[on son of L]ykomedes, Bathyl[---- ]". A proxenos was a citizen of polis X
(here Sikyon) appointed by decree by polis Z (here Pisa) to look after the 
interests of polis Z in polis X and assist visitors or official delegations from Z 
in X. On proxenia, see more below 82-3. For theorodokoi, see 42 and 62-67.

133. Perlman 2000: prosopographic catalogue no. 178.
134. For the institution of theorodokia, see Perlman 1995 & 2000.
135. See Siewert 2002: 365-66 on the phrase tcw 0e<cx>qlcxv ôékectcu. Before the 

system of theorodokia was developed, Elis may have made use of the institu
tion of proxenia to ease its epangelia: see Perlman 2000: 20 citing Wallace 1970.

136. So Crowther 2003b.

The inscription provides the earliest secure attestation of the 
term 0EaQobÔKOÇ, but a recently-published mid-fifth century 
inscription from Olympia - a grant of citizenship by Elis to two 
foreigners (SEG 51 532) - demonstrates that an institution very 
similar to (or identical with) the institution of theorodokia134 
known from the fourth century onwards was in existence and 
serving the Olympics already by 450.135 Accordingly, whatever 
their titles, theorodokos-hke officials serving the Eleian festival
and truce-announcers (theoroi or spondophoroi) must have been in 
place throughout the Hellenic world prior to the Arkado-Pisatan 
celebration of the 364 Olympics.136 These, of course, will have 
been appointed by Elis. The Pisatans may well have wanted to 
replace (some of) these, and it is hard to improve upon the 
comment by Perlman 2000: 65-66: "The alacrity with which Pisa 
appointed her own theorodokoi within a year or so of the Eleian 
expulsion and the identity of one of the individuals appointed 
suggest the role which the holders of this title might play in 
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interstate diplomacy. One of the honorands, Kleandros, was 
numbered among the five generals who were chosen by the 
Argives and Arkadians in 366 B.C. to direct the anti-Spartan 
movement one result of which was Pisa's capture of Olympia in 
365 B.C. The appointment of Kleandros shortly thereafter as 
proxenos and theorodokos clearly secured a powerful ally for Pisa 
at Sikyon.137 The concern on the part of the Pisatans that in
dividuals of their own choice, rather than those appointed by 
Elis, serve as theorodokoi for the Olympic Games was not merely 
pro forma but involved considerations of political and military 
policy." In other words, Pisa's replacement of at least some 
theorodokoi may reasonably be interpreted as a means by which 
the Arkado-Pisatan control of Olympia was strengthened.

137. And one obviously tolerable to the Arkadians (THN).
138. Paus. 5.9.6: 71lecj0évteç ôè vnô Aqkciöcov 7toåÉ(jw piolQdv te a ru ßet Ao v xf|ç 

yf]ç kcù ôcroi twv bfjparv rjcrav èv tt] à7TOT|ar]0eîot| ycoQot, kcù ovtcoç èç 
ÔKTCÔ TE CXQLØfJOV Cf)UÀÙ)V ÈîÙ Tfjç TETOtQTrjÇ OUVEaT(XÀT]craV àAv|J7TUXÔOÇ KCÙ 
ÉKXXTOCTTTiç KCÙ EÅÅCWO0LKCU CK,)L(TIV K7OL TCÙÇ (f)vAcÙÇ l]OÉ0iyRXV.

So, the Olympics of 364 was administered by a Pisatan state 
created by the Arkadian Confederacy precisely in order to run 
the sanctuary for the Arkadians (cf. n. 126 above). The Eleians, 
however, did not sit idly by and watch as their enemies 
celebrated the festival of Zeus Olympios at "their very spiritual 
centre" (Crowther 2003b). According to Paus. 5.9.5, the Eleians 
had at the 103d Olympic festival (i.e. in 368) raised the number of 
Hellatiodikai from ten to twelve, drawing one from each pln/le (= 
administrative unit) of the polis. However, already in 364 - "at 
the earliest opportunity" (Roy (forthcoming)) - the number of 
Hellatiodikai appointed by Elis was reduced to eight and 
Pausanias explicitly connects this reduction with the territorial 
losses suffered by the Eleians in the war with the Arkadians, the 
war which led to the Arkadian occupation of Olympia and the 
creation of the Pisatan state.138 Clearly, as argued by Roy 
(forthcoming), this reduction is a reflection of the loss of Pisatis. 
Now, the Eleian acknowledgement of this loss and the 
appointment of the reduced board of Hellatiodikai must have 
taken place by late 365 or "at the very latest, by spring 364." It 
was thus, as pointed out by Roy (forthcoming), effected after less 
than one season of fighting the Arkadians, which is a little 
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strange since the Eleians were vigorously committed to re
gaining their lost territory (i.e. Pisatis with Olympia). But the 
open acknowledgement of the loss of Pisatis seems almost 
reminiscent of admission of defeat. However, as persuasively 
argued by Roy (forthcoming), the reform of the hellanodikic 
board was probably an attempt to deny the validity of the 
Arkado-Pisatan administration.

The Eleians, then, must have carried out the reform knowing 
full well that the Arkadians intended to run the Games. But the 
hellanodikic board was probably appointed in the usual way 
(apart from the ideologically motivated reduction) in order for it 
to be on the ready should an opportunity arise for the Eleians to 
reconquer the sanctuary and celebrate the Games. In fact, on 
what was probably the second day of the Arkado-Pisatan 
celebration of the Olympics,139 Eleian forces, supported by forces 
from the Achaian Confederacy, marched down the Olympic 
Road (f) OÀv|j7iiaKf] ôbôç) and attacked the sanctuary which 
was guarded not only by Arkadian troops but also by some 2000 
Argive hoplites and 400 Athenian hippeis. Fierce fighting took 
place in the Altis itself, but even though Xenophon remarks on 
the extraordinary quality of the Eleian performance (Hell. 7.4.30), 
they had to retire the next day without having taken the site. It 
seems a reasonable inference that what the Eleians aimed for was 
not only to reconquer the site but also to stage the Games 
themselves under the direction of the reduced hellanodikic 
board. A somewhat similar incident had occurred earlier in the 
century at the Panhellenic site of Isthmia. During the Corinthian 
War, the poleis of Argos (no. 347) and Korinthos (no. 227) were in 
all probability temporarily merged into a single polis under the 
name of Argos (Xen. Hell. 4.4.6).140 Thus, in 390, the ApytLOi, as 
Xenophon has it (Hell. 4.5.1), prepared to celebrate the Isthmian 
Games. They had proceeded as far the sacrifice to Poseidon, 
when a Lakedaimonian army, commanded by king Agesilaos 
and accompanied by Korinthian exiles, was reported to be on the 

139. See Crowther 2003b. According to Xen. Hell. 7.4.29, the attack took place 
when the hippie competitions were over and when the pentathlon was being 
contested; Lee 2001: 35 concludes that from 468 BC and probably until very 
late in the first century AD, the pentathlon took place on the second day.

140. See Griffith 1950; Salmon 1984: 357-62; Whitby 1984.
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march for the sanctuary. Panic-stricken, the Argives left the 
sanctuary for the city of Korinthos, while Agesilaos put up his 
quarters in the sanctuary, sacrificed to the god and "waited until 
the Korinthian exiles had conducted the sacrifice and the 
competition in honour of Poseidon".141 Clearly, these exiles saw 
themselves as the true representatives of Korinthos, the tra
ditional hostess of the Isthmian Games. However, when the 
Lakedaimonian army had left, the ApyeioL resurfaced and 
conducted the Isthmia all over again, clearly also a political 
demonstration. As for the athletes, at least some of them 
participated in both celebrations of the Isthmian Games, for 
Xenophon closes his account of this extraordinary episode with 
this comment: "So in that year in some of the events various 
competitors were beaten twice and the same people were twice 
proclaimed winners" (Warner).

141. Hell. 4.5.2: KaTaoKqvf|aac &È èv tw leqw aÙTÔç te tgj 0eù> ë0ve kcù 
7IEQLE(JEVEV, EüJÇ CH (JwydÔEÇ TGJV KoQLVØlCUV E7TOLT|(7CIV T(î) OoCTElhcbvi TT)V 
Øvenav Kai tôv àycova.

142. On other formal requirements, see Crowther 1996.

However, the Eleians did not succeed in staging their own 
Games in 364 since they were unable to force the Arkadians and 
allies out of the sanctuary. Obviously, the Eleians did not 
recognise the Pisatan administration as legitimate. But others 
must have done so. That the Arkadian Confederacy did is clear. 
That Sikyon (no. 228) did as well may be deduced from (a) the 
fact that two of its citizens - one of them a strategos of the city - 
accepted appointment as theorodokoi of the Pisatans, and from (b) 
the fact that a Sikyonian, Sostratos the son of Sosistratos (Moretti 
1957: no. 420), is known to have been victorious in the pankration 
in 364 (Paus. 6.4.2): in order to compete in the Games, an athlete 
had i.a. to belong to a polis which had accepted and respected the 
Olympic Truce, i.e. which had received the Olympic theoroi sent 
by Pisa and granted their request (Nielsen 2002: 203).142 That 
Argos (no. 347) also recognised Pisa's administration seems a 
fair inference from the fact that 2000 Argive hoplites helped 
protect the sanctuary during the 364 Games (Xen. Hell. 7.4.29). 
Athenian troops were likewise present during the Games (ibid.), 
in which Phokides of Athens won the stadion race (Moretti 1957: 
no. 419; Diod. Sic. 15.78.1). Now, as it happens, both Sostratos 
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and Phokides belong to poleis closely politically allied to the 
Arkadians, and so it is not really surprising that these states 
recognised the Arkado-Pisatan presidency. All the more signi
ficant, then, is it that a competitor from Kyrene (no. 1028) in 
Libya is on record as well:143 according to Paus. 6.8.3, Eubotas of 
Kyrene won the chariot-race in 364. Apparently, Pisa sent theoroi 
far and wide and even states outside the Arkadian alliance 
accepted Pisatan presidency. To some states it may not have 
mattered much who ran the Games - just as a number of athletes 
were apparently indifferent to such political matters at the 
occasion of the 390 Isthmian Games. But obviously, to Elis it 
mattered very much. Not surprisingly, then, when the Arka
dians offered Elis peace and restoration of Olympia in 363,144 the 
Eleians accepted (Xen. Hell. 7.4.35).

143. Moretti 1957: no. 422 tentatively assigns a Sicilian victor to the 364 Olympics.
144. On the internal frictions in the Arkadian Confederacy which led to this offer 

of peace, see Nielsen 2002: 490-91.
145. Gardiner 1925: 104.
146. Head 1911: figs. 224-28 (fifth century); Seltman 1955: pl. xiii.9-12 (ca. 500- 

480), xxxv.1-2 (428-24); Kraay 1976: pl. 18.323-25, 27 (fifth century), 18.330 
(ca. 380); Jenkins 1990: fig. 59 (510-500), fig. 116 (ca. 450-430). In this and the 
following notes the bracketed dates are thosen given in the publications 
cited.

What happened to the Arkadian puppet statelet of Pisa when 
Arkadia and Elis concluded peace is unknown, but presumably 
the area was reabsorbed into the Eleian state. However, the brief 
interlude of Pisatan presidency was not forgotten. Thus, the 
Eleians declared the year 364 non-olympic and deleted it from 
the official records (Diod. Sic. 15.78.3; Paus. 6.22.3). Furthermore, 
some highly interesting Eleian coins may belong to the time 
when Elis regained Olympia. The types of Eleian coins had 
always referred explicitly to Olympia.145 The mint of Elis began 
production on the Aiginetan standard and in a variety of de
nominations in the late sixth century and created a coinage 
"conspicuous for its artistic quality" (Kraay 1976: 103). It is 
sometimes described as a 'temple coinage', but is rather a 
standard civic mint (Roy in Hansen & Nielsen 2004: 498) draw
ing its imagery from the sanctuary of Olympia, thus making a 
demonstration of the intimate relations between Elis and that 
sanctuary. Recurrent obverse types depict the eagle of Zeus,146 or 
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its head,14/ a seated Zeus,147 148 or his head,149 while reverse types 
include the thunderbolt of Zeus,150 a striding Zeus wielding the 
thunderbolt,151 or a winged Nike in various poses, most mem
orably an advancing Nike with a wreath in her outstretched 
hand, surely the olive crown for the athletic victor.152 Other 
obverse types show the head of Hera with Zeus-imagery for the 
reverse.153 The regular legend is the city-ethnic of Elis abbre
viated as pA<AEION>,154 but the obverses depicting the striding 
Zeus with the thunderbolt are inscribed OAYNniKON (spelt 
also with koppa, cf. Schwabacher 1962: 12 n. 19). Whatever the 
exact meaning of this legend,155 it is surely a reference to Olym
pia.156 In short, imagery and legends of the Eleian coinage link 
city and sanctuary intimately and closely together. Now, in the 
fourth century appear some remarkable Eleian issues, Obv. Lau- 

147. Head 1911: fig. 229 (fifth century); Kraay 1976: pl.18.329 (ca. 400); Jenkins 
1990: fig. 120 (ca. 420).

148. Gardiner 1925: Fig. 37.1; Kraay 1976: pl. 18.326 (ca. 430).
149. Head 1911: fig. 230 (ca. 421-400); Kraay 1976: pl. 328 (ca. 416); Jenkins 1990: 

fig. 119 (ca. 420).
150. Head 1911: figs. 224, 227 and 229 (ca. 471-421), figs. 230-31 (ca. 421-400); 

Seltman 1955: pl. xiii.9-10 (ca. 500), xxxv.2 (ca. 424); Kraay 1976: pl. 18.323 
(ca. 470), 18.328-30 (416-380), 18.331 (ca. 400); Jenkins 1990: fig. 59 (510-500), 
fig. 117 (ca. 450-430).

151. Gardiner 1925: Fig. 37.2; Schwabacher 1962: p. 7.4-6, pl. 8.1-3; Kraay 1976: pl. 
18.325 (ca. 450). This type may possibly be inspired by the colossal Zeus 
dedicated at Olympia by the Hellenic League after its victory at Plataiai in 
479 (so Gauer 1968: 97).

152. Head 1911: figs. 225-26 (ca. 471-421); Seltman 1955: pl. xiii. 11-12 (ca. 480); 
Schwabacher 1962: pl. 7.2-3; Kraay 1976: pl. 18.324 (ca. 465); Jenkins 1990: fig. 
61 (ca. 480-470), fig. 116 (ca. 450-430).

153. Seltman 1955: pl. xxxv.3-5 (ca. 420); Kraay 1976: pl. 18.331-32 (ca. 400-380); 
Jenkins 1990: fig. 121 (ca. 420).

154. Head 1911: 421; Seltman 1955: pl. xiii.9-12, xxxv.4-6; Kraay 1976: pl. 18.323- 
24, 328-31; Jenkins 1990: figs. 59, 61, 116, 118, 121.

155. Schwabacher 1962 argues that the type depicts a pre-Pheidian cult statue of 
Zeus housed in the great fifth-century temple of the god before the creation 
of Pheidias' chryselephantine image; as pointed out by Kraay 1976: 105: "In 
this case the legend ... might be a neuter singular describing the type with 
some such word as cryaApa ('statue') understood", i.e. it would then mean: 
'This is the Olympic statue of Zeus' vel situ.

156. Head 1911: 420; Roy in Hansen & Nielsen 2004: 498. For Athenian fourth
century bronze coins referring to the sanctuary of Eleusis in much the same 
way, see Martin 1995: 271-73.
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reated head of Zeus/pAAEION or pAAEIQN, Rev. Female head/ 
OAYMEIIA.157 Taking the reverse type to be a depiction of the 
personification of the sanctuary, the two legends may be read to 
yield an emphactic statement of the point of view that 'Olympia 
belongs to the Eleians' and the unabbreviated city-ethnic will 
become quite demonstrative.158 If it is meant to depict an 
eponymous nymph or heroine, the coins may be interpreted as 
an official Eleian appropriation of this figure, who appears here 
for the first time in Eleian monetary imagery. Such an appro
priation will fit very well the situation of 363, when Elis had 
regained control of Olympia after the brief Arkado-Pisatan 
administration of the site which had probably (cf. above 36-7) 
given rise to the myth of Olympia, daughter of Arkas and wife of 
Pisos - a tradition whose veracity these coins may then be seen 
to deny. On the assumption that Eleian coins (as a 'temple 
coinage') was produced only on the occasion of the Olympics, 
these coins are commonly dated to 360, the first Olympics after 
the scandalous Games of 364; but there is no compelling reason 
not to regard the Eleian mint as a standard civic mint, and this 
will allow a date of 363.159 If accepted, the coins may be seen as a 
jubilant political celebration, at the earliest opportunity, of the 
return of Olympia to Eleian control.160

157. Hill 1906: no. 40; Head 1911: 422; Gardiner 1925: Fig. 37.7; Kraay 1976: 106 & 
pl. 18.334; Ritter 2001: Abb. 1.

158. Kraay 1976:106; Ritter 2001: 91. Cf. Head 1911: 423. Still worth quoting is the 
comment by Hill 1906: 77: "Here, not for the first time, it is true, but contrary 
to the general rule, the ethnic of the Eleans appears in full. What is more, it is 
associated with the head of the chief god of the sanctuary. And the placing 
of the nymph Olympia, legibly labelled, on the reverse expresses the claim 
of the Eleans to dominate the festival-place of which she is the personifica
tion." Cf. Gardiner 1925: 122.

159. So Ritter 2001: 91 n. 8.
160. Presumably, the return of Olympia to Eleian control was also celebrated by 

a monumental bronze sculpture of Zeus set up in the Altis by the Eleians, a 
sculpture which was, according to Paus. 5.24.4, the largest bronze Zeus in 
the Altis: ô ÔÈ èv Tq AAtei pEyicrrov tû»v xctAxchv ècttiv dyaApdTCûv toù 
Aloç, dvETÉØq pèv vno otÙTcav HAelcuv ànà toù îtqôç Apicdbcu; noAÉpov, 
péyeOoç ÔÈ Énià xcd eïkoctl nobOv èotl.

Eleian coinage, then, by its imagery and legends makes a 
demonstration of the close connections between Elis and 
Olympia, and emphatically so in 363. Another way in which city 
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and sanctuary were linked was by means of the procession from 
Elis to the sanctuary, which formed one of the preludes to the 
festival.161 Processions, of course, were standard features of most 
religious festivals,162 but they may on occasion take on important 
extra-religious significance. Two examples may suffice to 
demonstrate this. The first concerns the famous procession from 
Athens to Eleusis. During the Dekeleian War, the Athenians had 
been unable to send the procession to Eleusis by the traditional 
route of the Sacred Road due to the Peloponnesian occupation of 
Dekeleia: they accordingly went by sea, which made for a much 
less splendid 'procession' (Plut. Ale. 34.3); however, after his 
election to hegemon autokrater, Alkibiades led out the entire 
army and staged the procession on land.163 By this act he both 
"made amends to the goddesses whose mysteries he had once 
mocked"164 and gave a military demonstration, presumably 
directed both at the Spartans - with whom he had a prehistory of 
collaboration - and the Athenian army and populace, who 
according to Plutarch were greatly spirited by the event (Ale. 
34.6).165 Clearly, this "piece of display" (Rhodes 1985: 16) can 
only have been as effective as it apparently was if the staging of 
the procession was felt to be of great symbolical value to the 
Athenians in political and military terms.

161. Lee 2001: 28-29.
162. Burkert 1985: 99-101.
163. Xen. Hell. 1.4.20: ... hooteoov |ièv xà puoxr]QLa TG,V AØrjvaicov Knxà 

ØaÅaxxav àyôvxcev ôià tôv 7tôàe|jov, koctA yrjv ettoItioev È£,ayaycüv xoùç 
OTQCtTidnotç ånavxac,.

164. Rhodes 1985: 16. Cf. Kagan 1987: 291.
165. Kagan 1987: 291-92.
166. Hall 1995: 589-90.

The second example concerns the procession linking the city 
of Argos to the sanctuary of Hera some 10 km northeast of the 
city, the so-called 'Argive Heraion'. It has been persuasively 
argued by Hall 1995 that Argos (no. 347) did not in fact establish 
its control over the whole of the Argive plain until the 460s when 
it, assisted in at least one case by Arkadian Tegea (no. 297) 
(Strabo 8.6.19), destroyed Midea, Tiryns (no. 356) and Mykenai 
(no. 353).166 This extension of Argos' territory coincides not only 
with the earliest literary source unequivocally connecting the 
polis of Argos and the Heraion, Pindar's 10th Nemean Ode of 
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464,167 but most probably also with the laying-out of a new 'Sac
red Way' adorned with at least one monumental building and 
serving a procession from Argos to the sanctuary which symbol
ised "Argos's newly won control over the sanctuary and her 
new-found domination over the Plain."168 The Sacred Road169 fol
lowed by the Olympic procession ran through the Eleian plain 
and was approximately some 58 km long,170 and it has been esti
mated that the procession lasted two days171 and 'guesstimated' 
that perhaps several thousands participated.172 Clearly, this 
extremely long procession would serve as a convenient period
ical demonstration of Elis' ownership of Olympia and would 
have been particularly significant in times when Eleian suprem
acy at Olympia was in dispute as, e.g., around 400 when Sparta 
questioned Elis' mode of administration (above 31ff.). No Clas
sical source explicitly refers to the procession or the 'Sacred 
Road', but the route followed by the Eleian and Achaian troops 
marching on Olympia in 364 is described by Xenophon as q 
OÀupTuaxq ôôôç, which is presumably the Sacred Road. If so, 
the expedition may almost be seen as a very special and extraor
dinary instance of the procession and the very route taken by the 
troops must have added immensely to the feeling of purpose felt 
by at least the Eleian soldiers: to regain what was theirs.

167. Pind. Nem. 10.22-23: àydrv tol xAàkeoç/ ôdpov ôtqvvel ttotl ßovOvcriav 
Hç>aç dÉØÅCOV TE KQLCTLV.

168. Hall 1995: 612.
169. Paus. 5.25.7: xf|ç ôôoù ... f| dyd pèv ÈL Hàlôoç èç ’OAvpniav, koAeïtou ôè 

Ieqol
170. Weiler 1997: 192-93; Lee 2001: 28 with refs.; Jacquemin 2002 ad 6.25.5. See 

also Swaddling 2004: 52 with a map of the Sacred Road.
171. Gardiner 1910: 202; Drees 1968: 45; Lee 2001: 28.
172. Miller 2004:118.

Another way in which Elis may perhaps have linked itself 
unusually closely with the sanctuary at Olympia was by not dif
ferentiating very much between the sanctuary and the site of Elis 
town in terms of the political administration of the polis: Whereas 
the normal state of affairs was that a polis centralised its political 
administration in its main town (if there was more than one), Elis 
seems to have located its administration partly in Elis town and 
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partly in Olympia.173 Not only were public inscriptions put up at 
both sites,174 public civic buildings were also constructed at both 
sites. Diod. Sic. 11.54.1 reports an Eleian synoikismos of 471;175 
however, Elis town was certainly not founded by this synoikismos; 
rather, the town was enlarged by the synoikismos:176 Admittedly, 
the archaeological evidence predating 471 is not abundant, but 
enough to show that already in the sixth century at least a couple 
of public buildings stood on the site of the agora,177 where stoas 
and other buildings were constructed in the Classical period.178 
Obviously, this town was in the Archaic and Classical periods a 
centre of Eleian administration, and it was almost certainly in 
this town that the chief Eleian officials resided and to this town 
that the Spartans sent an embassy ca. 400 demanding that Elis 
grant autonomia to her perioikoi.179

173. Fully accepted by Crowther 2004: 56-57. See also Siewert 1994a: 27 and 
Hansen & Fischer-Hansen 1994: 86-89.

174. For a sixth-century (600-550) inscription, a law with stipulations on judicial 
procedures, from the site of Elis town, see Siewert 1994a; for Eleian acts of 
state published at Olympia, cf. ibid. nn. 43-45. See also Siewert 2001. For 
Eleian inscriptions at Olympia, see also Taeuber 1991.

175. HAelol pèv tîAelouç Kai piKyaç ttoAelc oucoùvteç elç piav (ivvcpKLcrØr]crav 
tÈ]v ovopaCopÉvrjv ’HAiv. Cf. Strabo 8.3.2; Ps.-Skylax 43; Leandrios 
(FGrHist 492) fr. 13.

176. On the synoikismos, see Hansen 1995b: 58-60 and Roy 2002b.
177. Eder & Mitsopoulos-Leon 1999: 25-36.
178. Tritsch 1932: 72-73; Coulton 1976: 237; Yalouris in PECS 498.
179. Xen. Hell. 3.2.23: nÉpipavTEç Ol;v npecrßELC elç HAlv elhov .... anoKQiva- 

pcvwv ÔÈ tcûv HAelcov etc. It is the most reasonable reading to take ’HAiç 
here to denote the town of Elis as a centre of the Eleian state (cf. Hall 2000: 79 
on AaKEÖaipmv); however, toponyms may sometimes denote the state (as 
opposed to the town: see Hansen in Hansen & Nielsen 2004: 56); Hdt. 8.73.2 
may so use HAlç, and if Xenophon uses it in this way here, the passage may 
possibly mean "sending ambassadors to the state of Elis", which would 
imply nothing about exactly where these ambassadors went, and Olympia 
could perhaps be their destination (though it should of course be noted that 
Xenophon often uses the toponym OAvpnia to denote the sanctuary: Hell. 
3.2.26; 4.1.40, 7.2; 7.4.14, 4.28; Mem. 3.12.1,13.5; Anab. 5.3.7, 3.11). In fact, Xen. 
Hell. 3.2.25 seems to use the toponym to denote the Eleian state: cßaivoucri... 
ol ec|)oqol (jrpovpàv ètù xr|v ’HAlv (cf. 3.2.29: toùç èE HAlôoç cjwyâbaç). Of 
course, ’HAiç often does denote the town (Hdt. 6.70.1-2: Ènàbia Aaßwv 
È7TOQEVETO Èç ’HAlv; Ps.-Skylax 43: ’HAiç Èv pEcroyEia), and that important 
political administration took place at Elis town is strongly suggested by the 
treaty reported by Thue. 5.47: The treaty explicitly locates the superior 
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In using its main town as a seat of political administration, Elis 
was not an unusual polis. However, the fact that the sanctuary of 
Olympia was equipped with both a bouleuterion and a prytaneion 
is unusual, since such buildings are eminently characteristic of 
poleis as political communities180 181 and regularly located in the 
main town of a polis.™ The bouleuterion at Olympia is mentioned 

organs of the Eleian state èv HAiôi (47.9 where it is juxtaposed with such an 
obvious locative expression as AØrjvrjOL) whereas the Eleian copy of the text 
is to be published OAvpruaoi, and the text thus explicitly distinguishes 
between two toponyms of which one, OAupniacn, is certainly meant to 
denote a place (it is juxtaposed with obvious locative expressions as tv noAti 
(= 'on the Akropolis'), tv avooa tv too AnôAAcovoç Tty itpcy, tv tou Alôç tgj 
itpd) tv Tf] dyopcx); the other, ’HAiç, should be locative as well, and this 
reading will establish the town of Elis as the seat of the major Eleian officials 
and thus as a or even the political centre of the Eleian state.

180. Hansen & Fischer-Hansen 1994: 31 (prytaneia) and 37 (bouleuteria) arguing 
that every polis must have had such buildings. On the symbolical signifi
cance of the prytaneion, see also Miller 1978: 13-14.

181. Most of the Archaic and Classical buildings of this kind whose locations are 
known or can be reasonably inferred were located in the main urban site of 
the polis. (1) Bouleuteria. (I) Urban location. (1) Akragas (no. 9 ); (2) Argos (no. 
347); (3) Athens (no. 361; Hansen & Fischer-Hansen 1994: 42-43); (4) Hyam- 
polis (no. 182); (5) Kalaureia (no. 360; Gneisz 1990: 324-25); (6) Olynthos (no. 
588; Gneisz 1990: 341); (7) Orchomenos in Arkadia (no. 286; but see Winter 
1987: 238-39 disputing the identification of the building as a bouleuterion); (8) 
Sikyon (no. 228; Gneisz 1990: 351-52). In addition to these, the following 
bouleuteria were probably Classical buildings of urban location: (9) Argyrion 
(no. 7; Diod. Sic. 16.83.3); (10) Megalopolis (no. 282; if the building men
tioned by Paus. 8.30.9 was erected at the time of the building of the city). (11) 
Sanctuary location. (1) Delos (no. 478; Gneisz 1990: 315). To this should be 
added (2) Delphi (no. 177) but the actual building is unidentified. (Ill) 
Unknown location. (1) Samos (no. 864): Plut. Mor. 304B mentions a bouleu
terion in reference to ca. 600, but it remains unidentified. - Thus, ten of 
twelve were located in an urban setting as opposed to a sanctuary setting, 
and obviously both Delos and Delphi are very special cases. - (2) Prytaneia. 
(I) Urban location. (1) Apellonia (no. 946); (2) Argos (no. 347; urban location 
inferred from Diod. Sic. 19.63.2); (3) Athens (no. 361); (4) Kolophon (no. 848; 
Miller 1978:109-12); (5) Lato (no. 971; Miller 1978: 78-86); (6) Peparethos (no. 
511; urban location inferred from the narrative at Thue. 3.89.4); (7) Thasos 
(no. 526; building not identified, but urban location clear from SEG 42 
785.43-44; cf. the plan in Duchêne 1992: 108). (II) Sanctuary location. (1) Delos 
(no. 478; Miller 1978: 67-78); (2) Delphi (no. 177; the actual building remains 
unidentified). (Ill) Unknown location. (1) SEG 13 397 of the fourth century 
attests a prytaneion of unknown location in an unknown community 
(Dodone?); (2) Halikarnassos (no. 886; Michel, Recueil 452.10-11); (3) Halos 
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by both Xenophon182 and Pausanias.183 The building complex has 
been identified:184 Situated to the south of the temple of Zeus, it 
consisted of two apsidal halls connected on the east by an Ionic 
stoa and with a square building between them; it was con
structed in several phases from the mid-sixth to the fourth cen
tury.185 It is clear from Xenophon that this building complex 
served as a bouleuterion in the fourth century, and if it was ori
ginally constructed as a bouleuterion,186 then a boule was present 
at Olympia from the second half of the sixth century. But which 
boule? A boule is well-attested for the polis of Elis itself.187 Late 
inscriptions from Olympia mention an OÅup7TLKT] |3ovÀq ('Olym- 

(no. 435; Hdt. 7.197); (4) Iasos (no. 891; Michel, Recueil 462.27-28); (5) Ioulis 
(no. 491; Michel, Recueil 401B.34); (6) Karthaia (no. 492; IG XII.5 1060.2); (7) 
Koresia (no. 493; Michel, Recueil 401.24-25); (8) Kyrene (no. 1028; SEG 9 1.44); 
(9) Kyzikos (no. 747; Syll.3 4.5-6); (10) Lipara (no. 34; Diod. Sic. 20.101.2); (11) 
Mytilene (no. 798; Ath. 425A); (12) Sigeion (no. 791; Syll.3 2); (13) Sikyon (no. 
228; Hdt. 5.67); (14) Siphnos (no. 519; but Hdt. 3.57.4 does suggest that it was 
located on the agora); (15) Taras (no. 71; Ath. 700D); (16) Tenedos (no. 793; 
Pind. Nem. 11.1-3); (17) Thespiai (no. 222; BCH 60 (1936) 179.32). That so 
many prytaneia remain unidentified is probably due to the fact that such a 
building was usually modest and unpretentious and that a fixed architec
tural form did not evolve; cf. Hansen & Fischer-Hansen 1994: 36-37. - Again, 
most of the locatable buildings are found in urban centres, the exceptions 
again being Delphi and Delos; it should, however, be noted that in neither 
polis has the Archaic-Classical urban site proper been identified and so the 
relation between town and sanctuary is really unknown. Clearly, located at 
a distance of some 60 km from the main town of the polis, the Olympic 
bouleuterion and prytaneion were highly unusual.

182. Hell. 7.4.31.
183. 5.23.1; 24.1, 24.9.
184. Mallwitz 1972: 235-40 with Fig. 188; Gneisz 1990: 340-41 with Abb. 4.
185. Mallwitz 1972: 238-39; Gneisz 1990: 341.
186. For scepticism as to whether the bouleuterion and the prytaneion discussed 

below were originally constructed to fulfill the functions attested for the 
fourth century, see Coulton & Morgan 1997: 113; however, in the present 
context it does not matter much whether the buildings were built to purpose 
or later adapted (cf. Miller 1995: 144 n. 31) to fulfill the functions attested by 
Xenophon, since even in the later case both a bouleuterion and a prytaneion 
were unquestionably to be found in Classical Olympia, and so both Olympia 
and Elis town will be Elcian administrative centres in the Classical period.

187. IvO 3; IvO 7; Thue. 5.47.9; Arist. Pol. 1306H3-19.
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pic Council');188 and it seems a reasonable assumption that this 
council met in the bouleuterion. No Archaic or Classical source 
mentions the ’OAupniKT] [3ovÅq but Pausanias refers to it in two 
passages discussing events of the fourth century: (a) at 5.6.6 he 
attributes to Eleian È£,r)yr]Tcd a story to the effect that Xenophon 
was tried before the Olympike boule for accepting land at Skillous 
(no. 311) from the Lakedaimonians (cf. An. 5.3.7), but acquitted. 
The historicity of this information is open to doubt,189 and it is 
not obvious how the Olympike boule (which seems to have dealt 
with the day-to-day administration of the sanctuary190) could 
pass sentence in a case involving transfer of land in another polis; 
however, Skillous was a former perioikic dependency of Elis,191 
lost after the war with Sparta ca. 400 (above), and one that the 
Eleians were eager to regain (cf. Xen. Hell. 6.5.2); it is thus not 
entirely inconceivable that they would attempt to use their 
administration of Olympia to this end after Leuktra - just as in 
the fifth century they used their administration to further their 
aims in the struggle with Sparta over Lepreon (above 32-3) - and 
that the case against Xenophon was part of such an attempt. 
However, it is probably best not to use this passage as proof of 
the existence of an Olympike boule in the fourth century, (b) How
ever, the second passage does seem to be evidence of a fourth
century Olympike boule. In 396, Eupolemos of Elis (Moretti 1957: 
no. 367) won the stadion race at Olympia;192 according to Paus. 
6.3.7, however, the otherwise unknown athlete Leon of Am- 
brakia (no. 113) who had competed in the race, had been 
declared the winner by one of the three Hellanodikai officiating at 
the event, and Leon proceeded to lodge a complaint against the 

188. IvO 351 (aet. Rom.); IvO 355 (3rd cent. AD); IvO 356 (3rd cent. AD); IvO 357 
(2nd cent. AD?); IvO 372 (14-19 AD); IvO 406 (early 1st cent. BC); IvO 407 (mid- 
1st cent. BC); IvO 427 (aet. Imp.); IvO 429 (50-100 AD); IvO 432 (95-105 AD); 
IvO 433 (95-105 AD); IvO 434 (95-105 AD); IvO 437 (96-98 AD); IvO 439 (2nd 
cent. BC); IvO 440 (100-150 AD); IvO 449 (aet. Hadr./aet. Ant.); IvO 452 (3rd 
cent. AD); IvO 454 (143 AD); etc. The council is also attested by an inscription 
found at Elis itself and dated to the late first/early second century AD (Ö//7 
46 (1961-63) 77 no. 1).

189. Jacquemin 1999: ad loc.
190. Crowther 1997:153.
191. Roy 1997: 283-85; Nielsen 2002: 609.
192. Pap Oxy 2381.2; Diod. Sic. 14.54.1 (naming him 'Eupolis'); Paus. 8.45.4.
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two others with the 'OAupniKf] ßovAq. There is no reason to 
question Pausanias' information here, and we may then con
clude that the Olympike boule in fact existed in the early fourth 
century. But did it differ from the boule of the polis of Elis in the 
Classical period? There is no evidence on which to base an 
answer to this question. But it seems simplest to assume that the 
two councils were in fact one and the same193 and that when it 
met at Elis it was the ordinary boule of the polis,194 whereas when 
it relocated to Olympia during celebrations of Olympic festivals 
and took up residence in the bouleuterion, it was called 
OÅupTUKr] ßovAq195 whether from the site or from the nature of 
its duties during the Games among which was apparently to act 
as court of appeal against the decisions of the Hellanodikai. Given 
the distance between Elis and Olympia it is readily understood 
why such an important magistracy as the boule would need facil
ities of its own at Olympia and so the construction of a bouleu
terion there makes good sense. But this does not detract from the 
fact that it was unusual, and that the building complex and the 
magistracy officiating there would have served as a reminder to 
all visitors of Elis' special relations with Olympia.

193. So Crowther 1997: 153 with n. 13.
194. Note that Paus. 6.23.7 attests to the existence of a bouleuterion at Elis itself, 

though without indication of date.
195. So Jacquemin 2002: 290.
196. Miller 1978: 13; cf. Hansen & Fischer-Hansen 1994: 31. See Schol. in Pind. 

Nem. ll.l(la): tt eut« velu qqcn ÀcryELV xqv Ecrriav, napoaov cd tcov 
hôàecov Ecrriai Èv tolç ttqvtcïvelolç acßiöpuvxaL Kcd to ieqôv AEydpevov 
7TÙQ E7TL TOVTCOV CXTTOKEITCU. Pollux 1.7: ttp' d)V ÔÈ 0ÔO|JEV T| 71ÙQ CtVOL- 
Kcdopev, ßceqöq, ØvqiaTqQiov, écttlcc èvlol ydç> oûtcoç cbvopotKacnv. ovtcu 
h' àv KvçfcoTctTa KctÂoiqç rqv Èv îiQUTavEicq, sc|) fjç to ttvq tô dcrßECTTO 
ccvcrnTETca.

An even more emphatic statement of these special relations 
must have been provided by the presence of an Eleian prytaneion 
at Olympia: a prytaneion was the physical expression of the exist
ence of a polis, and on its hearth burned the eternal flame 
"which signified the life of the polis."196 Xenophon refers to tô 
Tqç Ectkk Ieqôv and Paus. 5.15.8 calls it the prytaneion "of the 
Eleians" (cf. Hansen & Fischer-Hansen 1994: 88). The building 
has been identified and its earliest phase belongs to the early 
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fifth century.197 Whereas Pausanias does mention a bouleuterion 
at Elis town (6.23.7) in addition to the one at Olympia, he does 
not mention a prytaneion there, and if this silence means that 
there was no prytaneion at Elis, the Olympic building must have 
functioned as the prytaneion of the polis as such (cf. "of the 
Eleians"), and the significance of its location at Olympia is clear: 
Here, at their "spiritual centre" (Crowther 2003b), the Eleians 
erected the building which signified the life of the polis. But even 
if it had a sister at Elis, its symbolical significance must have 
been great, and it, too, will have served to intimately link city 
and sanctuary.198 According to Pausanias, the prytaneion was the 
place where the Eleians gave a banquet, presumably at the end 
of the Games, to the victors;199 it is unknown whether Pausanias' 
evidence is valid also for the Classical period, but if it is, the loca
tion of the banquet will again have brought home to the victors 
how inseparable Elis and Olympia were.

197. Miller 1978: 86-91.
198. Also noted by Sinn 2000: 93
199. Paus. 5.15.12 on which see Lee 2001: 74-75.
200. Though, as demonstrated above, the Eleian administration of Olympia was 

occasionally challenged, on other occasions other Hellenes seem to have 
acknowledged it and made a point of catering to Eleian sensibility in regard 
to Olympia; thus, when the Hellenic League (on which see Brunt 1953-54 
and Tronson 1991) after its victory over the Persians at Plataiai in 479, 
decided to make monumental thank-offerings to the gods, such dedications 
were made at e.g. both Delphi and Olympia (Hdt. 9.81.1). Now, on the 
Golden Tripod at Delphi, the Eleians were listed (as ptxÅEioi (Meiggs & 
Lewis, GHI 27.9)) under the heading to[(öe tôv] noAepov [tjnoÅféjpEov 
(ibid. 1) as participants in the glorious campaigns. In actual fact, however, 
the Eleian performance in the war had been rather poor: Elis sent no troops 
to Thermopylai (Hdt. 7.202); no ships to Artemision (Hdt. 8.1) or Salamis 
(Hdt. 8.43-48); it did send troops to Plataiai but they arrived too late for the 
battle, later even than the Mantineians who were likewise late (Hdt. 9.77). 
The only effective participation by Elis in the campaigns of 480-479 seems to

In conclusion, it may be said that Olympia was a vital compo
nent of the local identity of the polis of Elis and that the Eleians 
demonstrated this in a variety of ways: by the choice of themes 
for coin types, by the unusually long procession from city to 
sanctuary, by their willingness to use military force in the Altis 
in 364, and not least by turning the site of the sanctuary into a 
second centre of their po/zs-administration.200
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have been in the fortification of the Isthmos (Hdt. 8.72). However, the 
Mantineians who had sent troops to Thermopylai (Hdt. 7.202: 500 hoplites) 
and presumably also participated in the fortification of the Isthmos (Hdt. 
8.72: Aqkciôeç nctvTEç), did not like the Eleians receive recognition of their 
performance by being inscribed on the Golden Tripod at Delphi. Clearly, 
Elis could not have complained seriously had their name not been inscribed 
on this prestigious memorial. The reason why they were so inscribed was 
presumably the fact that the Hellenic League decided to commemorate its 
victory also at Olympia (Hdt. 81.1; cf. Gauer 1968: 96-98); it would, 
presumably, have been impossible to erect a memorial at Olympia which 
did not pay hommage to the owner of the sanctuary, no matter how poor 
Eleian performance had been, and so the name of the Eleians were inscribed 
not only at Olympia (Paus. 5.23.2) but also at Delphi.



VI. Hellenic Interaction at Olympia

The Olympic festivals and in particular their athletic competi
tions were surely among the most celebrated and prestigious 
regularly recurring events at all of the Hellenic world;201 it is, 
accordingly, commonly assumed that they attracted a substan
tial number of visitors and spectators, presumably "the greatest 
crowds for any kind of festival in Greece" (Crowther 2004: 35)202 
and post-Classical sources in fact state as much.203 However, 
ancient sources mostly refer to the number of visitors at Olympia 
in very general ways as when Pindar calls the ash altar of Zeus 
"visited by most foreigners" (7TOÀu£EVWTdTcp naoa [3mpcù (O/. 
1.93): "by the altar that is thronged by many a visitant" (Sandys 
(Loeb))),204 and only rarely do they quantify the size of the audi
ence; admittedly, according to Diod. Sic. 18.8.6, 20,000 phygades 
('exiles') were present at Olympia during the Games of 324, but 
this was obviously a very special occasion since an important 
political demonstration of vital interest to exiles was expected: 
the proclamation of Alexander's Exiles' Decree,205 and accord
ingly this piece of information, even if historical, cannot be gen
eralised. The best evidence on which to base an estimate of the 
order of size of the athletic audience anticipated at Olympia 
would seem to be the seating capacity of the stadium there. The 
seating capacity of stadium II of the late sixth century has been 
estimated at 24,000,206 whereas the mid-fourth century stadium 
III could probably accommodate some 45,000 spectators.207 It 
would seem, then, that spectator interest increased throughout 

201. Golden 1998:34-37.
202. So Weiler 1997:191 who at 193 estimates the audiences at 40,000 - 50,000.
203. Crowther 2004: 35 n. 1, referring to Cic. Tusc. disp. 5.3.9, Luc. Peregr. 1 and 

Livy 27.35.3. As pointed out by Lewis 1996: 41 "There is a surprising gap in 
our evidence for the attendance and composition of the audience at the 
Olympic festival during the classical period."

204. Cf. Paus. 6.3.14 quoting a late fifth-century epigram referring to Olympia as 
7ioAu0dqTOV TÉpevoç Alôç, "the much-seen sanctuary of Zeus".

205. See Lewis 1996: 71-73.
206. Romano 1993: 22.
207. E.g. Yalouris & Yalouris 1995: 15.
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the Classical period. It is, of course, not possible simply to trans
late these seating capacities into crowd numbers: It is not imposs
ible, for instance, that empty sections were to be found in the sta
dium when everyone was seated, or conversely, that the stadium 
could not in fact accomodate everyone who wanted to watch; 
and, not everyone who went to Olympia at festival times may 
have had sportive interests: A number of other reasons for going 
to Olympia can easily be conjectured (Crowther 2004: 47-49; 
Weiler 1997: 196ff). But as it is, ca. 45,000 seems a reasonable 
hypothesis for the order of size of the athletic audience in the 
later Classical period. There is not much with which this esti
mate can be compared. The Archaic-Classical stadium at Isthmia 
is estimated at a capacity of a mere 4,000,208 and even the Hel
lenistic stadium at Isthmia is estimated at only 21,000209 whereas 
the early Hellenistic stadium at Nemea has been estimated at ca. 
30,000 (Miller 2001: 28); all three stadia, then, are dwarfed by 
those at Olympia, which should be significant especially in the 
light of the generally much greater accessibility210 of the Isthmos 
and probably Nemea as well. Likewise, even the Archaic sta
dium II at Olympia could seat a much larger audience than the 
later theatres of major Hellenic poleis:

208. Romano 1993: 28.
209. Romano 1993: 33.
210. Gebhard 1993: 166.

(1) at Katane (no. 30) the seating capacity of the Classical thea
tre was possibly 7,000; (2) the Hellenistic theatre at Syracuse (no. 
47) is estimated at ca. 14,000-17,000; (3) the Classical-Hellenistic 
theatre at Metapontion (no. 61) is estimated at ca. 6,500; (4) the 
four th-century theatre at Stratos (no. 138) accommodated ca. 
8,000 spectators; (5) the fourth-century/Hellenistic theatre at 
Delphi is estimated at 5,000 (Hansen & Fischer-Hansen 1994: 53); 
(6) in the fourth century, the theatre at Korinthos (no. 227) pro
vided room for some 14,000 spectators (Frederiksen 1997.11: table 
7); (7) the seating capacity of the theatre at Elis (no. 251) town 
itself is estimated at 7,900 (Frederiksen 1997.11: table 7); (8) the 
capacity of the fourth century theatre at Mantinea (no. 281) is esti
mated at 4,200 (Frederiksen 1997.11: table 7); (9) the fourth-cen
tury theatre at Megalopolis (no. 282) is estimated at 20,000; (10) 
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the fourth-century/Hellenistic theatre in the town of Epidauros 
(no. 348) is estimated at ca. 5,000-6,000; (11) the theatre of Diony
sos at Athens (no. 361) seated some 14,000 spectators (Hansen & 
Fischer-Hansen 1994: 53); (12) the theatre at Eretria (no. 370), the 
earliest phases of which may date to the fourth century, seated 
some 8,000 spectators (Frederiksen 1997.11: table 7); (13) and 
finally, at Lindos (no. 997) the theatre, possibly fourth-century, is 
estimated at a mere 1,800-2,000.

The difference in size between such theatres and the Olympic 
stadia must be at least partly due to the fact that the former con
structions were intended merely to facilitate the local needs of a 
single polis, whereas at Olympia visitors from practically all over 
the Hellenic world must have been expected, and in large num
bers: it is hardly credible that accommodation for 45,000 specta
tors was needed if the Classical stadium was intended to serve 
only Eleians, a point well illustrated by the fact that the theatre at 
Elis town, though quite large, has an estimated capacity of only 
7,900 spectators.211 The anticipation of a large Panhellenic audi
ence at Olympia squares nicely with the fact that the athletic 
competitions could be entered by ô ßovAopEvoq xmv EAAqvcev 
(above 18-19). In conclusion, it does in fact seem a reasonable 
assumption from the evidence available that the Olympic fes
tival attracted more visitors than any other event of the Hellenic 
world.

211. Cf. Weiler 1997:193: "Ein Massenzustrom zum olympischen Fest kann nicht 
damit erklärt werden, daß die Bevölkerung der umliegenden Gebiete das 
Hauptkontingent gestellt hätte."

However, even if 45,000 is a substantial number by Classical 
Hellenic standards, the audience actually present at Olympia 
during the festival will have consituted only a tiny fraction of all 
Hellenes: A recent study by Hansen (2006: 1-34) argues that by 
the second half of the fourth century the Hellenic world had a 
population of at least 7.5 million, and probably as many as 10 
million. Even so, our sources often refer to those present at 
Olympia as 'the Hellenes', as the following examples will show. 
Thus, in the Herodotean passage discussed above (12-14), the 
Persians, having asked the Arkadian automoloi tteql tgjv 
EAAqvwv tA tïoléolev ("about the Hellenes, what they were 
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doing") receive the answer cbç OAùpma dyovoL kcù Øecoqéolev 
dycovn yupvtKOV Kai l7T7tlkôv ("that they are organizing the 
Olympics and would be watching an athletic competition and a 
hippie": 8.26.2). Obviously, a question to the effect: "What are 
the Hellenes doing?", is absurd. However, Herodotos introduces 
it in order to be able to point to the difference between Barbar
ians and Hellenes, and by introducing as the answer "The Hel
lenes are celebrating the Olympic festival", he is clearly general
ising from the Hellenes present at Olympia to the Hellenes as such. 
Another good example is offered by Thucydides, who at 5.49-50 
reports how prior to the festival in 420, when the Eleians had 
fined the Spartans for breaking the ekecheiria ('sacred truce') and 
excluded them from the sanctuary, and the Spartans refused to 
pay the fine - how in this situation the Eleians offered the Spar
tans access to the sanctuary on condition that they climbed the 
altar of Zeus Olympios and swore "in front of the Hellenes" 
(évavTLOV tûjv 'EAAfjvcov) that they would pay at a later date. 
This the Spartans refused and made a sacrifice at home while 
"the other Hellenes" (oi dAAoi 'EAAqvEç) celebrated the festival 
at Olympia. Finally, we may note how at Isoc. De bigis 16.32 
Olympia is described as a place where "the Hellenes" (xoùç 
'EAAqvctç) display their wealth, strength and education and how 
it is stated that financial resources invested in lavish partici
pation at Olympia will be spent "on behalf of the city for the 
benefit of all of Hellas" (vtièq Tqç ttoAecoç elç cxnaaax rqv 
EAAdbcx). The Hellenes assembled at Olympia, then, could be 
construed as no less than the Hellenes as such.212

212. Note also (1) that Gorgias begins his Olympiakos by addressing the Hellenes: 
(Jo dvbpep EAAqveq (fr. 7 DK); (2) that in the Lysianic Olympikos (33.2) we 
find the statement that Herakles established the Olympic Games bid 
Evvoiav rfp EAAâboç in the belief that the assembly there would generate 
mutual friendship "for the Hellenes" (tolç "EAArpi); (3) that at Pl. Hp. mi. 
363C8 the festival at Olympia is described as f] tccv EAAqvcov 7iavf|yvQiç; 
(4) that at Heracl. Lemb. Excerpta Politiarum 55 Anaxilas of Rhegion is said to 
have entertained 'the Hellenes' (roùç ''EAAqvaç) after his Olympic victory of 
480: This is presumably a reference to a banquet given at Olympia itself, cf. 
Moretti 1957: no. 298; cf. Plut. Ale. 11.1 for a public banquet given by 
Alkibiades of Athens at Olympia in 416 (écjtiôvtl noAAovç; for other 
instances of such banquets, see Ath. 3E); that (5) Ar. Plut. 583-84 has Poverty 
say that Zeus assembles 'all the Hellenes' every fifth year at the Olympic 
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Construing the visitors at Olympia as 'the Hellenes' as such 
must have been eased considerably if in fact they originated 
from virtually all parts of the Hellenic world. However, our 
information about the origins of visitors relates mostly to famous 
individuals; thus, Herodotos at 1.59 reports the presence at 
Olympia of Hippokrates of Athens and Cheilon of Lakedaimon; 
Thue. 5.49.4 attests the presence of the Spartan aristocrat Lichas, 
the son of Arkesilaos; Xenophon at An. 5.3.7 implies his own 
presence at Olympia, at a time when he was a citizen of Skillous 
(no. 311); and Demosthenes was at Olympia in 324 in his 
capacity as Athenian architheoros ("Leader of the Sacred Em
bassy"; Din. Contra Dem. 81).213 But if we assume crowds of some 
24,000-45,000 from the late Archaic through the Classical period 
they cannot have been made up exclusively of such person
alities214 and the most economical assumption is that visitors and 
theoroi did in fact come from many parts of the Hellenic world. 
So, at least, did the athletes known to have won at Olympia in 
the Classical period:

agon: eî yàç> È7iAovtel, tuJoç. àv noicèv tôv OAupniKÖv auTÔç àyôova,/ ïva 
toùç 'EAAqvaç ànavxaç, àei bi' etovç népnTov £vvayELQEi; (6) that Schol. 
vet. vulg. in Pind. Ol. 7c reports how Diagoras and his sons during their lap 
of honour in the stadium at Olympia were congratulated 'by the Hellenes' 
(v7ïô Twv EAAf]VGJv); (7) that the spurious Andoc. 4 twice refers to 
Alkibiades' display at Olympia in 416 as witnessed by 'the Hellenes' (toïç 
"EAAqcri (27); toùç 'EAApvac (30)); (8) that the fourth-century epigram 
celebrating Troilos of Elis, a double Olympic victor (Moretti 1957: nos. 412- 
13), who served as Hellanodikas while competing (Paus. 6.1.4), states: 
'EAAijvcov f)QX°v töte OAup7TLca fjvLKOt poi Zeùç/ ögjkev vucpcrca ktA. (CEG 
2 828). See also n. 231 below. McGregor 1941: 270 describes the kerygma at 
Olympia by Kleisthenes of Sikyon as "made before all of Hellas". Ebert 1972: 
no. 20.1 (mid-fifth century) describes an Olympic victor as having defeated 
'the Hellenes' ("EAAccvaç vlkcùv). Finally, the title of the Eleian officials 
conducting the Games: Hellanodikai (above 20f.) point in the same direction.

213. On such prominent visitors, see Weiler 1997: 200ff.
214. Note that at Mem. 3.13.5 Xenophon relates the encouragement given by 

Sokrates to "someone who feared the journey to Olympia" without giving 
his name (poßovpsvov &É tlvoç tî]v elç OAupTuav ôbôv); this man need not 
but may very well have been an ordinary visitor.
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_________ Table 1: Origins of Olympionikai 480-324215_____
Polis of origin Region Moretti no.

& date
(1) Aitna (8) Sicily cf. 221 = 476
(2) Akragas (9) Sicily 220 476
(3) Himera (24) Sicily 224 472
(4) Kamarina (28) Sicily 280 456
(5) Syracuse (47) Sicily 196 480
(6) Messana (51) Sicily 271 456
(7) Kaulonia (55) Italy 379 392
(8) Lokroi (59) Italy 214 476
(9) Poseidonia (66) Italy 235 468
(10) Rhegion (68) Italy 208 480
(H) Taras (71) Italy 212 476
(12) Terina (73) Italy 376 392
(13) Thourioi (74) Italy 322 432
(14) Epidamnos (79) The Adriatic 232 472
(15) Ambrakia (113) Akarnania 321 432
(16) Korkyra (123) Akarnania 409 372
(17) Stratos (138) Akarnania 416 368
(18) Thebes (221) Boiotia 206 480
(19) Thespiai (222) Boiotia 302 448
(20) Megara (225) Megaris 468 328
(21) Korinthos (227) Korinthia 229 472
(22) Sikyon (228) Sikyonia 370 396
(23) Aigion (231) Achaia 400 380
(24) Patrai (239) Achaia 461 332
(25) Pellene (240) Achaia 263 460
(26) Elis (251) Elis 284 452
(27) Dipaia (268) Arkadia 314 440
(28) Heraia (274) Arkadia 200 480
(29) Kleitor (276) Arkadia 395 384
(30) Mantinea (281) Arkadia 202 480
(31) Methydrion (283) Arkadia 410 372
(32) Oresthasion (287) Arkadia 231 472
(33) Pheneos (291) Arkadia 380 392
(34) Phigaleia (292) Arkadia 392 384
(35) Stymphalos (296) Arkadia 199 480

215. The table lists only one victor from each polis.
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Polis of origin Region Moretti no.
& date

(36) Lepreon (306) Triphylia 267 460
(37) Messene (318) Messenia 417 368
(38) Sparta (345) Lakedaimon 211 476
(39) Argos (347) Argolis 204 480
(40) Epidauros (348) Argolis 223 472
(41) Kleonai (351) Argolis 273 456
(42) Tiryns (356) Argolis 244 468
(43) Troizen (357) Argolis 358 400
(44) Aigina (358) Saronic Gulf 217 476
(45) Athens (361) Attika 228 472
(46) Chalkis (365) Euboia 459 332
(47) Opous (386) East Lokris 239 468
(48) Larisa (401) Thessalia 258 464
(49) Skotoussa (415) Thessalia 348 408
(50) Kos Meropis (499) The Aegean 340 420
(51) Melos (505) The Aegean - ca. 332 (?)
(52) Thasos (526) The Aegean 201 480
(53) Maroneia (?) (646) Thrace 213 476
(54) Byzantion (?) (674) Thrace - 480-460
(55) Mytilene (798) Lesbos 209 476
(56) Chios (840) Ionia 203 480
(57) Ephesos (844) Ionia 398 380
(58) Magnesia (852) Ionia 329 424
(59) Miletos (854) Ionia 225 472
(60) Samos (864) Ionia 226 472
(61) Halikarnassos (886) Karia 378 392
(62) Ialysos (995) Rhodos 252 464
(63) Rhodos (1000) Rhodos 469 324
(64) Barke (1025) Libya 261 460
(65) Kyrene (1028) Libya 257 464

Thus, competitors from 65 poleis from many parts of the Hellenic 
world are known to have won Olympic victories 480 - 324, and 
considering the state of the evidence this is an impressive 
number. It seems a fair inference that athletes will have brought 
along not only trainers and official theoroi of their poleis but 
presumably also ordinary spectators, perhaps even 'supporters'.

Accordingly, what happened at Olympia could be assumed to 
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become known to all Hellenes. Thus, according to Herodotos, 
when Kleisthenes of Sikyon wanted to find "of all Hellenes the 
best" (6.126.1) as husband for his daughter, he used the victory 
ceremony of the 582 Olympics to issue a kerygma to the effect that 
any Hellene who considered himself worthy to be his son-in-law 
should come to Sikyon before a specified date to present himself 
as suitor;216 this announcement, according to Herodotos, at
tracted suitors from Siris (no. 69) and Sybaris (no. 70) in South 
Italy, from Epidamnos (no. 79) on the Ionic Sea, from Aitolia, 
from the Peloponnese (Argos (no. 347); Elis (no. 252); Paion (no. 
288); Trapezous (no. 303)), from Athens (no. 361), from Eretria 
(no. 370), from Thessalia (Krannon (no. 400)) and from Molossia; 
now, this may perhaps be a story of doubtful historicity, but 
even so it will be a testimony to a Classical standard assumption: 
that what was promulgated at Olympia spread quickly 
throughout the Hellenic world. Similarly, at 6.16.2, Thucydides 
has Alkibiades refer to his Olympic performance of 416 as 
known to 'the Hellenes' (oi EÅÅqvEc).21 Clearly, "all states of 
any consequence knew what went on at Olympia" (Hornblower 
1994: 23)218 and the same should apply to most states of no conse
quence at all.

216. See Lewis 1996: 70.
217. Note also that at Arist. Pol. 1357a20 it is assumed that details of the Olympic 

Games are common knowledge.
218. Cf. the fourth-century epigram IvO 170.5-6 (= Ebert 1972: no. 49) which says 

that 'Hellas sings his undying reputation, in remembrance of his horse
manship' ([ou kàéoç] EÀÀâc/ dc|)0iTOV à£tÔE[i] pvwptva i7T7iocrvvaç), thus 
clearly implying what Hornblower says.

Olympia may in fact be considered the centre in a Panhellenic 
network of communication. One concrete expression of this com
municative network will most probably have been the system of 
epangelia and theorodokia. The poleis which organised major festi
vals will obviously have wanted their festivals to attract 
numerous visitors, and one way to achieve this end was to send 
out sacred envoys - theoroi - to visit all or most poleis of the Hel
lenic world and perform the epangelia, i.e. to announce the 
upcoming celebration, invite the individual poleis to attend by 
sending an official delegation, and receive official pledges that 
the sacred truce would be respected. Poleis promising to partici-
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pate pledged themselves to respect the sacred truce by per
forming a solemn sacrifice and undertook to send a financial gift 
to the sanctuary whose epangelia they met.219 The sacred envoys 
were official representatives of the polis organising the festival - 
and thus in the case of the Olympics of Elis - and they obviously 
needed to establish contact with the political authorities of the 
poleis they visited. To ease such contacts organising poleis ap
pointed in each (or most) poZzs-to-be-visited220 a theorodokos ('re
ceiver of sacred envoys'), who assisted the sacred envoys in 
establishing contact with the local authorities221 and by pro
viding lodging, transportation etc.222 As stated above, Elis seems 
to have developed a system of theorodokia already in the fifth cen
tury, but unfortunately the evidence for it is very sparse. Apart 
from the inscription dating to the period of the Pisatan adminis
tration (on which see above 38ff.), it consists of a single mid
fifth century inscription (SEG 51 532 with Siewert 2002: 365-67), 
which attests to Eleian theorodokoi at Sparta (no. 345) and on 
Euboia (though without indication of which Euboian polis is 
meant). To this may be added a Elellenistic inscription of the late 
3rd/early 2nd century (IvO 39) attesting Eleian theorodokoi at 
Tenedos (no. 793). It is, however, a reasonable assumption that 
an Eleian web of theorodokoi covered vitually all of Hellas in the 
Classical period. By way of comparison, we may briefly look at 
two fourth-century stelae from the sanctuary of Asklepios at Epi- 
dauros (IG IV2.1 94-95 = Perlman 2000: E. 1-2). The stelae contain 
catalogues of Epidaurian theorodokoi in various places, and it 
seems a reasonable assumption that these theorodokoi were 
appointed in the 350s when Epidauros (no. 348) decided to rear
range the increasingly popular festival of Asklepios (Perlman 
2000: 74). The text of each stele consists of an original catalogue 
of theorodokoi and addenda, which seem to have been inscribed 
by various masons still in the fourth century (Perlman 2000: 78- 

219. Perlman 2000: 45-48.
220. Alternatively, the polis itself appointed from among its citizens the theo

rodokos (Perlman 2000: 60).
221. Perlman 2000: 57.
222. Perlman 2000: 48-49.
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81). Excluding the addenda, the stelae attest Epidaurian theo- 
rodokoi in the following poleis in the 350s:223

Table 2: Poleis with Epidaurian theorodoki listed in
IG IV2.1 94-95

Polis Inv. no. Region Entry
(1) Syracuse 47 Sikelia 95.39
(2) Kroton 56 Italia 95.42
(3) Lokroi 59 Italia 95.41
(4) Taras 71 Italia 95.44
(5) Terina 73 Italia 95.45
(6) Thourioi 74 Italia 95.43
(7) Artichia 87 Epeiros 95.30
(8) Kassopa 100 Epeiros 95.25
(9) Pandosia 104 Epeiros 95.24
(10) Poionos 108 Epeiros 95.27
(11) Alyzeia 112 Akarnania 95.19
(12) Ambrakia 113 Akarnania 95.32
(13) Anaktorion 114 Akarnania 95.22
(14) Argos 115 Akarnania 95.33
(15) Astakos 116 Akarnania 95.14
(16) Echinos 118 Akarnania 95.17
(17) Euripos 119 Akarnania 95.15
(18) Hyporeiai 121 Akarnania 95.35
(19) Korkyra 123 Akarnania 95.28
(20) Koronta 124 Akarnania 95.12
(21) Leukas 126 Akarnania 95.20
(22) Limnaia 127 Akarnania 95.8
(23) Medion 129 Akarnania 95.13
(24) Oiniadai 130 Akarnania 95.9
(25) Palairos 131 Akarnania 95.21
(26) Phoitiai 134 Akarnania 95.11
(27) Stratos 138 Akarnania 95.10
(28) Thyrreion 139 Akarnania 95.16
(29) Torybeia 140 Akarnania 95.18
(30) Akripos 144 Aitolia 95.34

223. I have based this list on Perlman 2000: E. 1-2. I list only the names of poleis 
which can be securely read or restored; the name of one entry cannot be con
fidently restored: 94a.9 (presumably a Boiotian polis').
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Polis Inv. no. Region Entry
(31) Kalydon 148 Aitoilia 95.7
(32) Phylea 152 Aitolia 95.37
(33) Proschion 154 Aitolia 95.38
(34) Therminea 155 Aitolia 95.36
(35) Amphissa 158 West Lokris 95.4
(36) Naupaktos 165 West Lokris 95.6
(37) Oianthea 166 West Lokris 95.5
(38) Delphi 177 Phokis 95.3
(39) Koroneia 210 Boiotia 94a.7
(40) Orchomenos 213 Boiotia 94a.8
(41) Thebes 221 Boiotia 94a.4
(42) Thespiai 222 Boiotia 94a.6
(43) Megara 225 Megaris 94a.2
(44) Korinthos 227 Korinthia 95.2
(45) Athens 364 Attika 94a.3
(46) Atrax 395 Thessalia 94b.3
(47) Gyrton 397 Thessalia 94b.4
(48) Larisa 401 Thessalia 94b.5
(49) Pelinna 409 Thessalia 94b.l
(50) Pharkadon 412 Thessalia 94b.2
(51) Homolion 448 Magnesia 94b.6
(52) Thasos 526 Aegean 94b.31
(53) Methone 541 Makedonia 94b.8
(54) Pydna 544 Makedonia 94b.7
(55) Apollonia 545 Mygdonia 94b.15
(56) Arethousa 546 Mygdonia 94b.16
(57) Amphipolis 553 Bisaltia 94b.18
(58) Argilos 554 Bisaltia 94b.17
(59) Trailos 555 Bisaltia 94b.20
(60) Aineia 557 Chalkidike 94b.10
(61) Akanthos 559 Chalkidike 94b.22
(62) Aphytis 563 Chalkidike 94b.24
(63) Dikaia 568 Chalkidike 94b.ll
(64) Kalindoia 575 Chalkidike 94b.13
(65) Mende 584 Chalkidike 94b.26
(66) Olynthos 588 Chalkidike 94b.14
(67) Poteidaia 598 Chalkidike 94b.12
(68) Skione 609 Chalkidike 94b.25
(69) Stagiros 613 Chalkidike 94b.21
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Polis Inv. no. Region Entry
(70) Stolos 614 Chalkidike 94b.23
(71) Berge 628 Thrace 94b.19
(72) Datos 629 Thrace 94b.32
(73) Neapolis 634 Thrace 94b.27
(74) Abdera 640 Thrace 94b.28
(75) Ainos 641 Thrace 94b.30
(76) Maroneia 646 Thrace 94b.29

So, the two stelae - one of which is fragmentary - attest Epidau- 
rian theorodokoi in 77 poleis in 19 different geographical regions in 
the 350s; but Epidauros presumably had theorodokoi in many 
other poleis: it seems unlikely that the two preserved stelae will 
have been the only ones to have been inscribed with such cata
logues. But more importantly, the preserved stelae provide a fas
cinating glimpse of the care taken by Epidauros to have its fes
tival announced far and wide. The polis of Datos (no. 629) in 
Thrace, for example, was founded only ca. 360, but even so it was 
visited by Epidaurian theoroi ca. 360/59 in what must have been 
the very earliest period of its existence. Also of interest in this 
respect are some of the entries for Akarnania and Aitolia. The 
unlocated Akarnanian community Hyporeiai (no. 121) is known 
from only two sources: apart from the Epidaurian catalogue of 
theorodokoi there is only IG II2 7998, a fourth-century sepulchral 
inscription from Peiraieus commemorating a 0EdQi0r|g Akolq- 
vàv rY7TmQtd(Tr)s);224 and, of the five Aitolian communities listed 
in the catalogue, three are known exclusively from this source: 
Akripos (no. 144), Phylea (no. 152), and Therminea (no. 155). 
What this suggests is that Epidauros announced its festival in 
even the most insignificant of communities and thus in fact 
aimed to cover as many communities as possible. The addenda 
on the stelae may also testify to such an aim. The original section 
on Italia at the end of IG IV2.1 94 lists:

224. Cf. SEG 39 281 and 820.
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Lokroi
Kroton
Thourioi (QQao’LÔcxç øotvÅÅou) 
Taras
Terina

At the top of the stele are a number of addenda on Italia, listing 
the following Italian poleis:

Rhegion (no. 68)
Metapontion (no. 61) 
Thourioi (Adpmv)

So, the addenda not only register changes in personnel (cf. Thou
rioi) but also add new poleis to the number of poleis where the 
Epidaurian theoroi were able to draw on the assistance of local 
theorodokoi. This is even more pronounced in the case of Sicily: 
the original list of IG IV2.1 94 comprised only Syracuse, but the 
addenda add the following poleis to the list of cities with theo
rodokoi:

Eeontinoi (no. 33) 
Katane (no. 30) 
Messana (no. 51) 
Gela (no. 17) 
Akragas (no. 9)

Obviously, a polis could send theoroi to announce its religious fes
tivals at other poleis even without the presence there of perma
nent local representatives in the form of theorodokoi: Elis must 
have so announced the Olympics before the system of theorodokia 
was developed, probably in the mid-fifth century (above 39), 
and it is possible that the announcement of the Panhellenic 
Nemean Games was conducted without the assistance of theo
rodokoi until late in the fourth century.225 Accordingly, an 
increase in the number of theorodokoi appointed by Epidauros 
does not per se correspond to an increase in the number of poleis 
where the epartgelia was made. However, the presence of Datos 

225. Perlman 2000: 150.
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(no. 629) in the catalogue does suggest that Epidauros continu
ously increased the number of poleis visited by its theoroi and the 
aim was probably simply to announce the festival at as many 
poleis as was possible226 as is also suggested by the fact that the 
catalogues include poleis of which next to nothing is known; at 
the very least, the lists and addenda testify to a continuous effort 
by Epidauros to increase the number of its local permanent rep
resentatives and strengthen its international presense by formal
ising and facilitating the epangelia which took place over large 
parts of the Hellenic world. It seems a reasonable assumption 
that Elis will have been at least as careful as Epidauros when 
announcing the prestigious festival of Olympian Zeus, and the 
presumption is that an Olympic network of theorodokoi covered 
virtually all of the Hellenic world. Now, as we saw above, when 
Pisa briefly took over control of Olympia in the 360s, it ap
pointed Kleandros of Sikyon (no. 228) as its theorodokos, the Kle- 
andros who is also known to have served as strategos of Sikyon 
(Perlman 2000: 265 s.v. no. 178); and Epidauros' theorodokos at 
Syracuse (no. 47) in 356-355 was Dion, son of Hipparinos, tyrant 
of the city in 357-354 (Perlman 2000: 257 s.v. no. 98). In fact, a 
large number of the men (and in some cases women) known to 
have been appointed theorodokoi by various festival organisers 
are known to have been individuals "active in areas of foreign 
affairs and state religion quite apart from their duties as theo
rodokoi'' and they or relatives of theirs "participated in activities 
which required a degree of public involvement with the world 
beyond their home towns" (Perlman 2000: 41). In other words, 
they were among the leading citizens of their respective home 
poleis. In conclusion, we may assume that the business of 
Olympic epangelia gave rise to formalised relations between Elis 
and the leading citizens of most Hellenic poleis.

226. Note also that individual decrees add the following poleis to the list of poleis 
with Epidaurian theorodokoi: Argos (no. 347): SEG 26 445 of ca. 350; Asty- 
palaia (no. 476): IG IV2.1 48 of ca. 350-275; Lampsakos (no. 748): IG IV2.1 51 of 
ca. 350-275; Kardia (no. 665): IG IV2.1 49 of ca. 323-309; an unidentified polis 
on Cyprus: IG IV2.1 53 of ca. 350-275.

To sum up briefly at this point: Olympia was probably the 
most well-visited sanctuary of the Hellenic world in times of the 
Olympics, when thousands and thousands of participants in offi- 
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cial delegations and ordinary spectators crowded the site; it was, 
moreover, a sanctuary of extremely high prestige and every polis 
of the Hellenic world probably knew what happened there. 
Accordingly, it was the perfect place to make a statement. It was, 
for instance, at Olympia that Alexander the Great had his Exiles' 
Decree read to the crowds in 324:

AAÈ£avôpoç yàp ßpaxH XQÖvcp ttooteoov rpç teAeutpç ekqlve 
KcmxyELV ànavrac, toùç Èv tolç EAArjvicn 7tôAectl cjwyàôaç, 
apex pÈv ôo£pç evekev, apa ÔÈ [3ovÀopEvoç e^elv Èv ÈKàcrTp 
7IOÅEL 7ToAAt)ÙÇ LÔLOVÇ TALÇ EVVOLaLÇ 7TQOÇ TOUÇ VEùJTEp KjpOUÇ 
Kai Tàç à7TooTàcrELÇ tôv EAApvcov. ölötieq ùnoyùcuv ovtgjv 
tôv OA up ti im v È£É7iEp4>EV elç Tpv EAAaôa Nucavopa tôv 
XTayELpLTpv, ôoùç È7TioToApv 7TEQI xpç Ka0ôôov TauTpv ÔÈ 
7TQOCTÉTa£,EV EV Tfj ÎTavpyÙpEL ôlà TOV VLKpOÏXVTOÇ KppUKOÇ 
åvayvcucTØpvaL tolç 7rAp0Eoiv. toutou ôè TtoipcravTOÇ tô 
TtQOOTaxØÉv Aaßöv ô i<ppu£ àvÈyvm rpv È7TLCJToApv TpvÔE* 
"BacnAEÙç AAÉG,avôpoç tolç èk tôv EAApvfômv tiôAecov 
cjjuyàoi. toù pèv c{)EÙyELV ùpàç oùy ppEÏç aÏTiot ycyôvapEV, 
TOÙ ÔÈ KaTEAØELV ELÇ TAS lôtaÇ TTaTQLÔaÇ ppELÇ ÉOOpEØa 7lAÙ]V 
tôv Èvayôv. yEypacjjapev ôè AvTLTiàTpcp TiEpi toutcuv, ôncuç 
ràç pp ßouAopcvac tôv 7tôAegjv KaraycLV avayicacip." 
KppUXØÉVTWV ÔÈ TOUTCCV pEydAcU KpÔTCp È7TE0T]pr|VE TÔ 
7iAf)0oç. à7ToÔE£àpEVOL yàp ol Kara rpv 7ravpyupLV rpv xdpLV 
toù pao-iAÈcuç ÔLà rpç xttQas ppELßovTO rpv EUEpyEoiav tolç 
È7ialvolç. pcrav ô ol cJ^uyàÔEç à7rpvTpKÔTEç dîiavTEç ètt'l Tpv 
7TavpyupLV, ÔVTEÇ îtAeLOUÇ TÔV ÔLOpUpLWV. OL pÈv ovv tloAAo'l 
rpv rcadoôov tôv cjwyàôcov ôç èti’ àya0ô ywopÈvpv 
àTiEÔéxovTO, ktA. (Diod. Sic. 18.8.2-6).227

227. "A short time before his death, Alexander decided to restore all the exiles in 
the Greek cities, partly for the sake of gaining fame, and partly wishing to 
secure many devoted personal followers in each city to counter the 
revolutionary movements and seditions of the Greeks. Therefore, the 
Olympic games being at hand [in 324], he sent Nicanor of Stageira to Greece, 
giving him a decree about the restoration, which he ordered him to have 
proclaimed by the victorious herald to the crowds at the festival. Nicanor 
carried out his instructions, and the herald received and read the following 
message: 'King Alexander to the exiles from the Greek cities. We have not 
been the cause of your exile, but, save for those of you who are under a 
curse, we shall be the cause of your return to your own native cities. We 
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Thus, according to Diodorus, Alexander's motive was double:228 
(a) to gain glory, and (b) to create for himself partisans in the 
Hellenic poleis who would put an end to resistance against his 
rule. To the latter end, Alexander's ruling was, in the words of 
Bosworth (1988: 224), "deliberately disruptive, aiming to in
crease the tensions in Greek city states while at the same time 
augmenting Alexander's own partisans in each community." As 
for glory, "[t]he popularity of the move was obvious enough" 
(Bosworth 1988: 222), and the reactions of the crowds gathered at 
Olympia reported by Diodorus will have made this immediately 
plain to the official delegations from the Hellenic poleis. Since the 
contents of Alexander's ruling was known before it was 
announced at Olympia,229 the decision to have it announced 
there was presumably not based solely on a need to publish the 
contents, but also on a wish to produce a massive public demon
stration of gratitude in recognition of his clemency and royal 
benefaction.230 But the announcement communicated more than 
that. It was unprecedented at Olympia prior to 324, where indi
vidual states and rulers had not formerly been in a position to 
have their decisions announced in this way.231 Thus, the very 
way in which the airing of the ruling was imposed upon Olym- 

have written to Antipater about this to the end that if any cities are not 
willing to restore you, he may constrain them.' When the herald had 
announced this, the crowd showed its approval with loud applause; for 
those at the festival welcomed the favour of the king with cries of joy, and 
repaid his good deed with praises. All exiles had come together at the 
festival, being more than twenty thousand in number. Now, people in 
general welcomed the restoration of the exiles as a good thing, but ... etc.” 
(Geer, Loeb).

228. See Bosworth 1988: 222: "This information comes from Hieronymus and it is 
intrinsically credible."

229. Lewis 1996: 72.
230. Lewis 1996: 73.
231. Lewis 1996: 70-71. The decree of Byzantion included in Dem. 18.90-91 

(which includes the passage: anociTEiAai ôè Kai 0Eapiaç èç xàç èv xà 
EAAabi navayvpiag, TcrØpia Kai NÉpca Kai ’OAvprua Kai ndØLa, Kai 
avaKapùEai xcbç crrEcjxâvcoç oiç ÈuxEcjxxvanai ô bàpoç ô AØavaiarv ùcp 
apécov, ôrauç È7UCTxÉa)vxai oi "EAAaveç xâv te AØavaicov àpcxav Kai xàv 
BvÇavTiwv Kai nEQLvØiarv Ebyapicrxiav) is generally considered spurious; 
see Lewis 1996: 71 who adds: "It seems more likely that a later idea, that of 
'all Greece' being adressed at the panegyris, has been anachronistically 
applied by a later commentator." But see n. 212 above.
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pia, and the language of autocracy in which it was phrased 
(Bosworth 1988: 221), marked a change in Alexander's attitude to 
the poleis of the Hellenic world: Alexander acted here not as the 
first among equals in the Corinthian League (Lewis 1996: 72); he 
simply issued a unilateral declaration, treating the Hellenes "as 
his subjects, the recipients of direct commands" (Bosworth 1988: 
221).

Proclamations in the manner of Alexander were, as noted, 
unprecedented at Olympia since no other power had ever been 
in a position to impose its will on the Hellenes by fiat. But state
ments could be made in an infinite number of other ways. Two 
modes, in particular, are illuminated by the surviving evidence: 
communal dedications and publication of public inscriptions at 
Olympia. A great number of weapons has been found during the 
excavations at Olympia, and most of them undoubtedly origi
nally belonged to dedications of spoils taken from a defeated 
enemy; but unless they carry dedicatory inscriptions, it is of 
course impossible to assign such a dedication to a specific polis. 
Other kinds of gift to Zeus include sculptures and whole build
ings. On the basis of the evidence assembled in Hansen & 
Nielsen 2004 (with a few additions), the following list can be 
compiled of poleis which made communal dedications at 
Olympia in the late Archaic and Classical periods:

Table 3: Poleis making communal dedications at Olympia2 2 
Polis Inv. Region Type Date

no.
(1) Akragas 9 Sicily Sculpture C5e
(2) Gela 17 Sicily Treasury ca. 600
(3) Zankle 51 Sicily Spoils C6
(4) Messana 51 Sicily Sculpture C5m
(5) Hipponion 53 Italia Spoils 525-500
(6) Kroton 56 Italia Treasury? Archaic
(7) Lokroi 59 Italia Sculpture Late Archaic
(8) Medma 60 Italia Spoils 525-500
(9) Metapontion 61 Italia Treasury Archaic
(W) Rhegion 68 Italia Spoils C6-C5

232. The table lists only one dedication by each polis.
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Polis Inv.
no.

Region Type Date

(H) Siris 69 Italia Treasury? Archaic
(12) Sybaris 70 Italia Treasury Archaic
(13) Taras 71 Italia Spoils ca. 440
(14) Apollonia 77 Adriatic Sculpture C5m
(15) Epidamnos 79 Adriatic Treasury ca. C6s
(16) Korkyra 123 Akarnania Sculpture ca. 480
(17) Myania 164 West Lokris Spoils Archaic?
(18) Naupaktos 165 West Lokris Sculpture ca. 420
(19) Koroneia 210 Boiotia Spoils C61
(20) Orchomenos 213 Boiotia Spoils C6m
(21) Tanagra 220 Boiotia Spoils C61
(22) Thebes 221 Boiotia Spoils C6s
(23) Megara 225 Megaris Treasury C61-C5e
(24) Sikyon 228 Sikyonia Treasury C5f
(25) Alasyaion 245 Elis Bronze vessel C51/C4e
(26) Amphidolia 247 Elis Bronze vessel C5/C4
(27) Elis 251 Elis various from C6
(28) Letrinoi 258 Elis 'Weinsieb' C6s
(29) Kleitor 276 Arkadia Sculpture C6s
(30) Mantinea 281 Arkadia Sculpture C5
(31) Pheneos 291 Arkadia Sculpture C5f
(32) Psophis 294 Arkadia Spoils C6s
(33) Thelphousa 300 Arkadia Kerykeion C5e
(34) Skillous 311 Triphy lia Bronze vessel C51/C4e
(35) Sparta 345 Lakedaimon Sculpture C5e
(36) Argos 347 Argolis Spoils ca. 500-480
(37) Kleonai 351 Argolis Spoils late Archaic233
(38) Athens 361 Attika Spoils C5f
(39) Eretria 370 Euboia Sculpture C5e
(40) Thasos 526 Aegean Sculpture C5e
(41) Chersonesos 661 Thrace Sculpture Late Archaic234
(42) Byzantion 674 Propontis Treasury Archaic
(43) Lampsakos 748 Propontis Sculpture C4s?

233. SEG 32 383.G; cf. SEG 31 365.
234. Paus. 6.19.6 with Isaac 1986: 172-73.
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Polis

(44) Samos
(45) Kyrene

Inv. Region 
no.__________
864 Ionia
1028 Libya

Type Date

Sculpture C61
Treasury Archaic235

235. See Rups 1986: 37-40.
236. For a discussion of the presence at Olympia in the Archaic period of the 

poleis of South Italy, see Giangiulio 1993.
237. dyotÅpd èctti Alôç ovk è\ov yÈVEia ovôè aÙTÔ, ’EAcütûtv ôè ixvAØripa, oî... 

ÈV TT] AlOÀIÔI OLKOVOT.
238. 7iQÔç tovtoiç 'HqixkAèouç Ècttl tcov Èpycov tô Èç tôv ÀÉovra tôv Èv Nepéa 

KCÙ VÔQOtV TE Kill ÈÇ TÔV KVVCl TOV AlÔOV KCÙ TOV È7TL EoupiAvOlV 7TOT(Xp(p 
Kànçov èkoplirav ôè aÙTà Èç OAvpruav HqcikAecFtcu MaQiavôvvcèv 
ÔpÔQWV ßlXQßUQCCV K£XT(XÖQtX gÖ VT EÇ TÈ|V \COQaV.

239. Just. Epit. 16.3.8.

Thus, at least 45 poleis from various parts of the Hellenic world 
are attested as having made communal dedications at Olympia, 
quite a substantial number considering the fragmentary nature 
of the evidence, and one which surely represents only a fraction 
of the poleis which originally made such dedications. Most of the 
dedications listed here were made by poleis of the Peloponnese 
itself such as Pheneos (no. 291), or by poleis of central Hellas such 
as Koroneia (no. 210), or by western colonies such as Apollonia 
(no. 77),236 and only a few by poleis of, e.g., Asia Minor and none 
by poleis on the Black Sea area. Some undated dedications by 
communities in these areas may, of course, belong to the Archaic 
or Classical period: at 5.24.6 Pausanias records a sculptural dedi
cation by Elaia (no. 807) in Aiolis, but without any indication of 
date;23 and at 5.26.7, he records a dedication by Herakleia Pon- 
tike (no. 715), again without indication of date; however, Pausa
nias adds that the dedication was occasioned by a Herakleian 
raid on Mariandynian territory,238 and since Herakleia - a colony 
founded ca. 550 - is known to have waged a number of early 
wars with the local population,239 it seems a reasonable assump
tion that this dedication was prompted by one of these and thus 
may be dated to the second half of the sixth century. So, the poleis 
of these areas may also have been regular dedicators at Olympia, 
though the evidence does seem to suggest that Olympia at
tracted somewhat more dedications from central Hellas, the 
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Peloponnese and the western colonies, if the surviving sample is 
representative of the dedications originally made.

Seen from the Eleian (or Pisatan, as the case may be) point of 
view, such dedications (and setting up of inscriptions) by foreign 
polities very probably reflected to the greater glory of Zeus 
Olympios240 and thus in fact to the greater glory of Elis itself. As 
for the foreign poleis we may also assume that among their 
motives was a desire to increase their prestige and the glory of 
their names, thus sharpening their 'profiles'.241

240. Cf. Lewis 1996: 140.
241. Cf. Giangiulio 1993: 111: "Tutt'atro ehe estraneo doveva esser poi l'elemento 

deH'affermazione del nome della città nel cuore di uno dei centri pulsanti 
della società internazionale."

242. "For Zeus, the Athenians, having captured [it] from the Medes".
243. "The Thebans, from the Hyettians".
244. "The Zanklaians, from the Rhegians".
245. "The Tarantines dedicated spoils from the Thourians to Olympian Zeus, a 

tithe".

If a communal dedication is to add to the prestige of the dedi
cating community, this community must be clearly identified 
and so weapons taken from a routed enemy are often inscribed 
with the name of the dedicant and the defeated enemy "to rub 
home the message they were intended to convey" (Snodgrass 
1986: 55), as the following few examples will demonstrate: (a) a 
Persian helmet of 490-480 inscribed All AØevollol MÉbov 
Aol|3ovteç242 (SEG 22 346; Kunze 1961); (b) a late Archaic left-leg 
greave inscribed Ocßcdoi tôv Hvetlov243 (SEG 24 300; Kunze 
1973: 98-100); (c) a shield of ca. 500 inscribed AcwkAcuol 
Pcyivov244 (SEG 15 246; Kunze 1956: 37, 54 no. 23); (d) three 
bronze spear-butts of the 430s inscribed cncvAa àno ©ovqlov 
TapavTLVoi AveØekolv All OAupnioL öekAtov245 (Meiggs & 
Lewis, GHI 57). Obviously, such dedications were thankoffer
ings to Zeus, as the inscriptions of both (a) and (d) make clear; 
but just as obviously, "[tjhere could be fewer clearer proofs of 
victory than the arms and armour taken from the dead comrades 
of the routed enemy by the triumphant conqueror" (Jackson 
1991: 228); the intended audience, then, to whom these inscrip
tions were addressed, cannot have been the all-knowing divinity 
alone but must have been also the Hellenes of other poleis vis
iting Olympia (Jackson 1983: 23), and they must have been 
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intended as overt celebrations of the prowess of the armed forces 
of the victorious dedicant. Moreover, they will of course, as all 
dedications, have established the dedicant polis as an individual 
agent in the Hellenic city-state culture.

In the Archaic period, dedications of captured weaponry must 
have been very common: it has been thought a not seriously 
exaggerated estimate that e.g. some 100,000 helmets were dedi
cated at Olympia over the seventh and sixth centuries (Jackson 
1991: 244). However, by the fifth century there is a marked 
decrease in such offerings and item (d) above is among the latest 
known (Jackson 1991: 246). But martial victory could be cel
ebrated also in sculptural form. Thus, at 5.23.7 Pausanias records 
a sculpture dedicated by Arkadian Kleitor (no. 276) ca. 550- 
500.246 Pausanias quotes verbatim the text of the accompanying 
epigram;24' its two first verses read as follows:

246. For the date, see Richter 1931: 200 and Maddoli 1992: 260-62.
247. On the reliability of Pausanias' quotations of inscriptions, see Habicht 1985: 

esp. 71-77.
248. “The Kleitorians dedicated this image to the god, a tithe/ from many cities 

that they reduced by force" (Jones & Ormerod (Loeb)).
249. naç>à ôè rpv AØqvåv 7TE7ToiqTCtt Nuciy TOtVTqv Mâvtiveîç åvÉØscrav, tôv 

TTOÅEpov bè où bqAoùcnv èv tûj EniypappaTf KaÅapiy ôè oùk Exouoav 
7TTEçà 7iOLf|oai ÀÉyETCu ànopLpoupEVOç tô AOqvqai Tqç Atttéoou kciAov- 
pévqç £,ôavov.

250. On Kalamis, see Pollitt 1990: 46-48. Ioakimidou 2000 perceptively points out 
that when Hellenic communities of the west, i.e. 'the west Greek colonies', 
made such sculptural dedications to commemorate martial victories, which 
was regularly won against non-Hellenic neighbours, the dedications often 

KÀrixoQLOL töö' ayaAua Oecq öckötov åvÉØqicav 
7TOÅÅ6XV ÈK 7TOÅLCOV XeQ°’L ßlOKJCJCipEVOL.248

The sculpture - a figure of Zeus himself - apparently celebrates a 
whole string of victories by Kleitor and was presumably 
financed by booty. Similar dedications were made by other 
poleis, e.g. Mantinea (no. 281): Pausanias saw a wingless Nike 
dedicated by Mantinea (Paus. 5.26.6) and took it for granted that 
it celebrated a martial triumph though the epigram did not elab
orate which one;249 it was the work of the famous sculptor 
Kalamis and thus was presumably dedicated in the second 
quarter of the fifth century.250
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With a slight change of emphasis, a community struggling for 
freedom might make a dedication at Olympia and in this way 
present itself in the image of well-established polities: thus, IvO 
247, a spear butt inscribed MeOixvlol àno AotKEbcupovLOV251 and 
thus squarely in the tradition discussed above, has been persuas
ively interpreted as a dedication by the 'Messenians', that is by 
rebellious Lakedaimonian helots, made during their bid for 
independence during the great helot revolt of the 460s.252 Clearly, 
celebration of victory through dedication of spoils was also a 
demonstration of the existence of a community.

exploited the opportunity to emphasise, in addition to the local identity of 
the polis, the Hellenic identity of the polis; at 73-76 she discusses the dedica
tion of Apollonia (no. 77) at Olympia, which provides an emminently illus
trative case of this phenomenon.

251. "The Messenians, from the Lakedaimonians".
252. See Bauslagh 1990.
253. Hom. Hym. Herrn. 1-60 with Jost 1985: 441-44.

However, less warlike dedications could be used to further 
similar ends. At 5.27.8 Pausanias records a dedication by the polis 
of Pheneos (no. 291) in Arkadia; it was produced by Onatas of 
Aigina and thus probably antedates 460 (Pollitt 1990: 36-39). 
Pausanias does not relate the historical background of the dedi
cation, but he does describe the sculpture: it depicted a helmeted 
Hermes carrying a ram under his arm and clad in chiton and 
chlamys, and not Zeus as did the sculpture dedicated by Kleitor. 
Olympia housed other gods than Zeus, and in fact the very next 
monument described by Pausanias is a private dedication of a 
Hermes with kerykeion by one Glaukies of Rhegion (5.27.8); the 
base of this dedication has survived: [rAJavKLqq ô Avkklöeg) 
[tcoJl Epppi rP[q]yivoç (IvO 271.2-3 (420-410)). Though Pausa
nias does not note it, Glaukies' dedication was in honour of 
Hermes, and it seems a reasonable assumption that the one by 
Pheneos was likewise in honour of this god. Why would Phe
neos hire a famous sculptor to produce a Hermes for dedication 
at Olympia? Since Pausanias is silent on this point, we are 
reduced to supposition; but Hermes is not unknown in Pheneos. 
In fact, poetic tradition places his birth on Mt Kyllene between 
Pheneos and Stymphalos (no. 296),253 and Pheneos had a sanc
tuary of the god on the mountain - sacred to him - as well as in 
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the city.254 Hermes is the divinity most commonly depicted on 
the Classical coinage of Pheneos (Head 1911: 452), and, finally, 
the city is known to have conducted athletic competitions in his 
honour.255 In other words, Hermes was the principal deity of the 
city. It thus seems reasonable to assume that the choice of dedi
catee at Olympia was based on his position in the local pantheon 
of Pheneos and that one of the functions the sculpture was 
intended to fulfill was to emphasise the individuality of Phe
neos.

254. On Hermes in Pheneos, see Jost 1985: 29-30, 33-35; see also Erath 1999: 242-46 
and Tausend 1999: 357-62.

255. Paus. 8.14.10: 6ewv bè TLpcboLV Epptjv OtvtàTai pdAim« icon àycôva 
ayovcnv "Eppaia; cf. Schol. in Pind. Ol. 7.153a.

256. Paus. 6.18.2 (without indication of date).
257. For the treasuries at Olympia, see Rups 1986: 13-81.
258. Treasuries are attested for or have been assumed for the following colonies: 

Gela (no. 17); Selinous (no. 47); Syracuse (no. 47); Kroton? (no. 56); Metapon- 
tion (no. 61); Siris? (no. 69); Sybaris (no. 70); Epidamnos (no. 79); Byzantion 
(no. 674); Kyrene (no. 1028).

259. On this subject, see further Giangiulio 1993 and Ioakimidou 2000.
260. Polemo fr. 22 (Preller): vaôç MtTOtnovTivcov, Èv pidAai aoyopai ékcitôv 

tqlcxkovtol bvo, oivoxôcu àpyvQcù bvo, ànoOvoTdvLov dpyvQOVV, (JjlâActl 
tqeïç ÈTïixpvaoi. votôç BuCavTÎGJV, Èv cb Tqltcov KvnaQiuoivoç Èycov Kçot- 
tAvlov apyvpovv, Eelqi'iv àpyvpà, koqx'J*7101 bvo åpyvpå, kvAiE åpyvpå, 
oivoyöri XQvenj, KÈQaTa bvo (= Athenaios XI 479D). Cf. Rups 1986: 236-39.

As a final example of a sculptural dedication whose chief 
function was probably to create prestige for the dedicant, we 
may note that the polis of Lampsakos (no. 748) set up at Olympia 
a sculpture depicting one of its most famous sons, the historian 
and rhetorician Anaximenes (ca. 380-320).256

The most sumptuous kind of dedication made by cities at 
Olympia was without doubt the erection of a 'treasury', a small 
temple-like building.25’ These were situated on a northern ter
race overlooking the Altis, and at least eight of the eleven build
ings were erected by colonies (Sinn 2000: 25),258 an important and 
striking testimony to the importance of Olympia to colonies for 
maintaining links with the 'homeland' and thus preserve a Hel
lenic identity.259 The ritual or practical functions of these build
ings are not fully understood, but they seem to have been used to 
store ritual artefacts260 and presumably dedications as well (be
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low). But apart from that, they must have functioned much like 
the other dedications discussed here: as demonstrations of the 
identity and individuality of the dedicants, though they were of 
course much more monumental in their expression.261 The treas
ury of Megara (no. 225) may serve as an example. Constructed 
in the late sixth/early fifth century, it measures 12.3 x 6.80 m, has 
two Doric columns in antis, a Doric entablature and a pediment 
adorned with a splendid sculptural group depicting the gigan- 
tomachy.262 According to Paus. 6.19.13, the pediment was 
crowned by an acroterion in the form of an inscribed shield 
stating that the Megarians dedicated the treasury from spoils 
taken from Korinthos (no. 227),263 in the way Kleitor dedicated its 
sculpture from spoils. Placed right over the pedimental group 
the text of the shield may perhaps have encouraged viewers to 
identify the victorious Megarians with the victors in the pedi
mental group below - the gods, that is - and to identify the de
feated Korinthians with the losing giants who were depicted as 
hoplites, though the gigantomachy is of course a traditional 
motive for pedimental groups and quite approriate on a building 
erected in honour of Zeus.264 According to Pausanias, the treas
ury also housed various sculptural dedications by Megara. It 
was, in short, a monumental expression of the stature of the polis 
of Megara, or rather, of the way it preferred to present itself.

261. See Rups 1986: 253-56, esp. 253 : "We are tempted to suggest quite seriously 
that civic pride and competition were the main motives ... We thus come to 
the conclusion that, whatever the official reason for dedicating a treasury, 
and whatever its official uses, it also functioned to enhance the prestige of its 
dedicators." For an instructive example of the messages conveyed by a trea
sury, see the analysis of the treasury erected by Athens (no. 361) at Delphi in 
Jung 2006: 96-108.

262. Bol 1974.
263. ixvcxkeitcxi bè kcù àcrniç vnÈp toù àtrov, toùç Meyapéap àno KootvOimv 

àvuÔELvai tôv ôrpavQÔv AÉyovoa.
264. See Ridgway 1999: 163; cf. 162-66 for the gigantomachy in arcitectural sculp

ture as such, and 181 n. 44 for a list of 28 buildings employing the theme of 
the gigantomachy for their sculptural decoration, and erected by various 
poleis such as Akragas (no. 9); Selinous (no. 44); Korkyra (no. 123); Makiston 
(no. 307); Argos (no. 347); Athens (no. 361); Siphnos (no. 519); Ilion (no. 779); 
Ephesos (no. 844); and Priene (no. 861).

Polities other than Elis itself set up inscriptions at Olympia, 
and it seems to have been reasonably common to have copies of 
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international treaties set up there, as the following examples sug
gest: (1) Meiggs & Lewis, GHI10 is a bronze plate of ca. 550-525 
recording the conclusion of a treaty of symmachia between 
Sybaris (no. 70) with allies and the enigmatic Scrdaioi; (2) Meiggs 
& Lewis, GHI 17 is a bronze tablet of ca. 500 inscribed with the 
text of a treaty of symmachia between Elis (no. 251) and the Ewa- 
oioi (no. 253);265 (3) IvO 10 is a bronze plate of ca. 475-450 record
ing the conclusion of 'friendship' (cj^iAux) for 50 years between 
the Anaitoi (no. 248) and the Metapioi (no. 260); (4) Pausanias at 
5.23.4 records a bronze stele carrying the text of the Thirty-Years 
Peace between the Athenians and the Lakedaimonians con
cluded in 446/5;266 (5) the text of the Peace of Nikias concluded 
between the Athenians and Lakedaimonians with allies in 421 
contains a stipulation to the effect that steles - obviously in
scribed with the text of the treaty - were to be set up at Olympia 
as well as in other important sanctuaries (Thue. 5.18.10);267 (6) the 
text of the treaty creating the quadruple alliance between Athens 
(no. 361), Argos (no. 347), Elis (no. 251), and Mantinea (no. 281) 
in 420 likewise stipulates that a bronze stele be set up at Olympia 
(Thue. 5.47.11);268 (7) SEG 29 405 of 365/4 is a fragment of a stele 
recording a treaty of symmachia between the Arkadian Confed
eracy, Pisa (no. 262) and Akroreia;269 (8) SEG 29 405b is a frag
ment of a contemporary stele recording a treaty of symmachia 
between Pisa (no. 262), Messene (no. 318) and Sikyon (no. 228);270 271 
(9) and SEG 29 406 is possibly a fragment of a contemporary stele 
recording a treaty of symmachia between Pisa (no. 262) and 
Athens (no. 361).

265. On this inscription, see now Roy & Schofield 1999.
266. êotl ÔÈ 7TQÔ tov Aiôç toùtov crrr|Ar) yaAKf], AaKEÖatpovicuv Kai AØqvaicuv 

cruv0f]Kaç eyoucra Eipqvqç éç TQiâKOVTa étcùv åpiØpov.
267. crrqAaç ÔÈ crrqcraL OAup7riacn Kai IluØoi Kai IcrØpoi Kai AØqvqcnv Év 

7T0ÅEI Kai Èv AaKEÔaipovi èv ApuKAaicu.
268. KaTaØévTcuv ôè Kai OAup7uacri crrqAqv yaAKqv Koivq OAupniotç Toiç 

VUVL.
269. See Dusanic 1979 and Siewert et al. 1999.
270. See Dusanic 1979 and Siewert et al. 1999.
271. Lewis 1996: 141; see also Cole 1995: 306-9.

As for the motives prompting the publication of such treaties 
at Olympia one is likely to have been to add the sanction of Zeus 
to the treaty;21 in fact, Meiggs & Lewis, GHI 10.5-6 itself places 
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Zeus at the head of the list of divine protectors of the agreement. 
In addition, "we can detect an effort to reach a wider audience" 
(Lewis 1996: 141) and perhaps "[t]he desire to inform the world 
at large, so as to gain a guarantee against violation of the terms, 
is of the same kind as the desire to gain a religious sanction" 
(Lewis 1996: 142). But of course, as Lewis notes, the propaganda 
aspect of such inscriptions cannot be overlooked (1996: 142) 
since "[sjtates on occasion used the international festivals to 
make a point ... an announcement of new loyalties, or a show of 
strength" (ibid.). The Sybaris treaty (Meiggs & Lewis, GH1 10) is 
an almost paradigmatic example of this. It is the only surviving 
public document of this great and fabled polis in Magna Graecia; 
in translation, the brief text reads as follows: "The Sybarites and 
their allies and the Serdaioi made an agreement for friendship 
faithful and without guile for ever. Guarantors: Zeus, Apollo, 
and the other gods and the city of Poseidonia" (from Meiggs & 
Lewis, GHI 10). Though the wish to add divine sanction to the 
agreement is rather obvious in this instance, we should not over
look the image of Sybaris which is here presented to the Hellenic 
world. Sybaris was a great and powerful polis:272 a colony re
ported to have been founded in the last quarter of the eighth cen
tury (Ps.-Skymnos 360; Euseb. Chron. 91b Helm) - a date con
firmed by archaeological evidence - Sybaris had itself, prior to 
its catastrophic defeat at the hands of the Krotoniates in 510, 
founded the colonies of Laos (no. 58) and Poseidonia (no. 66); the 
urban centre of Sybaris was large and is estimated at some 500 ha 
with evidence of at least some city planning; remains from the 
area testify to the existence of an industrial area (a "vast kera- 
meikos" (Fischer-Hansen 2000: 108)), to a major sixth-century 
temple and to a monumental rectangular building which prob
ably served some public purpose. As the town was large, the 
population was presumably large as well, though the figures 
reported in late sources are obviously legendary: 100,000 astoi 
are reported by Ps.-Skymnos 341; 300,000 politai by Diodorus 
Siculus 10.23 & 12.9.2; 300,000 men under arms appear in 
Diodorus (10.23) and Strabo 6.1.13; and Timaios (FGrHist 566 fr. 

272. References to scholarly literature for the following brief sketch of Sybaris 
may be found in Hansen & Nielsen 2004 s.v. Sybaris (no. 70) (by Fischer- 
Hansen, Nielsen & Ampolo).
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50 apud Ath. 519C) reports 50,000 horse. However, the size of the 
urban area indicates a substantial population, some 27,300 being 
an absolute minimum for the total population of the city-state 
proper (in contradistinction to the population of the domin
ion).273 In the earlier sixth century, Sybaris waged war in alliance 
with Kroton (no. 56) and Metapontion (no. 61), and by the 
middle of the sixth century at the latest it had created a territorial 
dominion, which may have been as large as ca. 3,000 km2. 
Sybaris was a truly hegemonic polis: according to the (undoubt
edly inflated) report found in Strabo 6.1.13, the city 'ruled over' 
(È7tpqg.e) four ethne ('peoples') in the vicinity (TETTapcov EØvcbv 
Tcbv 7TÅr]aLOv) and acquired (ect^e) 25 'subject cities' (tiôàelç 
Û7Tr)KÔouç). A far-flung international Sybarite network is indi
cated by Herodotos' statement that an unusually close relation
ship existed between Sybaris and Miletos (no. 854) in far-away 
Asia Minor.274 By any standard, Sybaris must have been among 
the leading poleis of the Hellenic world, a fact which it expressed 
by its construction of a treasury at Olympia - and by the present 
inscription: the inscription under consideration here provides us 
with the only clue we have of the way in which Sybaris ruled (at 
least some of) its dependencies. This clue is found in the expres
sion oi EußctOLTOi K öl ouvpayoi, "the Sybarites and the allies". 
The formula "X and the allies" is the standard way in Greek to 
refer to a hegemonic league, i.e. a symmachia comprising several 
poleis and acknowledging one of these as the hegemon (= the "X" 
of the formula), i.e. the polis which directs the policy of the 
league and provides the commander(s) of the troops during 
campaigns etc. Thus, what we call 'The Peloponnesian League' is 
AotKEÔaipôvLOL Kai oi ouppayoL in Greek2just as our 'Delian 
League' is AGqvaloi Kai oi cmppayot,276 and other examples 
could be cited.277 The inscription, then, presents Sybaris as (and 
reveals it as in fact being) the hegemon of a hegemonic league, or 

273. Hansen 2006: 15-34.
274. 6.21.1: îtoAleç yàp avTCti [sc. Sybaris and Miletos] pot A tarot bf] tûv f]p.ELÇ 

ibpev dAArjApcri ÈE,Eivw0r|aav, on which see How & Wells 1912.
275. E.g. Thue. 1.108.1; 2.7.1; 2.66.1.
276. E.g. Thue. 1.109.1; 3.90.3; 6.67.1. See further de Ste. Croix 1972: 102 and 

Siewert 1994b: 261.
277. See e.g. Nielsen 2002: 242 for the expression tol potAEioi Kai à au pot y lo.
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in other words, Sybaris is here depicted in the way Sparta (no. 
345) and Athens (no. 361) were depicted in their most powerful 
days. To broadcast this picture of itself was probably also one of 
the motives prompting Sybaris to put up the inscription at 
Olympia. It proudly proclaims to the Hellenic world that the 
'Sybarite League' has secured for itself a new member the 
complete obscurity of which strongly suggests that what matters 
here is Sybaris and Sybaris only.278 In short, the inscription is a 
statement of the power and greatness of Sybaris.

278. Giangiulio 1993: 111: "L'interesse a tutto questo e l'iniziativa della pubbli- 
cazione non possono essere ehe attributi a Sibari."

279. Cf. SEG 29 403; Nomima 1.17.
280. Cf. Nielsen 1996: 118.
281. "It was decided to inscribe [it] at Olympia". Cf. Michel, Recueil 197 = IvO 39 

= Perlman 2002: O.2 of C31-C2e, a decree by Elis which contains a stipulation 
to the effect that it should be published at Olympia: tô ôè pcccjiicrpct tô 
ytyovôç ano tqq ßmAdq ypeuftèv èy x^Aiccopa AvccteSöu èv to iapôv tco 
AiÔQ T(ô OAvp7TLCU (31-2).

But not only bilateral or multilateral agreements were pub
lished at Olympia; individual poleis also set up acts of state in 
the sanctuary, as the following few examples demonstrate: (1) 
IvO 24 (cf. SEG 11 1180; 46 464) is a sixth century bronze plate 
inscribed with a decree of Zankle (no. 51); (2) IvO 22 is a 
fragmentary bronze plate of ca. 500 inscribed with a decree of 
Selinous (no. 44);279 (3) IvO 11 is a bronze plate of the early fifth 
century inscribed with a decree of the polis of the Chaladrioi (no. 
249); (4) IvO 30 is a bronze plate of the fifth century recording a 
grant of proxeny by the Arkadian polis of Aiea (no. 265)280 to an 
Athenian.

The decree by Arkadian Aiea is not the only proxeny decree 
set up at Olympia by foreign poleis (cf. e.g. IvO 37 of the fourth 
century), but even so the practice does seem a little strange since 
the identity of a proxenos cannot have been of much significance 
to others than the polis that appointed him. The text of the decree 
itself seems, in fact, to acknowledge that an unusual procedure 
was followed here, since it includes the very decision to have it 
published at Olympia: vohtpoti ev OAuvtilo eöoLev (5-6).281 Why 
was the decree published at Olympia? Again, we are reduced to 
supposition, but it is worth reflecting on the following: Aiea was 
in all probability a member of the Peloponnesian League, as 
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were all poleis of Arkadia (Nielsen 2002: 380). The league, of 
course, was a hegemonic league acknowledging Sparta as the 
hegemon. Membership will have meant that Aiea did not in 
practice conduct an independent foreign policy but followed the 
Spartan lead. However, to grant proxeny is in a certain sense to 
conduct foreign policy282 and it may seem remarkable to find a 
Spartan ally entering into proxeny relations with Athens in the 
fifth century. Now, IG I3 80 is a fully preserved Athenian decree of 
421/0 which grants proxeny to Asteas of Aiea. The man who 
proposed to appoint Asteas proxenos is one Thrasykles, almost 
certainly the same man as the Thrasykles known from Thue. 
5.19.2 and 24.1 to have been involved in the negotiations for the 
Peace of Nikias.283 It is, accordingly, generally assumed that 
Asteas had assisted an Athenian embassy on its way to Sparta.284 
IvO 30 is dated to the fifth or perhaps early fourth century (LGPN 
II s.v. Alc^iAoç 8); it may then very well be contemporary with IG 
I3 80 and if so, the exchange of proxenia between Aiea and Athens 
may be said to represent a rapprochement between these two 
poleis. This was presumably possible for a Spartan ally because 
Sparta herself was eager to have peace concluded. In other 
words, the political circumstances gave Aiea the opportunity of 
independent international political existence. To publish IvO 30 
at Olympia may very well have been the city's way of 
demonstrably stating its existence as an individual agent in the 
Hellenic city-state culture.

282. See e.g. Meiggs 1972: 215-19 and Fossey 1994: 35-36.
283. So both Gomme and Hornblower in their notes ad 19.2.
284. Walbank 1978: 279.
285. See Nielsen 2005 for a detailed discussion; the following section on Antio- 

chos is based on Nielsen 2005.

In fact, Olympia can often be seen to (be used to) mark the 
separate existence of individual communities, as in the following 
two examples: It was shown above (32ff.) how Elis exploited its 
administration of Olympia in its struggle with Sparta for control 
over the city of Lepreon (no. 306) in Triphylia. However, 
Lepreon was lost to Elis in the war with Sparta (31ff.), and the 
city went on to found a Triphylian federation to protect itself 
against Elis (Nielsen 2002: 252-62), which never relinquished its 
claims on its former dependencies.285 An athlete from Lepreon, 
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the pancratiast Antiochos (Moretti 1957: no. 360), found a way to 
turn Elis' Olympic ploys against itself, as it were. Antiochos was 
active in politics and pursued a policy of opposition to Elis: in 
367 he served as an ambassador for the Arkadian Confederacy 
(of which the Triphylians were then a member) on a mission to 
the king of Persia (Xen. Hell. 7.1.33, 38),286 a mission which would 
settle i.a. the question of Triphylia's standing. During the nego
tiations in Sousa the king supported Elis' claim to Triphylia,287 
and this so affected Antiochos that he refused the king's gifts and 
poked fun at the Persians in his report to the federal assembly of 
the Arkadians back home (ibid.). It had almost certainly been 
anticipated by the Arkadian Confederacy that the "Triphylian 
question" would come to the fore, and it is thus highly likely that 
Antiochos had been chosen to represent the Arkadians because 
he was a citizen of Lepreon in Triphylia and thus had the qual
ifications and personal commitment needed to present the Ar- 
kadian/Triphylian point of view. Or to quote Buckler 1980: 152, 
Antiochos "was himself a symbol and a declaration of Arkadian 
aims". Exactly how Antiochos had come to personalise Triphy
lian opposition to Elis we do not know, but it is just possible that 
we can identify another area of activity in which he expressed 
this opposition. In his account, Xenophon refers to Antiochos as 
7Tû:vKQttTiaoTqç ('the pancratiast'), which indicates that An
tiochos was a famous athelete. We do, in fact, know something 
about Antiochos' athletic achievements from a passage in Paus
anias which mentions his athletic record in some detail. At 6.3.9 
Pausanias comments as follows on Antiochos' victory statue in 
Olympia: "The statue of Antiochos was made by Nikodamos. A 
native of Lepreon, Antiochos won once at Olympia the pan- 
kration for men, and the pentathlon twice at the Isthmian games 
and twice at the Nemean. For the Lepreatai are not afraid of the 
Isthmian Games as the Eleians themselves are." The last sentence 

286. It has been generally recognised that Antiochos the athlete and Antiochos 
the ambassador must be one and the same man; Xenophon actually refers to 
his athletic reputation by calling him AvTioyoc mxyKQcxTiao'Tf|c. See further 
Bölte 1948: 200, Dusanic 1970: 297, Roy 1971: 575 with n. 40, Roy 1997: 290, 
Buckler 1980: 152-53, Nielsen 1997: 153. On the conference in Sousa and its 
background, see Buckler 1980: 151-60.

287. This, obviously, is the implication of Xen. Hell. 7.1.38, see Buckler 1980: 152.
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reflects the fact that Eleians did not compete at the Isthmian 
Games. Whatever the reason for this, it has been accepted by 
modern scholars as fact.288 At 5.2.1-5 Pausanias discusses the 
reasons for the absence of Eleian athletes at the Isthmia. He gives 
three different reasons and explicitly rejects the two later ones, 
which implies acceptance of, or preference for, the first reason 
given: that Eleian absence was due to the killing by Herakles of 
the sons of Aktor, which had happened during a truce pro
claimed for the celebration of the Isthmian Games, and which 
the Korinthians had refused to revenge by excluding the Argives 
(who protected Herakles) from the Isthmia. Pausanias ends his 
discussion by quoting verbatim an elegiac couplet from a dedi
cation by an Eleian athlete at Olympia which refers to the same 
myth as the reason for Eleians' absence from the Isthmia.289 We 
may then conclude that this myth was accepted as giving the 
reason why Eleians did not compete at the Isthmia.290 The 
implication is that we are not dealing with a Korinthian ban on 
Eleian participation but with an Eleian boycott of the Isthmian 
Games.291 Now, Pausanias is explicit that Antiochos won at the 

288. See e.g. Crowther 1988: 307.
289. Moretti 1957: no. 601 suggests ca. 200 as the likely date of this 'inscription'.
290. The story is found also in a scholion in Pl. Phd. 89c = Pherekydes (FGrHist 3) 

fr. 79a-b.
291. An episode which comes close to an Athenian boycott of the Olympic Games 

is recorded by Paus. 5.21.5: in 332, Kallippos of Athens (Moretti 1957: no. 460) 
was victorious in the pentathlon, but was fined for bribing his opponents. This 
somehow became a matter for the Athenian polis and Hypereides was sent to 
have the fine revoked. (Note that Harpokration s.v. EÅÅotvobiKcu. cites the 
speech that Hypereides must have given in the case mentioned by Pausanias 
[T7tEQELbr]ç èv icy vhèq KaAAinnov 7iqôç HAelovç]; see also Pap. Oxy. 3360 
in which the speech is listed in a catalogue of Hypereides' speeches as 
[nQEcrJßEUTLKÖc elg HAiv V7ÏÈQ KaAAinnou). This the Eleians refused and 
the Athenians in their turn refused to pay the fine OAupniwv Etpydpevoi: if 
EipyopEvoL is here understood as middle voice, then we have a clear case of 
boycott; if it is taken to be passive as it probably should, then the Athenians 
refused to pay knowing full well that that this meant exclusion from the 
Games and thus in effect boycotted the Games: I point this out merely to sug
gest that 'boycott' is not an unduly anachronistic concept in this connection. 
See also Weiler 1991: 90-91 who treats the episode as an Athenian boycott of 
the Olympics and points out that it may have lasted for 20 years. The conflict 
was eventually solved by the intervention of the Delphic oracle. See also 
Herrmann 1974: 979 and Habicht 1997:19-20.
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Isthmos; the Eleians, though, claimed that Lepreon was a part of 
Elis. The Eleian boycott of the Isthmian Games may have applied 
only to citizens of the polis of Elis, but the very reason why this 
has been suggested is the fact that our Antiochos competed at 
the Isthmia.292 Even if it was originally so, the Eleians may have 
tried to extend the boycott to their dependants in their attempt to 
impose an Eleian identity on them (discussed fully in Nielsen 
2005). In any case, the participation of a Lepreatan in the Isthmia 
would be a statement to the effect that Lepreon was independent 
of Elis, not a part of it. What we do not, however, know is 
whether Antiochos emphasised this aspect of his participation. 
His later political opposition to Elis suggests that this is not 
impossible, and it may be felt that the way in which Pausanias 
brings in Antiochos' Isthmian achievements in connection with 
his Olympic monument suggests that an accompanying inscrip
tion mentioned them. In that case Antiochos may well have 
made a subtle point of his participation at the Isthmia, a point 
against Elis, as it would be, to the effect that Lepreon was not a 
part of Elis but an individual community in its own right - and 
that at Olympia, the 'very spiritual centre' of the Eleian state.

292. So Crowther 1988: 307 n. 9: "The exclusion applies to the city, not the pro
vince, of Elis, for Antiochos of Lepreon won twice in the pentathlon at Isth
mia"; and Crowther 1996: 40: "all Eleans were permanently excluded from 
the Isthmian games"; I am, however, here suggesting that we are dealing not 
with an 'exclusion' but with a boycott.

Antiochos' point was, of course, a statement of his personal 
point of view, though it was probably shared by the majority of 
his compatriots. But sometimes the way the Games unfolded 
gave rise to what amounts to an expression of an if not Pan- 
hellenically held view, then at least Elis' view on delicate inter
national matters. Athletes competed at Olympia not only as indi
viduals but also as representatives of their home poleis (cf. n. 112 
above). An athlete had to prove to the Eleian authorities that he 
belonged to a polity which had received the sacred envoys of 
Elis, met the request to respect the ekecheiria and in fact respected 
it, as is abundantly clear from the Games of 420: Elis excluded 
Sparta from participation in these Games because Sparta, ac
cording to the Eleian point of view, had violated the sacred truce 
(above 32-33). This ban on Spartan participation meant that no 
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individual Spartan was entitled to compete in the Games. 
Accordingly, the Spartan aristocrat Lichas, son of Arkesilaos, 
had to enter his hippie team not as Spartan but as Theban.243 
Admittance of an athlete to the Games, then, was tantamount to 
Eleian recognition of his home polis as a legitimate Hellenic polis. 
Viewed from this perspective the Olympic Games of 368 are of 
great interest in the present context. 368 is a mere three years 
after the catastrophic Spartan defeat at Leuktra and one year 
after the foundation of the polis of Messene (no. 318) in former 
Spartan subject territory in 369 after the first Boiotian Pelopon
nesian expedition - and the Games of 368 were the first Games 
after these crucial events. For a long time the Spartans simply 
refused to recognise the existence of the new polis of Messene293 294 
and the status of Messene as a legitimate polis was one of the cen
tral diplomatic problems of the 360s,295 and could still cause war 
in the 350s.296 Messene and its right to exist or not must, we may 
safely assume, have been one of the most delicate matters of 
international politics in 368. In 368, the stadion race was won by 
Pythostratos of Athens (no. 361);297 298 the victorious boxer may have 
been Aristion of Epidauros (no. 348);29S an athlete from Stratos 
(no. 138) in Akarnania presumably took the crown in pankration;299 
and the chariot race may have been won by a female Spartan 

293. Thue. 5.50.4 says that Lichas' team - which was victorious - was announced 
as 'Boiotian' (Boicotcöv bppocriou); however, Xen. Hell. 3.2.21 says that 
Lichas had handed over the team to the Thebans (A lx« 7t«q«ôôvtoç 
0r]|3aioiç tô «pp«) and Paus. 6.2.2 says that Lichas entered the team eni 
ôvop«TL tou 0r||3«LCOv bf]poo and adds that the Eleian victory records 
named the victor not as Lichas but as the Theban demos. So, Thucydides may 
be a little imprecise here (so HCT ad loc. suggesting that "Thucydides may 
have made a mistake in writing Bolwtwv").

294. See e.g. Xen. Hell. 7.1.27, 4.9. Cf. Cartledge & Spawforth 1989: 8. See also 
Cartledge 1987: 200-1, 257, 262, 325, 388 ("Sparta ... would never accept the 
autonomy of Messene"), 392 ("Agesilaos would still not permit Sparta's 
name to be put to a protocol that recognized the autonomy of Messene").

295. See Ryder 1965: 79-86, 134-35. See also Roebuck 1941: 41-48 and Sundwall 
1993: 78-83.

296. Cartledge & Spawforth 1989: 9-10 with n. 25 (on 235) on the Spartan attack 
on Megalopolis in 351.

297. Diod. Sic. 15.71; Moretti 1957: no. 414. According to Africanus, Pythostratos 
was from Ephesos (no. 844).

298. Moretti 1957: no. 415.
299. Moretti 1957: no. 416.
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horse owner, Euryleonis.300 So, apart from the victor in the 
stadion, these victors are not securely tied to the 368 Games. But 
one more victor is on record, Damiskos, and his victory is ex
plicitly dated to 368 by Paus. 6.2.10.301 Damiskos won the boys' 
stadion race and was from - Messene. It will have been a historic 
moment for any citizens of Messene - as well as for other misol- 
akedaimonians - present at Olympia when the herald an
nounced Damiskos' victory: in such proclamations, the name of 
the victor was always accompanied by the name of the com
munity he represented, i.e. it included his city-ethnic, in this case 
Messenios.302 In this way, the proclamation of Damiskos' victory 
came to constitute, at the earliest opportunity possible and 
before a gathering ideologically construed as 'the Hellenes' as 
such (above 57-58), a demonstration of official Eleian recognition 
of the existence of Messene as a legitimate Hellenic polis.303

300. Moretti 1957: no. 418.
301. ÈvicwTÔ) yap uctteqov tov oiKiopov tov MEcroT|vr|ç ayövTGJV OAupnia 

Håelwv èvikoi (ttcxöiov 7iaLbaç ô Aapîcncoç ovtoç. He is Moretti 1957: no. 
417.

302. Nielsen 2002: 264 with n. 264; see also Lee 2001: 69-70, discussing Pind. Ol. 
5.8; Plut. Ale. 11; and Schol. Vet in Pind. Ol. 5.16: èv yàp tod àyùvi oi 
VIKCÙVTEÇ KCÙ Ct7lÔ 7IOTEOCi>V àvqyopE VOVTO Kai à7TÔ 7IQOyÔVüDV Kai 
noÅEWv. See also Ebert 1972: 10 n. 3 quoting Timotheos fr. 26 (Page): 
paKixpioç qoØa, TipoØE', ôte KàpvE eIîie- vlkcx TLpô0Eoç MiAqcrioç. Cf. 
Ebert 1972: 11 n. 2 and Nielsen 2002: 205 n. 267. See also Xen. Hell. 3.2.21: 
èheI ÈKqqvTTOVTO [sc. oi öqßaloi] vikgdvteç. A full discussion of the 
herald's victory proclamation is found in Wolicki 2002: 69-76.

303. Eleian recognition of Messene is, of course, also implied by the facts that Elis 
must have sent sacred envoys to Messene and that it allowed Damiskos to 
compete.

304. On such monuments, see Raschke 1987; Lattimore 1988; and Herrmann 
1988.

305. Cf. Mann 2001: 57. See also Bravi 2001.

The identification of an athlete with his polis is visible in other 
ways as well. A victor enjoyed the right to have a commemor
ative monument erected in the Altis itself.304 As the name of a 
victor's home polis was included in the victory proclamation, so 
it was standard to include that name in the inscriptions accom
panying the commemorative sculpture,305 e.g. in the form of the 
toponym, as in the epigram (Paus. 6.9.9) celebrating the early 
fifth-century athlete Philon of Korkyra (no. 123):
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riaTQiç: pèv Kôkuqcv ølågjv ô ôvop’- Etpt ôè TAauKou
ULÔÇ KCÙ VLKÙ) 7lÙH ÔU ÔÀVpTïlàbaÇ.306

306. "My fatherland is Korkyra, and my name is Philon; I am/ The son of 
Glaukos, and I won two Olympic victories for boxing" (Jones (Loeb)). See 
also e.g. IvO 149: an' evööEolo [KJuvlclkoç Mav[T]LVÉaç (= Moretti 1957: no. 
265); AnthPal 6.135: oûtoç OelööA« innoç àn' EÙQvyÔQOLO KoqlvØov (= 
Moretti 1957: no. 147); SEG 48 547: [IToAvôàpaç NJlklov ©[EcraaAàç] ÈE 
Ekoto[vocrr)ç] (= Moretti 1957: no. 348) (on this monument, dated to 325-300, 
and so a posthumous celebration of Poulydamas whose Olympic victory is 
dated to 408, see Taeuber 1997, who argues that it was erected by the 
Thessalian confederacy which was developing him into a 'Nationalheros'); 
Ebert 1972: no. 7: KAEoo0Évr|ç ô üôvtloç éE Eîuôdpvov (= Moretti 1957: no. 
141); cf. IvO 170.

307. See also e.g. IvO 144: EvOupoç Aokqôç ActtvkAéoç (= Moretti 1957: no. 191); 
IvO 146: KaAAiaç Atbvpiov À0r|vaioç (Moretti 1957: no. 228); IvO 147-148: 
TéAAgjv ... AarJpovoç ... Aqkcïç OpEcrØdmoc (= Moretti 1957: no. 231); IvO 
161: [NctoujKLÔaç <Ply[(x]Aevç (= Moretti 1957: no. 392); IvO 162-163: 
ITv0OKAf|ç AAeloç (= Moretti 1957: no. 284); IvO 165: Aqlotlcov 0eoc|)lAeoç 
E7TibavQLOç (= Moretti 1957: no. 415); IvO 167: KQLTÔbcrpoç Aiya KAeltôqloç 
(= Moretti 1957: no. 406); IvO 168: A0r|votloç ApnaAÉov ’EcfjÉoioç (= Moretti 
1957: no. 438); Simonid. fr. 188 (Bergk): AQLaTÔbctpoç ©pdmboç AAeloç (= 
Moretti 1957: no. 383); Ebert 1972: no. 50: XelAcov XelAwvoç IlaTQEVç (= 
Moretti 1957: no. 461).

308. IvO 155 combines city-ethnic and toponym: EAAlxvlkoç AAeloç èk Ae7tqéou 
(= Moretti 1957: no. 331); on this inscription, see Nielsen 2005: 71-73.

309. See Robert 1967: 19; Finley 1979: 76-77; and Stylianou 1988 ad Diod. Sic. 
15.14.1.

310. Cf. Ebert 1972: no. 12.4, celebrating the Olympionikes Theognetos of Aigina (= 
Moretti 1957: no. 217): ôç tuxtéqgjv åyaØcov ÉcrTE(J>åvceoE hoAlv; Ebert 1972: 
no. 39.1-2, celebrating the Olympionikes Sostratos of Sikyon (= Moretti 1957:

Another way in which the name of the home polis of a victor 
could be proclaimed was by using the city-ethnic, as on the base 
of a statue seen by Pausanias (6.16.5) and recovered during the 
Olympia excavations: Aorxpcov 'iTirmoyou ’Hàeloç (Moretti 
1957: no. 452; BCH 107 (1983) 767 with Fig. 43);307 or in other 
ways,308 as e.g. the phrase (7TE(j)txv(ù b cuttu Edoockoulccv in the 
epigram (AnthPal 13.15) celebrating the early fourth-century ath
lete Dikon (Moretti 1957: no. 379 etc.), who was in fact originally 
a citizen of Kaulonia (no. 55) but probably was among the Kau- 
lonians relocated to Syracuse by Dionysios I of Syracuse after he 
had besieged and sacked Kaulonia in 389 (Diod. Sic. 14.1O6ff.).309 
The phrase "and I am a crown to the city of the Syracusans"310 of 
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this epigram is a good illustration of the fact that by identifying 
his home polis an athlete shares the honour and prestige of his 
victory with his polis. As has been perceptively pointed out by 
Herrmann (1988: 119): "[NJicht nur der erfolgreiche Athlet 
wurde mit der Siegerstatue geehrt, sondern auch die Heimat- 
polis, für die er zum Agon angetreten war. Zwar war der sport
liche Wettkampf, im gegensatz zu heute, immer Sache des 
Einzelnen - Mannschaftskämpfe hat es nie gegeben, auch keine 
zweiten und dritten Sieger - nur mit der Vaterstadt konnte der 
Ruhm geteilt werden. Mag die Inschrift der Siegerstatue noch so 
kurz sein - kaum je fehlt der Name der Heimatpolis. Die Ver
bundenheit des Einzelnen mit der Gemeinschaft, die ihn trägt, 
kommt darin zum Ausdruck: jeder agonale Sieg ist zugleich ein 
Sieg der Polis." It is no surprise, therefore, to find that the com
memorative monument was sometimes commissioned by the 
polis of the victorious athlete; the practice is reasonably well- 
attested for the post-Classical periods311 but may have been in 
existence already in the Classical period, since two instances 
seem to belong to the very early Hellenistic period: (1) according 
to Paus. 6.17.4, the monument celebrating Hermesianax of Kol
ophon (Moretti 1957: no. 475) was erected by the city of Kol
ophon; Moretti dates the victory of Hermesianax to 320; (2) 
according to Paus. 6.13.11, the monument celebrating the Athe
nian victor Aristophon (Moretti 1957: no. 484) was erected by the 
Athenian demos;312 Moretti dates Aristophon's victory to 312. On 

no. 420): [FIAJelittolc bf] LiKvceva naxQav, [E]cocnoTQdTOU vie, / Ecocttqcite, 
kcxAAîcftoiç t rjyAâïaaç aTtcjjâvoiç. Cf. Ebert 1972: nos. 19 and 41. For the 
probability that this Sostratos - an extremely successful pancratist with 
three Olympic victories to his credit - was depicted on the coins of Sikyon in 
the later fourth century, see Lacroix 1964: 19-29, accepted by Milavic 2001, 
who states (184): "For the people of Sikyon, a facsimile of a pankratiast on 
their coins constituted a unique symbol recognizable to the ancient Greeks 
as representing their famous citizen and, by extension, the city itself." See 
also Broneer 1962: 260 for the suggestion that the laurel wreath found on the 
helmet of Athena on some fourth-century coins of Korinthos (no. 227) was 
added to commemorate "some outstanding victory by Corinthian com
petitors." See also I.Ephesos 1415-16 (ca. 300).

311. See IvO 186 with Paus. 6.15.6; IvO 224; and Paus. 6.17.2.
312. dvÉØqKE bè Kai ô AØqvaicov bqpoç ÀQiaTOcfxbvTa Auolvov. IvO 169 may 

be part of this monument.
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occasion, a polis would even erect a monument many years after 
the victorious athlete was dead: according to Pausanias (6.13.2) 
there stood at Olympia a monument consisting of an inscribed 
stele and a sculpture by Myron, the famous sculptor, commemo
rating the Spartan athlete Chionis whose athletic career belongs 
to the mid-seventh century.313 The erection of such a posthumous 
monument must have been prompted by a desire to cater to 
Spartan civic pride.314

313. Moretti 1957: nos. 42-47.
314. See Mann 2001: 137-38: "Der Sprinter Chionis war im 7. Jahrhundert jeweils 

dreimal im Stadionlauf und im diaulos erfolgreich gewesen. Als der krotoni- 
atische Kurzstreckenlaüfer Astylos zu Beginn des 5. Jahunderts siebenmal 
den olympischen Kranz errang - dreimal im Stadionlauf, dreimal im diaulos 
und einmal im Waffenlauf - gaben die Spartaner auf Staatskosten bei Myron 
eine Siegerstatue in Auftrag und ließen diese in Olympia neben einer Ins
chriftsstele aufstellen, auf der neben einem Verzeichnis der Siege des 
Chionis ausdrücklich vermerkt war, daß zu seiner Zeit, im 7. Jahrhundert, 
der Waffenlauf als eigene Disziplin noch nicht existiert habe. Diese Bemer
kung ist nur als Bezugnahme auf Astylos verständlich und impliziert, daß 
Chionis, falls es den Waffenlauf zu seiner Zeit schon gegeben hätte, mehr 
Siege errungen hätte als der Krotoniate." Cf. Raschke 1987: 41 and Hod- 
kinson 1999: 165.

315. eùqt|oete ôÈ naoa pèv tolç dÀÀoiç Èv Taiç àyoçaîç à0Àr)Tàç àvaKEi- 
pévovç, naç' ùpîv bè oTQaTT)yoùç àya0oùç kcu toùç tôv tvqcwvov àno- 
KTEivavTaç. On Athenian pratices as regards commemorative athletic 
statuary in civic space, see Raubitschek 1939 and Seaman 2002.

316. Lycurgus goes on: Kai toloùtovç pÈv àvbpaç oùb' È£ ânàcrr|ç Tfjç EÀÀà&oç 
àÀiyovç eùqelv pâôiov, toùç ÔÈ toùç crTEcJjaviTaç àytùvaç vEviKrjKÔTaç 
eÙ7tetcùç noÅÅayåØEV ectti yeyovÔTaç iÔEiv.

Closely related to this is the erection of a honorific sculpture in 
the home town in honour of victorious athletes. According to 
Lycurg. Leocr. 51, this was common practice outside Athens;315 
obviously, this was a considerable honour316 and a remarkable 
sign of the pride taken by poleis in the victories of its citizens. In 
fact, a few examples are known of honorific statues set up at 
home, though not all in the agora:

(1) Kroton (no. 56): according to Paus. 6.13.2, there stood in the 
sanctuary of Hera Lakinia a statue of the athlete Astylos (Moretti 
1957: no. 178 etc.); this statue was, Pausanias relates, pulled 
down by the Krotoniates when Astylos competed - and worse, 
won - at Olympia as representative of Syracuse (no. 47). If what 
Pausanias reports is historical, the statue must have been dedi- 
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cated during Astylos' lifetime, but it is not clear whether the 
monument was erected by himself or by the polis of Kroton. 
Nevertheless, the fact that the Krotoniates pulled down the 
monument when Astylos competed for a foreign community 
strongly suggests that even if the statue was in fact a private 
commemoration, it must have been a focus of civic pride and 
thus that Kroton identified itself with Astylos or rather the ath
lete with itself.

(2-3) Lokroi (no. 59): (2) according to Paus. 6.6.4-6 there stood 
at Olympia a sculpture commemorating Euthymos (Moretti 
1957: no. 191 etc.); this sculpture was a work of Pythagoras, a 
famous sculptor of the early Classical period (Pollitt 1990: 43- 
44);317 however, there was also a statue of Euthymos at Lokroi 
itself (Pliny NH 7.152); since Euthymos became the object of hero 
cult already in the fifth century,318 the statue at Lokroi may per
haps be connected with the cult, but to judge from Plinius, the 
statue at Lokroi seems possibly to have preceeded his heroisa- 
tion, and so may be honorific;319 if Lokroi had erected the monu
ment at Olympia, it may also have commissioned the sculpture 
at home, but this would, it must be admitted, have been a most 
dubious case had it not been for: (3) At Lokroi stood also an 
andrias of the Olympic victor Euthykles (Callim. frr. 84-85, Pf.); 
his date is unknown, but Moretti 1957: no. 180 dates his victory 
to 488 and a fifth-century date accords well with the fact that he 
was heroised (Böhringer 1979: 11). However, it is clear from 
Callim. fr. 84 Dieg. I (Pf.) that his statue at Lokroi preceded his 
heroisation. That this statue was considered a symbol of the 
identification between athlete and polis is clear as well: When 
Euthykles was accused of taking bribes to the detriment of the 
city, it was publicly decided (KotT£ipr|(j)[icra]v) to maltreat (aiici- 
cracjQcxi) his statue which was probably itself a public commis
sion.320

317. It has been suggested that this monument was erected by the polis of Lokroi; 
cf. IvO 144 with Ebert 1972: 70-71 and Lattimore 1988: 250-51.

318. Mylonas 1944: 285-86; Böhringer 1979; Currie 2002.
319. Patria ei Locri in Italia; imaginera dus tbi et Olympiae alteram eodem die tactas ful

mine Callimachum ut nihil aliud miratum video oraculumque iussisse sacrificari, 
quod et vivo factitatum et mortuo.

320. Callim. fr. 85.9 (Pf.): elkov]« <if]v auTq AokqL EØrjKE [7iôÀi]ç. Cf. Kurke 
1998: 152.
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(4) Pellene (no. 240): according to Paus. 7.27.5, there stood in 
the gymnasion at Pellene a stone monument to Promachos (Mo
retti 1957: no. 355), explicitly said to have been dedicated by the 
city (as was a bronze sculpture at Olympia).321 The date at which 
the city dedicated these monuments is unknown, but the fourth 
century seems not impossible.

(5) Phigaleia (no. 292): according to Paus. 8.40.1 there stood in 
the agora of Phigaleia a statue of the famous Phigaleian pancra- 
tiast Arrhachion (Moretti 1957: no. 95 etc.).322 Pausanias' descrip
tion of the stance of the sculpture leaves no doubt that what he 
depicts was an Archaic kouros;323 so even if the erection of the 
monument was posthumous, it must have taken place within the 
period under consideration here. Since Arrhachion is not known 
to have been the object of cult, the sculpture was presumably an 
honorific monument and its location in the agora - if original - 
suggests that it was a public commission. In that case, it is the 
earliest example of this kind of sculpture.324

(6) Sparta (no. 345): according to Paus. 3.13.9, there stood at 
Sparta a presumably honorific statue of Hetoimokles (Moretti 
1957: no. 82). There is no indication in Pausanias' text of when 
and by whom this monument was erected, but it fits well into 
other evidence for fifth-century commemoration by Sparta of 
"past Olympic success" (Hodkinson 1999: 165-67), which per
haps even included the establishment of a temple and cult for 
Hetoimokles' father Hipposthenes (Moretti 1957: no. 61 etc.).

(7) Argos (no. 347): according to Paus. 6.9.3 there was at Rome 
in the temple of Peace a sculpture of Cheimon (Moretti 1957: no. 

321. ÈVTaù0a àvpp riEAAqvÈvç Ecrrr|KE npôpaxoç 6 Aqvcovoç, àveAopEVOç 
îiayKQaTLOV vûcaç, xpv pèv ’OAupniacu, tqeÎç ô' IoØpicov Kai Nepéa ôvo- 
Kai aùxoù Kai EiKovaç 7ionyjavxEÇ oi PlEAAr|VEiç xqv pèv èç OAvpniav 
åvÉØEcrav, vqv ôè Èv xâ> yupvacricp, AiØov xaùvqv Kai où x^AkoO.

322. OiyaAEÜoi ôè àvôpidç èotlv È7Ù xfjç àyopàç Aooaxiu’voç toù 7iayKç>a- 
Tiaaxoù, Ta te aAAa aoyaioç Kai oùx ijKicrxa ètù xô oxppaxc où biEoràcn 
pèv 7toAù oi îïoôeç, KaØELVTaL ôè naoa nAeupav ai x£U?£Ç dxQi xwv 
yAouxcôv. 7TE7iotr|Tai pèv ôf] f] elkùv AiØou ktA.

323. Lattimore 1988: 250, 254; Jost 1998 ad loc.
324. A fragmentary Archaic sculpture of the kouros type has been found at Phiga

leia (Richter 1970: Figs. 144-46), but it is not to be identified with the sculp
ture depicted by Pausanias: Richter 1970: 77; Ridgway 1977: 47, 74 (sug
gesting that the sculpture represents Apollo), Morgan 1999: 410.
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298, victory: 448) brought there from Argos, the home polis of 
Cheimon. The sculpture was a work of Naukydes, a sculptor of 
the high Classical period (Pollitt 1990: 79-80). Since another 
monument commemorating Cheimon - also a work by Nau
kydes - stood at Olympia (Paus. 6.9.3), the one brought from 
Argos to Rome was presumably originally also erected at Argos; 
it is, however, unknown whether it was commissioned by the 
polis of Argos.

(8) Thasos (no. 526): according to Dio Chrys. 31.95, an andrias 
of Theogenes, son of Timoxenos32? (Moretti 1957: no. 201) stood 
at Thasos Èv pÈcn] tt) ttoàel, "in the middle of the city", i.e. in the 
agora (Pouilloux 1954: 64 n. 5, 75). From Paus. 6.11.6 it appears 
that it was a bronze sculpture and that its existence predated the 
cult of Theogenes (6.11.8; cf. Pouilloux 1954: 82, 104) and the pas
sages in both Paus, and Dio Chrys. strongly suggest that the 
statue existed at least shortly after the death of the athlete (cf. 
Pouilloux 1954: 75; Lattimore 1988: 250). It was thus in all proba
bility an honorific monument commemorating his athletic victor
ies (Pouilloux 1954: 104) and its location in the agora suggests 
that it was a public commission.

Clearly, athletic victories by their citizens were cherished by 
poleis which considered such victories their own victories. Accor
dingly, other honours than honorific sculptures are known to 
have been bestowed on victorious athletes. Thus, Xenophanes, in 
his famous critique of athletic adulation, clearly knows of pro- 
edria ("the privilege ... of sitting in the front seats at games and 
festivals" (Bowra 1938: 283)) as a reward for victory granted by 
poleis (fr. 2.7, West: Kai ke noocboiqv (jiaveoav èv dycbcriv 
Aqolto) and proedria was very probably among the rewards that 
Athens (no. 361) bestowed on its victors.325 326 Also referred to by 
Xenophanes is public entertainment (fr. 2.8-9: cut Eiq bqpooimv 
kteAvcov I èk tioAecuç; "the ... privilege ... of being fed at public 
expense" for life (Bowra 1938: 274)) and this privilege is again 
attested for Classical Athens in the form of entertainment in the 
prytaneion, the building symbolising the life of the polis (above

325. On the form of his name, see Pouilloux 1954: 63 n. 4.
326. Kyle 1987: 147. Cf. Bowra 1938: 273-74. For general references by Classical 

sources to the honours bestowed on Athenian Olympionikai, see Isoc. 16.49 
and Dem. 20.141.
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52) and thus probably the greatest honour the polis had to 
bestow.327 As a final example of honorific gestures we may 
mention the honour shown Exainetos (Moretti 1957: nos. 341 & 
346) by the polis of Akragas (no. 9) in 412: When this athlete 
returned home after his second triumph in the Olympic stadion 
race he was magnificently wellcomed, being escorted at his 
entrance by chariot into the city by a chariot procession of the 
Akragantines - "three hundred chariots each drawn by two 
white horses" - a clear testimony to the public importance at
tached to his victory.328

327. IG I3 131 (ca. 440-432; on this decree, see Morrissey 1978 and Thompson 
1979.); PI. Ap. 36d.

328. Diod. Sic. 13.82.7: KCti koetA tt]v 71qotéqccv ôè TtxvTr]<; OAupnuxba, 
ôevtéqcxv È7Ù rcxïç ÈVEvrjKovxa, viKr|cravToç EEaLVÉxou AxpayavTivov, 
Kaxpyayov avxôv elç xpv ^oAlv Èp' àppaxoç- crvvE7xôp7XEVov ô’ aùxp 
ycepiç xcev crAAarv avvcoQiÔEç xpictKoomi Aevkgjv ïttttccv. On the signifi
cance of chariot processions, see Sinos 1993: 75-78.

329. See Young 1983: 48 , Young 1984: 131 and Mann 2001: 72, both commenting 
on CEG 394 of the first half of the sixth century. Cf. Pleket 1975: 80.

330. Plut. Sol. 23.3; Diog. Laert. 1.55.

In addition to such honorific gestures, at least some poleis 
rewarded their victors with cash payments: Xenophanes (fr. 2., 
West) has a general reference to such payments: bcèpov ô ot 
KELprjÅLOV elt] (9; "a gift which will be a treasure to him"); and 
known historical examples may include Sybaris (no. 70)329 and 
Athens (no. 361): even if the historicity of the reports that Solon 
legislated a reduction of the payments to be made to victors330 
may perhaps be open to doubt, the recent discussion by Mann 
(2001: 68-81) accepts the historicity of the reform and thus of the 
existence of such awards at Athens. Such financial awards were 
also honorific (Mann 2001: 78) and intended to turn the victory of 
the individual citizen athlete into a victory of the community 
(Mann 2001: 79) and to sharpen the identity of the polis be
stowing such honours (Mann 2001: 80).

Though we have no examples before the early Hellenistic 
period of poleis subsidising athletes prior to victory (Mann 2001: 
78) we hear of other ways in which poleis employed public 
finances in attempts to secure victory. Thus we know that poleis 
at least occasionally entered public hippie teams at Olympia: (1) 
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According to Phlegon (FGrHist 257 fr. 6 apud Steph. Byz. 
245.17),331 a public team of Dyspontion (no. 250) was victorious 
in 672 (Moretti 1957: no. 39). There is a textual problem in 
Stephanus (cf. Meineke's app. crit. ad loc.), and the early date to 
which this victory is assigned may cast doubt on its historicity; 
but two similar public teams are attested for the fifth century: (2) 
Pap Oxy 222.6 under 480 lists the victorious race horse as 
[AqyJclûjv br|p6oLOç KÉArjç ('the public race horse of the 
Argives'); and (3) under 476 at 222.31 the victorious chariot is 
listed as [Aqy]elcov bqpoorov TÉØQinnov ('the public chariot of 
the Argives'). Apparently, the quality of the public horses of 
Argos was well-known; for among the seven chariots entered by 
Alkibiades of Athens in the 416 Games was one which had been 
bought from the polis of Argos,332 and it may even have been this 
one which was victorious.333 So, the polis of Argos still possessed 
public horses in the late fifth century and it is worthy of note that 
Isoc. 16.34 compares Alkibiades' performance in 416 not with 
that of other individuals, but with that of "even the greatest of 
poleis",334 which should indicate that public entrances were not 
an unknown phenomenon in the early fourth century, the prob
able date of the speech. Finally, the Lichas incident of 420 (above 
34-4, 87 n. 293) provides a fourth example of a public hippie 
entrance, since Lichas' team was entered in the name of Thebes 
(no. 221).

331. HAeicov èk AvanovTLOv te0ql717Iov. On this fragment, see Nielsen 2005: 65- 
66.

332. Isocr. 16.1 (noiaptvoc naçà tê)ç hôAegjç rf|ç ÄoyEicov); Plut. Aie. 13.2 
(dopa öppoaiov ApysioLc).

333. This would seem to be the implication of Diod. Sic. 13.74.3: Aiopr|dovç yap 
tlvoç tûjv piAmv cmp7TÉppccvToç avTW TÉØpinnov eiç ’OAv|J7iicw, O 
ÀÀKipidbpç koctA tî]v à7Toypa(|)f]v rqv elcoØvlccv yivEcrØai toùç ïnmouç 
iôiovç ànEypapaTO, kcù vuerpaç tô TÉOpinnov ttjv t èk rpç vlkt]ç bôSav 
aÙTÔç à7ir|véyKaTO kcu toùç ïrmouç oùk ànÈbcoKE tgj moTEUoavTi.

334. ÇEÙyr) yàp KaØqKE TocraÙTa pèv tôv àpiOpùv ôcroiç ovb' ai pÉyiaTai t<ùv 
tiôàecov qywviaavTO.

Another way in which a polis could secure victory by financial 
means was to buy a victory from a victorious athlete, as Ephesos 
(no. 844) did in 384 when it paid the victor Sotades (Moretti 1957: 
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no. 398) of an unknown Kretan polis to accept Ephesian citi
zenship.335

335. Paus. 6.18.6: Eandbrjc ôè È7Ù boAiyou vlkzxlç àAvpnuxbi pèv Èvùrq kcù 
èvEvqKoorri Kopç, Ka6â.nEQ y£ kcù pv, àvtQQf)0r|, xp èhl xotéxp ôè Aaßcbv 
XQQpax« naoa tou ’Ecjjecriwv kolvoù EcJîecùolç £0£7ioir)a£v avTÖv. For a 
failed attempt by Dionysios I of Syracuse to induce a victorious Milesian 
athlete to have himself proclaimed as a Syracusan, see Paus. 6.2.6. Note also 
I. Ephesos 1415 (C41-C3e), a decree conferring Ephesian citizenship on a 
metic, who had let himself be proclaimed an Ephesian ([av«]Yy£A£iç 
Ecf)Écrioç £CTT£(|)dvcoK£ rpv noAiv (7)) at the victory ceremony after a 
Nemean victory in boys' boxing.

336. Paus. 6.18.6.
337. oùÔEVôç à(J>v£OT£QOç ovb «oomoxcmooc reb où pan ycvôpEvoç toùç pèv 

yvpvLKoùç àyàtvaç, vheqeîôev, eîôcùç èvlovç xùv äOAprcbv kcù KCtKcbç 
ycyovoxac kcù piKQàç hôAeiç oiKovvxaç kcù Tcmcivùx; 7T£7iaib£vpÉvovç 
ktA.

What all this implies is, of course, that the athletic success of 
its citizens reflected back on the polis, and that the Olympic 
Games were not only competitions among individual athletes 
but also competitions among the poleis that they represented. 
Consequently, poleis were greatly distressed if their athletes were 
'dishonoured' by the Eleian authorities in charge of the Games: 
According to Xen. Hell. 3.2.21, a contributory reason for the 
Spartan war on Elis in the late fifth/early fourth century were the 
whiplashes meted out to Lichas in 420 (above 34), and in the 
later fourth century the Athenians boycotted the Games because 
the Eleians had fined an Athenian athlete, Kallippos (Moretti 
1957: no. 460), and were unwilling to revoke the fine despite of
ficial Athenian pressure on them to do so (above n. 291). Nor 
were athletes spared if they seemed disloyal to their home polis: 
Sotades, who sold himself off to Ephesos in 384, was punished 
with exile.336 337

As a final example of the close identification between athlete 
and polis mention may be made of Isoc. 16.33 where the logo- 
grapher has Alkibiades Junior say of his famous father that "al
though in natural gifts and in strength of body he was inferior to 
none, he disdained the gymnastic contests, for he knew that 
some of the athletes were of low birth, inhabitants of petty states, 
and of mean education" (Loeb).33 It may well be true that there 
is a good deal of rhetorical distortion in the views here ascribed 
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to Alkibiades,338 but it is obviously based on the idea that the 
(lack of) prestige of a given polis reflects back on its athletes339 - 
whose successes again reflected back on the polis.

338. Pritchard 2003: 327-28.
339. Young 1984: 101.

There can be no doubt, then, that athletes competed as 
representatives of their poleis, that they were identified with their 
poleis and that poleis were identified with their athletes. The 
conclusion to be drawn from this discussion of Hellenic 
interaction at Olympia is that Olympia and the Olympic Games 
in the Classical period was one of the instutions, i.e. provided 
one of the socio-political arenas in which the great multitude of 
Hellenic poleis competed with each other through their 
dedications and their athletes and in this way ideologically 
constructed and sharpened their own peculiar local identity and 
existence.



VII. Conclusion

What I have attempted to argue and illustrate in this study is, to 
sum up by way of conclusion, the following: Olympia was an 
institution of crucial importance to the Hellenic city-state cul
ture. It was an institution which helped create and maintain a 
degree of similarity in the enormous diversity produced by the 
existence of more than a thousand highly individual and rad
ically self-differentiated poleis; and it was an institution which 
contributed to the formation and maintenance of diversity within 
the similarity which it itself promoted. In other words, at Olym
pia was confirmed and continuously reconfirmed the overall 
Hellenic identity in which all Hellenic poleis shared and the local 
identities of the individual poleis by which they were marked out 
as individual and unique each in their own way.

Similarity was produced by Olympia by providing one of the 
means by which the Hellenes continously (re)drew the boundary 
between themselves and 'the Barbarians', thus creating and 
reconfirming the Hellenic identity. Three points are of im
portance here. First, athletics were in the Classical Hellenic view 
a uniquely and characteristically Hellenic phenomenon and, 
notably, when Herodotos came across Hellenic style athletics in 
Egypt he accepted as an explanation of his curious finding that 
the Egyptians in question had in fact imported their athletics 
from Hellas. The importance of Olympia here lies in the simple 
fact that it was the most prominent of all Hellenic athletic arenas. 
Second, the Olympic Games were ethnically exclusive, since only 
Hellenes were admitted to the competitions. It seems a not 
unreasonable assumption that this ethnic exclusiveness devel
oped as a consequence of or was intensified by the Hellenic 
conflicts with the Persians, and the occasion which prompted the 
explicit formulation of the exclusive principle may have been the 
discussions caused by the participation of Alexander I of 
Macedon, a Persian ally whose Hellenic credentials could be 
(and were) contested. Third, athletics made vividly visible the 
difference between Hellenes and Barbarians, since Hellenes 
competed in the nude whereas the Barbarians who did practice 
athletics did not so compete. In brief, Olympia was the most 
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distinguished and most well-visited arena for the specifically 
Hellenic phenomenon of (nude) athletics and in this way it 
constituted an institution which contributed to the drawing of 
the boundary between the Hellenic world and the Barbarians.

Internal diversity, on the other hand, was also created and 
maintained at Olympia, where the innumerable poleis empha
sised their individuality by competition through their dedica
tions and their athletes. One polis was exceptionally intimately 
related to Olympia, the administator of the sanctuary: Elis; in 
fact, Eleian identity was so closely connected with Olympia that 
it is sometimes difficult to distinguish between polis and sanc
tuary. It seems that Elis in fact attempted actively to blur that 
distinction by treating the sanctuary as a second administrative 
centre of the polis, thus turning Elis into an unusual bicentral 
polis. But practically all Hellenic poleis exploited Olympia as a 
forum in which to sharpen and emphasise their individual 
identities. Counting merely from the evidence discussed in this 
study - which has been collected not with the ambition of 
completeness but primarily in order to illustrate - at least 102 
poleis340 from practically most parts of the Hellenic world can be 

340. (1) Aitna (no. 8); (2) Akragas (no. 9); (3) Gela (no. 17); (4) Himera (no. 24); (5) 
Kamarina (no. 28); (6) Selinous (no. 44); (7) Syracuse (no. 47); (8) 
Zankle/Messana (no. 51); (9) Hipponion (no. 53); (10) Kaulonia (no. 55); (11) 
Kroton (no. 56); (12) Lokroi (no. 59); (13) Medma (no. 60); (14) Metapontion 
(no. 61); (15) Poseidonia (no. 66); (16) Rhegion (no. 68); (17) Siris (no. 69); (18) 
Sybaris (no. 70); (19) Taras (no. 71); (20) Terina (no. 73); (21) Thourioi (no. 
74); (22) Apollonia (no. 77); (23) Epidamnos (no. 79); (24) Ambrakia (no. 113); 
(25) Korkyra (no. 123); (26) Stratos (no. 138); (27) Myania (no. 164); (28) Nau- 
paktos (no. 165); (29) Koroneia (no. 210); (30) Orchomenos (no. 213); (31) 
Tanagra (no. 220); (32) Thebes (no. 221); (33) Thespiai (no. 222); (34) Megara 
(no. 225); (35) Korinthos (no. 227); (36) Sikyon (no. 228); (37) Aigion (no. 231); 
(38) Patrai (no. 239); (39) Pellene (no. 240); (40) Alasyaion (no. 245); (41) 
Amphidolia (no. 247); (42) Anaitoi (no. 248); (43) Chaladrioi (no. 249); (44) 
Dyspontion (no. 250); (45) Elis (no. 251); (46) Ewaoioi (no. 253); (47) Letrinoi 
(no. 258); (48) Metapioi (no. 260); (49) Pisatai (no. 262); (50) Aiea (no. 265); 
(51) Dipaia (no. 268); (52) Heraia (no. 274); (53) Kleitor (no. 276); (54) Man
tinea (no. 281); (55) Methydrion (no. 283); (56) Oresthasion (no. 287); (57) 
Paion (no. 288); (58) Pheneos (no. 291); (59) Phigaleia (no. 292); (60) Psophis 
(no. 294); (61) Stymphalos (no. 296); (62) Thelphousa (no. 300); (63) Trape- 
zous (no. 303); (64) Lepreon (no. 306); (65) Skillous (no. 311); (66) Messene 
(no. 318); (67) Sparta (no. 345); (68) Argos (no. 347); (69) Epidauros (no. 348); 
(70) Kleonai (no. 351); (71) Tiryns (no. 356); (72) Troizen (no. 357); (73) Aigina 
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shown to have had relations with Olympia, and in view of the 
fragmentary state of the evidence this is a significant number: it 
is, after all, some 10% of all poleis included in Hansen & Nielsen 
2004.

The Olympic competitions were conceived of not merely as 
competitions between individual athletes but as competitions 
between poleis which eagerly exploited this opportunity to add 
to their prestige. In other words, Olympia generated an 
extremely intense and extensive interaction among the Hellenic 
poleis, which were thus enabled to emphasise their individuality. 
Olympia was a well-suited scene for this interaction since it was, 
at least during the festivals, the best-visited sanctuary in all of 
Hellas where enormous numbers of official delegates, athletes 
and spectators assembled; and the visitors to Olympia were 
ideologically construed as 'the Hellenes' as such. So what the 
crowds at Olympia witnessed was one of the socio-political 
processes by which the Hellenes demonstrated that they were 
not only Hellenes but also Mantineans, Kyrenaians, Lepreatans 
and even Myanians.341

(no. 358); (74) Athens (no. 361); (75) Chalkis (no. 365); (76) Eretria (no. 370); 
(77) Opous (no. 386); (78) Krannon (no. 400); (79) Larisa (no. 401); (80) Sko- 
toussa (no. 415); (81) Kos Meropis (no. 499); (82) Melos (no. 505); (83) Thasos 
(no. 526); (84) Maroneia (no. 646); (85) Chersonesos (no. 661); (86) Byzantion 
(no. 674); (87) Herakleia (no. 715); (88) Lampsakos (no. 748); (89) Tenedos 
(no. 793); (90) Mytilene (no. 798); (91) Elaia (no. 807); (92) Chios (no. 840); 
(93) Ephesos (no. 844); (94) Kolophon (no. 848); (95) Magnesia (no. 852); (96) 
Miletos (no. 854); (97) Samos (no. 864); (98) Halikarnassos (no. 886); (99) 
Ialysos (no. 995); (100) Rhodos (no. 1000); (101) Barke (no. 1025); (102) 
Kyrene (no. 1028).

341. I would like to thank not only the anonymous referee of the Royal Academy 
but also my friends and colleagues Drs David Bloch and Adam Schwartz as 
well as Prof. Mark Golden, Prof. Ted Buttrey and Prof. Stephen G. Miller 
who all kindly read drafts of this study, made incisive comments and saved 
me from numerous errors.
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Key
8 Aitna 165 Naupaktos 303 Trapezous 798 Mytilene
9 Akragas 210 Koroneia 306 I.epreon 807 Elaia
17 Gela 213 Orchomenos 311 Skillous 840 Chios
24 Himcra 220 Tanagra 318 Messene 844 Ephesos
28 Kamarina 221 Thebes 345 Sparta 848 Kolophon
44 Selinous 222 Thespiai 347 Argos 852 Magnesia
47 Syracuse 225 Megara 348 Epidauros 854 Miletos
51 Zankle/Messana 227 Korinthos 351 Kleonai 864 Samos
53 Hipponion 228 Sikyon 356 Tiryns 886 Halikarnassos
55 Kaulonia 231 Aigion 357 Troizen 995 Ialysos
56 Kroton 239 Patrai 358 Aigina 1000 Rhodos
59 Lokroi 240 Pellene 361 Athens 1025 Barke
60 Medma 251 Elis 365 Chalkis 1028 Kyrene
61 Metapontion 258 Letrinoi 370 Eretria
66 Poseidonia 265 Aiea 386 Opous Unlocated
68 Rhegion 268 Dipaia 400 Krannon All in the wider region of
69 Siris 274 Heraia 401 Larisa Elis itself
70 Sybaris 276 Kleitor 415 Skotoussa
71 Taras 281 Mantinea 499 Kos Meropis 245 Alasyaion
73 Terina 283 Methydrion 505 Melos 247 Amphidolia
74 Thourioi 287 Oresthasion 526 Thasos 248 Anaitoi
77 Apollonia 288 Paion 646 Maroneia 249 Chaladrioi
79 Epidamnos 291 Pheneos 661 Chersonesos 250 Dyspontion
113 Ambrakia 292 Phigaleia 674 Byzantion 253 Ewaoioi
123 Korkyra 294 Psophis 715 Herakleia 260 Metapioi
138 Stratos 296 Stymphalos 748 Lampsakos 262 Pisa
164 Myania 300 Thelphousa 793 Tenedos
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Abbreviations etc.

Ancient authors and their works

Andoc. = Andokides
AnthPal = Anthologia Palatina
Ar. = Aristophanes

Pint. = Ploutos
Arist. = Aristotle

Pol. = Politica
Ath. = Athenaios
Callim. = Kallimachos
Cic. = Cicero

Tnsc. disp. = Tusculanae disputationes
Dem. = Demosthenes
Din. = Deinarchos
Dio Chrys. = Dion Chrysostomos
Diod. Sic. = Diodorus Siculus
Diog. Laert. = Diogenes Laertios
Dion. Hal. = Dionysios of Halikarnassos

Ant. Rom. = Antiquitates Romanae
Etym. Magn. = Etymologicum Magnum
Euseb. = Eusebios

Citron. = Chronica
Heracl. Lemb. = Herakleides Lembos
Hdt. = Herodotos
Hom. = Homer

II. = Iliad
Od. = Odyssey

Hom. Hym. Herrn. = The Homeric Hymn to Hermes
Isidore of Seville

Etym. = Etymologiae
Isoc. = Isokrates
Just. - Justinus

Epit. = Epitome (ofTrogus)
Luc. = Lucian

Peregr. = De morte peregrini
Lycurg. = Lykourgos

Leocr. = Contra Leocratem
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Paus. = Pausanias
Pind. = Pindar

Isthm. = Isthmian ode
Nem. = Nemean ode
Ol. = Olympic ode

Pl. = Plato
Ap. = Apologia Socratis
Hp. mi. = Hippias Minor
Phaed. = Phaedrus
Phd. = Phaedo

Pliny
NH = Naturalis historia

Plut. = Plutarch
Ale. = Alcibiades
Sol. = Solon

Simonid. = Simonides
Steph. Byz. = Stephanus Byzantius
Theocr. = Theokritos
Thue. = Thoukydides
Xen. = Xenophon

Ages. = Agesilaos
An. = Anabasis
Hell. = Hellenika
Mem. = Memorabilia

Other abbreviations etc.

BCH = Bulletin de correspondance hellénique.
Budé = Collection des universités de France, publiée sous le patronage 

de l'Association Guillaume Budé.
C = century, and, e.g.: C5e: early fifth century; C5m: middle of the fifth 

century; C51: late fifth century; C5f: first half of fifth century; C5s: 
second half of fifth century.

CEG = Carmina epigraphica Graeca, ed. P.A. Hansen, 2 vols. (Berlin & New 
York 1983-89).

DK = Fragmente der Vorsokratiker6, eds. H. Diels & W. Kranz (Berlin 1952). 
FGrHist = Fragmente der griechischen Historiker, ed. F. Jacoby (Leiden 

1923-).
fr. = fragment.
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HCT = A.W. Gomme, A. Andrewes, & K.J. Dover, A Historical 
Commentary on Thucydides, 5 vols. (Oxford 1945-81).

IG = Inscriptions Graecae (Berlin 1873 - ).
GGM = Geographi Graeci Minores, ed. C. Müller, 2 vols. (Paris 1855-61).
LEphesos = Die Inschriften von Ephesos I-VII, eds. H. Wankel, R. 

Merkelbach et al. (IGSK Band 11-17, Bonn 1979-81).
IvO = Inschriften von Olympia, eds. W. Dittenberger & K. Purgold (Berlin 

1896).
KA = Poetae Comici Graeci, eds. R. Kassel & A. Austin, 8 vols. (Berlin & 

New York 1983-2001).
Kock = Comicorum Atticorum fragmenta, ed. T. Kock, 3 vols. (Leipzig 

1880-88).
EGPN = Eexicon of Greek Personal Names.
Loeb = Loeb Classical Library.
LSJ = Liddell & Scott, Greek-English Eexicon9, rev. H. Stuart Jones (1925- 

40).
Meiggs & Lewis, GHI = R. Meiggs & D. Lewis, A Selection of Greek 

Historical Inscriptions to the End of the Fifth Century B.C. (Oxford 1988).
Michel, Recueil = C. Michel, Recueil d'inscriptions grecques (Brussels 1897- 

1900).
MW = Hesiodi fragmenta selecta, eds. R. Merkelbach & M.L. West in F. 

Solmsen (ed.), Hesiodi Theogonia. Opera et Dies. Scutum (Oxford 1970).
Nomima = Nomima. Recueil d' inscriptions politiques et juridiques de l'ar

chaïsme grec I-II, eds. H. van Effenterre & F. Ruzé. Collection de l'école 
française de Rome 188 (Rome 1994-95).

Obv. = obverse.
OCD3 = Oxford Classical Dictionary, eds. S. Hornblower & A. Spawforth 

(Oxford 1996).
OJh = Jahreshefte der Österreichischen archäologischen Instituts in Wien.
Pap Oxy = Oxyrhynchus Papyri (1898 -).
PECS = Princeton Encyclopedia of Classical Sites, eds. R. Stillwell et al. 

(Princeton 1976).
RE = Real-Encyclopädie der klassischen Altertumswissenschaft, eds. A. 

Pauly, G. Wissowa, & W. Kroll (1893-1978).
Rev. - reverse.
Schol. = scholion.
SEG = Supplementum Epigraphicum Graecum.
Staatsverträge = Die Staatsverträge des Altertums II, ed. H. Bengtson 

(Munich 1962).
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Syil.3 = Sylloge Inscriptionum Graecarum3, ed. W. Dittenberger (Leipzig 
1915-24).

West = M. L. West, Iambi et Elegi Graeci ante Alexandrum cantati2 (Oxford 
1992).
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